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ABSTRACT

The challenges facing small scale irrigation development in South Africa are varied and complex.

This complexity is exacerbated by the many years of systematic neglect, in tandem with material

and intellectual impoverishment of the majority of participants in this agricultural sector.

Attempting to juggle sustainable development of small scale agriculture and environmental and

socio-economic advancement is difficult, but there is sufficient evidence in the literature to

suggest that small scale agriculture is increasing not only in South Africa but in Sub-Saharan

Africa (Collier and Field, 1998)

There is no doubt that this observed increase in irrigated communal gardens result from their

increasingly important role ofproviding food security and as means ofaugmenting familyincome.

Hencethe government,NGO ' s and other private sector organisations have increased their support

for these small scale agricultural initiatives. Small scale agriculture is therefore increasingly

becoming a common land use, and with this increased support, it is likely to become a major

water user, particularly as it is located in close proximity to the water source. Hence both

practices and processes for small scale agriculture require careful study.

Irrigation practices have been studied in KwaZulu-Natal where small scale community gardens

are continuously developing. The study included two locations near Pietermaritzburg. The first,

at Willowfontein, involved irrigation by furrow, and the second, at Taylors Halt, involved

irrigation by hand, using containers. The dynamics ofthe subsurface flow was monitored using

tensiometry and modelled in detail using a two dimensional, soil physics model, Hydrus-2D, to

evaluate the application efficiency.

This study consisted ofthree parts viz: socio-economic system appraisal, technical measurement

and monitoring, and modelling. Important findings obtained include the following:

The highlighting of pertinent socio-economic issues governing water use and allocation

and other operations in developing small scale agricultural conditions, including

constraints to the development of this sector under the conditions described.



The demonstration of the use of reasonably inexpensive, but sophisticated measuring

techniques to observe the soil water processes in small scale community gardening

practices.

Accurate simulationsofsoilwater infiltration,redistribution and uptake usingthe Hydrus

2D model. With these successful simulations, together with the results of the social

system appraisal, more efficient irrigation scenarios are proposed and evaluated.

The development of a methodology that could be used to assess small scale irrigation

efficiencies, with computer simulation models used as tools to conduct such an

assessment.
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Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION

The challenges facing small scale irrigation development in South Africa are varied and complex.

This complexity is exacerbated by the many years of systematic neglect, in tandem with material

and intellectual impoverishment of the majority of participants in this agricultural sector.

Attempting to juggle sustainable development of small scale agriculture, environmental and

socio-economic advancement is difficult, but there is sufficient evidence in the literature to

suggest that small scale irrigation is on the increase in Africa.

"Small irrigated vegetable plots, grouped into communal village gardens and supplied with water

from a hand pumped well are of increasing interest to Africa, especially to women" (Collier and

Field, 1998).

Contributing to this increase in small scale irrigation projects in South Africa, is the high rate of

unemployment. It is therefore, seen by the vast majority of the unemployed to be vitally critical

in playing a central role towards the reduction of poverty, This is equally true for the ailing

impoverished masses in Sub-Saharan Africa, and in response to this increase in demand for

irrigation projects, the new South African government has increased funds for the development

of irrigated community vegetable gardens. This is an initiative consistent with the aims of the

reconstruction and development program (RDP). The local office of the Department of

Agriculture identifies deserving community gardening projects in its area. Funds are then

_ provided for purchasing and setting up the irrigation infrastructure. Whilst this undertaking is

seen to be a positive step on the part of the government, there is a need to exercise caution so

as to avoid making or repeating the mistakes of the past.

Many irrigation projects that were established by the previous government in the former

Bantustans, failed to produce to predicted levels. This was mainly because the past government

of South Africa favoured a top - down approach which disregarded participation by the target

beneficiaries during the planning and subsequent stages of the project. Van Averbeke, Belete,

Igodan and Marete (1998) state that South Africa has a long way to go in removing the damage

that has been inflicted as a result of development policies and programmes which did not

recognise the need for consultation and community participation. Bembrigge (1996) concurs and

add that, this happened despite the demonstration by local research of the need for a change in
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Introduction

planning and development of irrigation schemes in South Africa, recommending participation

. of farmers in planning and the decision making processes.

In these irrigation projects the mis-match between the organisational basis surrounding water use

and allocation and irrigation infrastructural development is indicative of the statement by van

Averbeke, Belete, Igodan and Marete (1998). Several other authors have also highlighted this

problem. A study conducted by de Lange (1994), identified the following as some of the

problems faced by small scale farmers in South Africa:

~ lack of water supply for irrigation purposes,

~ lack of assured water supply,

~ shortage of water supply technology,

~ lack of technical support,

~ lack of guidance, and

~ inefficient and ineffective management styles.

De Lange (199 4) also revealed the need to investigate actual crop water use to enable

recommendations to be made to small scale irrigators, since the results of field evaluations,

combined with information from the farmers, suggested that less irrigation water was applied

than is generally recommended for maximum crop yields.

Since irrigated community gardening has offered renewed hope to the unemployed in South

_ Africa in terms of providing food security and in serving as a means of augmenting family

income, it is imperative that solutions are found to the problems facing small scale irrigation

development.

With increasing government support in South Africa , small scale agriculture is likely to become

a major water user, particularly as they are located in close proximity to the water source. Hence,

both practices and processes of small scale agriculture require careful study.

Irrigation practices have been studied in KwaZulu-Natal where small scale community gardens

are rapidly developing and have the potential of becoming a major water user. The study

includes two locations. The first, at Willo wfontein near Pietermaritzburg involves irrigation by

furrow, and the second, at Taylors Halt , involves irrigation by hand using containers. The

dynamics of subsurface flow is monitored and modelled in detail to assess and advise upon
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Introduction

application efficiency.

The work presented in this study addresses the need for an evaluation of small scale irrigation

practices, processes (i.e. mechanisms of water infiltration and distribution resulting from

practices specific to small scale irrigation) and efficiencies. The objectives ofthe study included

a social and technical system appraisal as these two are directly linked.

(a) Social system appraisal:

To establish the soc ial perceptions of water use and whether, under the conditions

researched, there were any existing rules of water allocation and distribution,

To establish the organisational basis surrounding those existing rules ofwater allocation

and distribution and

To illuminate other social issues pertinent to small scale irrigation development.

(b) Technical system analysis:

To test and determine whether instrumentation could be used to monitor and understand

soil water dynamics under developing small scale agricultural conditions and

To use existing mode lling tools to simulate processes in small scale irrigated agriculture

with a view to devising protocols for efficient irrigation practices.

It is critical to understand the current state of small scale irrigation in South Africa and

elsewhere, so as to identify common problems and approaches used in solving those prob lems.

On the basis of this background a comprehensive literature review on small scale irrigation has

been carried out in the following chapter. Methodologies that have been used elsewhere under

similar conditions to gather information / data on social issues are also reviewed. A brief review

ofsoil moisture measurement and monitoring techniques applicable to small scale irrigation also

fOlIDS part ofthis chapter. Those techniques that would be most appropriate for use in developing

conditions are highlighted. Chapter 2, is then concluded with a review of different soil water

balance models. Again, particular reference is drawn to those models that would be most suitable

for simulating localised soil water dynamics under small scaleagricultural conditions.
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Introduction

Chapter 3, covers the methodology used to gather and I or monitor data on the social aspects of

this study, the soil moisture measurement and monitoring techniques employed, and finally the

modelling approach used to test the efficiency of known strategies and I or develop alternative

irrigation strategies.
..

This study compnses three parts VIZ: social system appraisal, technical system analysis

(instrumentation and monitoring) and modelling. The results and analysis presented in Chapter

4, follow the same order. The technical data analysed in this chapter are tabled in appendices. All

the measured and simulated results are discussed both during the presentation in Chapter 4 and

in more general terms in Chapter 5, with concise conclusions. Since this research was the first

of its kind to combine two different aspects, i.e. social issues and physically based scientific

processes within the scope ofsmall scale irrigation, a number oflessons have been learnt, since

its inception. These lessons have been summarised in Chapter 6 and form recommendations for

future research and recommendations for successful operation of community gardens .
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is a literature review on the main aspects of this research work, which includes:

small scale irrigation systems in the developing world; rural and participatory methodologies;

soil water measurement and monitoring techniques and soil water balance modelling in

irrigation.

A review of small scale irrigation systems is essential in order to gain an understanding of the

state of the-art in small scale irrigation, beyond the situation local to the research sites. This is

critical for the identification ofcommon experiences, and problems, and solutions that have been

used elsewhere to solve specific problems. Hence, this review forms the basis for this current

study. Research carried out in this study also involved addressing social issues pertinent to water

use and allocation, with respect to small scale irrigation. Hence, a literature review of

participatory methodologies that have been used successfully elsewhere was critical as such

methodologies had to be adopted for use in the study. Soil water measurement and monitorin g

techniques, including soil water balance models have been used extensively for many decades

in the developed world. However, these techniques and models have not been used extensively

in developing rural conditions. Identification ofrobust and appropriate techniques and models

to use in this study, required that these techniques and models be reviewed with the aim of

highlighting those that are suitable.

2.2 Small Scale Irrigation Systems (SSIS)

During the past decade in Asia and in many less developed countries (LDCs), the focus of
\

irr igation development has been shifted from a strategy that emphasises constructing large scale

irrigation systems to the one that helps existing small scale irrigation systems to improve their

importance. Phillips-Howard and Porter (1996) state that larger scale schemes have been

substantially discredited across Africa, but that small scale irrigation is seen as a promising

means to raise both agricultural productivity and employment. It comprises half of Africa's

irrigated area and is expanding rapidly, even where there is little government support. There are,

as far as could be ascertained from a survey approximately 202 small s~ale farmer schemes in

South Africa. These compri se approximately 47 486 ha of land under small scale irrigation
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(Bembridge, 1997). In South Africa, according to de Lange (1994), the small scale irrigators can

be categorised in terms of their irrigation water supply as follows:

(a) farmers on an irrigation system (communal water supply infrastructure);

(b) vegetable gardeners (communal water supply infrastructure) and

(b) independent farmers (each with a private water supply).

For the purpose of this study, small scale irrigation could mean either of the three above

mentioned categories, since in South Africa discussions are as yet incomplete on the definition

of what constitutes a small scale farmer, a subsistence farmer and a smallholder irrigator.

Vincent's (1994) disapproval of size as a way of defining small scale irrigation stems from the

fact that size seems to give the idea that small scale irrigation can be developed through a scaled

down version of standard irrigation design approaches. He adds that while under 100 ha would

be criterion for small scale irrigation in Africa, under 200 ha is the criterion for minor irrigation

in India.

One ofthe distinctive characteristics ofsmall scale irrigation systems is that, predominantly, they

are gravity systems rather than pressurised systems, based on the hydraulic principle that

determines system design (Vincent, 1994). This explains the uncertain and unequal development

of SSIS in many countries, since large scale systems require sophisticated 'technology' to be

financially or scientifically attractive and these technologies are beyond the financial and

operating capabilities of small scale farmers, Hence, it is important to differentiate participants

in small scale irrigation so as to identify problems they experience and solutions thereof. The

_ following section explores womens' role in small scale irrigation and the problems they face

which in turn constrain small scale irrigation development.

2.2.1 Womens' role in smallholder irrigation

There seems to be general agreement that mainstream small scale irrigation development is

predominantly a women issue, and that the general lack of capacity of women has to be

addressed in order to achieve sustainable development of rural agriculture. Present estimates

of the contribution ofwomen to smallholder irrigation in Africa are in the range of 60% to 95%

of the total work required (Chancellor, 1996 cited in Chancellor, 1997). In South Africa it is

estimated that at least 150 000 growers participate in community gardening projects. Most of

the participants in these gardening projects are women (de Lange, 199~). Available data on

characteristics ofsmall scale farmers on irrigation schemes in various parts ofSouth Africaalso
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show that 10-20 % were widows, and in the majority of food plots and community garden

schemes about 90% of participants were women (Bembridge, 1996 cited in.Bembridge, 1997).

Over the years there has been a steady increase in the number of women participating in

agricultural activities. The intensification of agriculture which accompanies irrigation

development requires more labour input per unit area of land, and this has been the cause of the

increase in the number ofwoman participants in the small scale agricultural sector. Increasingly

women provide the labour, partly to perform tasks traditionally allocated to them such as

weeding and transplanting but also to fulfill the role ofgrowers offood, complementing the male

role of providing meat (Chancellor, 1997).

Although women are highly involved in many agricultural activities in~luding irrigation, they

lack skills and capacities to participate effectively in operating, managing and developing

systems to meet their needs. Evidence of this fact is the common technical mistake in many

community gardens of an incorrectly sited reservoir, resulting in inadequate pressure and long

term frustration of users (de Lange, 1994). Guijt and Thompson (1994) suggest that

acknowledging the womens ' substantial role in agricultural production and therefore the need

to draw them in as irrigators, could greatly improve the performance of the irrigation sector.

For a speedy development of the small scale irrigation sector it is important to identify most, if

not all, ofthe constraints and opportunities. The following section explores key constrains and

_opportunities in small scale irrigation.

2.2.2 Constraints and opportunities

Bembridge (1990) cited in .Bembridge (1997) states categorically that the major constraint

throughout most of the small scale farmer irrigation projects is the lack of strong local

organisation and leadership. Participants in small scale irrigation tend to resist bureaucracy

which does not allow for individuality in decision making. This then leads to a multitude of

problems which affect the sustainability ofsmall scale irrigation systems. The other constraints

as identified by the farmers in the Eastern Cape (former Transkei) have been shortages of

capital, extension and infrastructure available for small farmer projects as well as land pressure.

In addition to the above-mentioned constraints, women irrigators are furt.her disadvantaged by

the lack of easy access to farm inputs, new technology or other services to improve their
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livelihood (Bembridge, 1997).

Since women play an important role in small scale irrigation, it is therefore essential to ensure

that women participation does not decrease. This could be done through the adoption of

slrategies which reduce constraints specific to women (Chancellor, 1997). These strategies

would involve adequate funding for participation where the principle ofgender equality has been

accepted. Cheap and quick participatory methods which allow continued exclusion ofwomen,

or at best, made it hard for them to participate fully, should be done away with. Women should

be alerted to opportunities and pitfalls that can arise and should be encouraged to use the

opportunities provided for them to participate in a turnover process such as the turnovers of

existing government run or assisted smallholder schemes to private individuals. In designing

new irrigation systems, community involvement at the earliest stage is required and participation

should be planned to ensure that women are included and empowered.

On the 10s plateau in Nigeria, a highly productive and profitable round the year system ofsmall

basin irrigation has evolved in response to the high and growing demand for vegetables. Since

the labour requirement is about 10 persons/ha, this system provides many jobs in rural areas

where other opportunities are few. According to Phillips-Howard and Porter (1996), if only 5%

ofthe estimated maximum irrigable area ofEastern Cape were brought under such a system, then

about 400 000 jobs could be created directly, plus many others in transport, marketing,

processing and services. This confirms the popular view that sustainable development of

_smallholder irrigation would bring about numerous economic benefits to the developing

countries. These benefits would be heavily reliant on effective management on the part of the

farmers. It is therefore crucial to examine the management options that are available for the

development of the small scale irrigator.

2.2.3 Management of irrigation schemes

A number of researchers on the subject of large scale irrigation in developing countries seem

to agree that central to the failure of these schemes is the lack of the following:

(a) necessary management skills,

(b) technical support,

(c) adequate extension services,

(d) commitment, involvement and a sense of ownership on the part of the farmers.
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Another contributing factor to failure is said to be the incompatibility between the engineering

. infrastructure, modem irrigation technologies and the local socio-economic environment.

Studies conducted have shown that management of irrigation schemes by an outside agency

serve as a disincentive to farmers. This causes the farmers to lose the sense ofownership of the

scheme and consequently commitment and involvement the scheme. The World Bank in 1994

reported that large scale irrigation systems continue to be among the infrastructure projects that

have the lowest levels of performance in the developing world (Lam, 1996).

The suggestion by a number of authors on the subject of SSIS that traditional top-down

externally managed systems are unacceptable to the farmers has been corroborated by de Lange

(1994). She states that in South Africa, irrigation schemes where farmers on schemes have

decision making power and freedom of choice in regard to crop selection, irrigation and

production practices and marketing have produced a high degree of personal satisfaction and a

sense ofbelonging. She adds that these schemes do not rate highly in regard to technical aspects

due to a lack of adequate support and advisory services, something which she recommends

should be corrected by the State .

In Nepal rehabilitation of existing small scale irrigation schemes was conducted. After the

rehabilitation process they found that these schemes performed poorly , worse than they did prior

to the rehabilitation process. The reasons that were identified as the cause of poor performance

after the rehabilitation process were:

- .. engineering infrastructure to fit the .local socio-economic environment was

inappropriately constructed,

engineering infrastructure was of sophisticated design and was therefore difficult to

operate and maintain, and

inadequate understanding and knowledge of modem technologies used in agricultural

planning and management.

It was after the abovementioned experience in Nepal that the Nepalese government conducted

a study which compared two management systems, i.e. Agency Managed Irrigation System

(AMIS)and Farmer Managed Irrigation System (FMIS). Careful studies revealed that irrigation

officials in AMIS formulated and enforced rules for water allocation. These rules were designed

solely upon the premise of easy implementation and were therefore less flexibl e and less
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compatible with the local situation. The farmers did not obey these rules if they perceived the

chances of changing the rules to be slim, or if they thought that complying with the rules meant

limiting their crop yield.

'the strength of farmer managed irrigation systems is that farmers can engage in rule crafting

activities day by day (Lam, 1996). In addition, rules that are made by farmers are likely to take

information and knowledge about the local situation into consideration, and rules that are

designed with close reference to the problem that they are intended to solve are likely to be more

effective than those designed at some distance (Lam, 1996). Analysis ofthe effect ofgovernance

structure in Nepal appeared to suggest that a farmer managed governance structure performs

better than an agency managed one. However, caution is warranted before drawing such a

conclusion (Lam, 1996). It is more useful to understand the underlying principles and

mechanisms of institutional design that provide positive incentives to fanners and officials to

work with one another. To recognise that there are diverse ways of putting institutional

arrangements together, to complement the physical and socio-cultural attributes of a particular

situation, hence, to attain productive patterns of relationships, is a prerequisite for successful

intervention (Lam, 1996).

Amongst other suggestions made by de Lange (1994) on small scale irrigation development in

South Africa, is the suggestion to rehabilitate the already existing small scale irrigation schemes.

Many ofthese schemes are non-operational for a variety ofreasons. Past policies of this country

_have been linked to the current state ofthese irrigation schemes. To avoid repeating or making

any more mistakes the rehabilitation process in South Africa would have to be infused by

experiences from other countries with similar socio-economic backgrounds. In line with this

sentiment, the next section examines the reasons behind the failures ofa comprehensive Village

Irrigation Rehabilitation Programme (VIRP) that was carried out Sri Lanka. These failures were

reported in two areas where the VIRP was introduced, that is in Ambewila and Thambagamuwa.

2.2.4 Rehabilitation of small scale irrigation systems (The Sri -Lankan Experience) '

In the mid 1980's the government of Sri Lanka decided to turn to a strategy based on the

intensification of agricultural production on existing irrigated lands, especially those coming

1 This section is based on case studies conducted by Abeyratne (1990)
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under minor irrigation tanks (reservoirs) and anicuts (weirs). Within this large effort, the VIRP

was the first comprehensive program to look into all aspects of improved water management

under small scale systems. This program proposed to rehabilitate over 1200 village tanks '

(reservoirs) and anicuts (weirs) in 14 districts of the island.

The broad objectives of the VIRP were the following:

.. physical rehabilitation of deteriorated minor irrigation schemes to increase agricultural

production and farm incomes,

.. the introduction ofa systematic water management programme to ensure efficient use of

water once rehabilitation work was completed.

It was also believed that rehabilitation ofsmall scale tanks and anicuts would offer the following

advantage:

.. short planning and implementation periods compared to rehabilitation of large scale

irrigation works,

dispersion ofgovernment funds to neglected rural areas for the upliftment of the welfare

of the poorest sections,

creation of conditions for efficient use and control of water, and as a consequence,

expansion of the cropped area as well as of cropping intensity.

Historically, village tanks were taken to be items of government intervention because of their

sophisticated physical structures which needed to be kept in working order, and because tanks

were also considered to be hydraulically interdependent. In rehabilitating these tanks , the

_government was particularly concerned about breaches that could result in the loss of life and

property under village tanks further downstream. The socio-ecological context was such that

tank villagers tended to be relatively cohesive communities ordered around the tank water source.

In turn the village tank provided an economic livelihood, and social status and identity to the

villagers.

Anicuts on the other hand, were usually temporary structures, constructed with large boulders

plugged with mud and straw. When floods eroded away the weirs, local effort was expended to

replace them, and the government saw little need to intervene. Another factor that contributed

to the governments reluctance to rehabilitate anicuts was that in places where anicuts

predominated, land tenancy structures were highly exerting on tenants fanping the land and gave

little motivation to invest extra ordinary efforts on system maintenance. It was the introduction
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of the Paddy Lands act in 1958 that relieved many of the tenancy problems, and that entrusted

the Department of Agrarian Services to look into anicut refurbishment. The main purpose of

rehabilitation was to prevent the need for the seasonal replacement ofthe eroded weir, rarely was

it aimed at augmenting water supply.

..

In this thesis reference is made to two case studies of the VIRP in Sri-Lanka. One in Ambewila

and the other in Thambagamuwa.

Ambewila comprised of three areas that made up the irrigation villages. These were Uda and

Pahala Panthiya and Dingiriwelyaya. Prior to the implementation ofthe VIRP, 27 ha ofUda and

Pahala Panthiya were cultivated in alternate years during the Maha (wet) season . During this

time Dingiriwelyaya also cultivated with drainage water that allowed only 24 ha of the area to

be irrigated. After the refurbishment of the tank in Ambewila it was possible to irrigate Uda and

Pahala Panthiya in alternate seasons and the rest of Dingiriwelyaya could be irrigated with

drainage water. A rotational system was instituted by the department of agrarian services after

Dingiriwelyaya registered as rice land for purposes of acreage tax. The institution of this

rotational system meant that Dingiriwelyaya had official rights to the tank water supply, and had

to cultivate in the Yala (dry) season together with Uda Panthiya, Pahala Panthiya was to cultivate

during the Maha season. On the understanding that it would be impossible to cultivate all three

tracts together, farmers in collaboration with the Department ofAgrarian Services agreed on the

rotational system.

The VIRP implementation in Ambewila raised expectations among villagers that with

refurbishment, the water supply was to be significantly increased such that all three tracts could

be cultivated in both seasonswithout problems. Although water supply was increased, villagers

were only able to cultivate the three tracts for a short while. This was largely because with time

the tanks became silted as well as that encroachment in the upper reaches made additional

demands on the available water supply. It became evident that it was not possible to irrigate all

three tracts in both seasons. Hence, the battle over rights to irrigate from the tank started

between the Panthiya and the Dingiriwelyaya villagers. The Uda and Pahala Panthiya villagers

based their claim to superior rights to the tank water supply on that the tank resided on the 'Uda

and Pahala Panthiya lands. On the otber hand the Dingiriwelyaya villagers based their claim for

rights to the tank water supply on the basis of that their lands were registered rice lands, and as
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such had rights to the tank water supply.

The battle for rights continued for a long period with the Uda Pahala Panthiya villagers enjoying

political support, as some of the politicians owned rice tracts in Uda Panthiya. While the battle

\vent on, the system continued to be in disarray with Uda and Pahala Panthiya cultivating both

seasons and the Dingiriwelyaya attempting to do the same without success. During this time

agricultural production in Dingiriwelyaya reached very low levels as a result of not having a

successful cultivation season for several seasons. This raised emotions to the extent that

Dingiriwelyaya farmers engaged in ad hoc individual attempts to disrupt water supply to the

other tracts. Tensions became high in the system such that ultimately, intervention resolved that

they revert to the old alternate irrigation system where both Uda Panthiya and Dingiriwelyaya

irrigate in Yala. This agreement was reached so as to ensure minimum subsistence for all

cultivators.

In Thambagamuwa, there was an elaborate fonn of rotational tenure, where people land and

wat er were rotated. Th is rotational system was a mechanism used by the owners of rice land to

land subdivision through inheritance, and the water rotation worked smoothly with every effort

made to stick to the cultivation schedule and not to spillover to the alternate tracts season.

Similarly, though highly elaborate, the different forms ofrotational tenure bound the community

together and spread each cultivators risks and interests widely. Most importantly, it served to

equalize access to the critical resource. It was unfortunate that the rehabilitation programme

_presented them with new and unfamiliar challenges.

In Thambagamuwa, the VIRP implementation took a blueprint approach with contractors

installing the same diameter-outlet pipes for all irrigated lands irrespective ofthe size ofthe land .

Farmers' suggestions of modifications to the installation plan were completely ignored. When

some farmers protested that areas less than their own were receiving the same amount of water

as their own, they were told that the irrigation department had only 10 cm outlet pipes in stock.

The fact.that all pipe outlets had a uniform diameter irrespective ofthe area they had to irrigate

caused even more acrimony among the fanners whose land suffered most. Eventually these

farmers decided to alter the system ofwater supply and re-direct water into the field as they had

before the rehabilitation programme.
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The fact that the programme of rehabilitation took a blueprint approach in Thambagamuwa

confirms the notion that small scale irrigation systems fall within the sphere of the state's

responsibility. The system was selected on criteria determined by national policy and

recommended by the member ofparliament ofthe area. Rehabilitation work was carried out by

the government departments amongst themselves. The whole process was merely a "taking over

and a handing over" exercise between two government departments. Existing patterns ofwater

management and water distribution were simply overlooked, and structures determined and

placed to match the estimated value ofthe contract. Farmers were not sufficiently organised nor

motivated as a group to attempt to counter this. The farmers did not have the slightest idea of

the roles they could have played in the rehabilitation process, they assumed that it was the

responsibility of the government to finance and undertake rehabilitation work. Farmers had no

idea that they should or could obtain the contract as a group and undertake rehabilitation work

themselves. Similarly they had neither expectations about nor a say in the quality of the

construction. This is not because they were afraid to confront the Irrigation Department

personnel, it was simply because they believed that it was not within their scope of operation.

These are lessons South Africa can learn from the Sri-Lankan experience, especially in the light

of the many small scale irrigation schemes that are dysfunctional, awaiting rehabilitation to be

instituted by the government.

Since this project involved interacting with the communities in each of the research sites, it was

therefore necessary to conduct a literature review on rural appraisal methodologies th~t have been

_ used elsewhere under similar socio - economic conditions. This was to enable the adoption of

data gathering methodologies most suitable for conditions studied in this project.

2.3 Methods of Data Collection in Rural Situations in Developing Countries

In the past methods ofdata collection in rural situations often favoured a top down approach. In

recent years the emphasis has been placed on participatory methodologies. The following two

sections explore these two types of approaches.

2.3.1 Conventional methods of data collection.

Until recently, conventional methods of rural development analysis wer~ characterised by the

following:
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.. long duration of data collection,

.. fixed and formal structure,

.. limited scope usually concerned with a single development issue and in practice ignoring

wider interlinkages and implications,

.." weak integration even if a multidisciplinary team was involved,

.. top down direction,

.. poor level ofparticipation between local farmers/people, researchers or decision makers,

.. and exorbitantly high costs and inefficiency in time and manpower.

According to Conway, McCracken and Pretty (1988), conventional techniques often included

statistical economic analysis, detailed vegetation and soil surveys using standardised

questionnaires. Conway et al. (1998) state that, since they were characteristically inflexible,

insensitive to local conditions and since they lacked breadth or integration, the recommendations

so produced were often inappropriate and out of date.

In order to address this concern there has in recent years been a concerted move towards the

development ofa more participatory style ofdevelopment (Nabasa, Rutwara, Walker and Were,

1995). This type of approach requires the active involvement and participation of the people

being targeted. This approach has involved the further development of different techniques of

information gathering known collectively as methods of rapid rural appraisal (RRA), into

techniques which involve the active participation of rural communities, i.e PRA techniques.

2.3.2 Description of rapid rural appraisal (RRA) and participatory rural appraisal (PRA)

techniques.

Chambers (1992), describes-rapid rural appraisal (RRA) as a form ofdata collection by outsiders

who then take it away and analyse it. RRA is intended for learning by outsiders. Participatory

rural appraisal is more participatory, meaning that outsiders are convenors, catalysts and

facilitators to enable people to undertake and share their own investigation and analysis

(Chambers, 1992). It is intended to enable local people to conduct their own analysis, and often

to plan and take action.

The main techniques used in PRA are the same as are used in RRA but with more emphasis in

local participation and feedback. These techniques include direct observations, which is another
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way an outsider can learn about an area. Secondary sources include semi-structured interviews,

.key informants, participatory mapping and modelling. Other secondary sources are transect

walks, Venn diagrams, time lines and trend change analysis, oral histories and life histories.

These may be supplemented with seasonal calenders, daily time use, livelihood analysis, matrix

scoring and ranking, scoring and case studies, team contracts and interaction, and presentation

and analysis.

2.3.3 Pros and Cons of participation.

Clayton, Oakley and Pratt (1997) mention the following as some of the pros and cons of

participation in development activities.

Arguments for participation are the following:

~ participation helps to build local capacities. It also helps to secure the sustainability of

the activities as the beneficiaries assume ownership and are willing to maintain its

momentum,

participation can often help to improve the statu s of women by providing the opportunity

for them to play a part in development work,

participation can lead to better targeting of benefits to the poorest and can increase the

efficiency ofdevelopment activities in that, by involving local resources and skills, it can

make more efficient use of expensive external costs, and

~ people's participation can increase the effecti veness of development activities by

ensuring that they are based upon local knowledge and understanding of problems and

will therefore be more relevant to local needs.

Arguments against participation are the following:

~ participation costs time and money, it is essentially a process with no guaranteed impact

upon the end product,

participation can be a destabilising force in that it can unbalance existing socio - political

relationships and threaten the continuity of developm ent work,

processes ofparticipation are irrelevant and a luxury in situations of poverty and it will

be difficult to justify expenditure on such a process where people need to be fed and their

livelihood secured; and finally

participation is often driven by ideological fervour and is less concerned with seeking to
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secure direct benefits for people from development activities than with promoting an

ideological perspective into development.

The study carried out at Willowfontein and Taylors Halt, KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa, was

planned to include instrumentation, with the intention ofmonitoring soil water movement within

the soil profile, as well as measuring the meteorological variables such as rainfall. This was

done to get an idea of how well the system was managed. It was therefore essential to review

monitoring techniques that have been used elsewhere, with a view of identifying those suitable

for adoption for the purposes of this study. The various soil moisture measurement and

monitoring techniques are described in the following section.

2.4 Soil Water Measurement and Monitoring Techniques

Accurate measurement of soil moisture is a common requirement of field based hydrological or

ecological research (Chanasyk and Naeth, 1996), and the capability to monitor soil water status

and record changes in time and space are important for adequate validation of modelling of soil

water dynamics. Topp, Watt and Hayhoe (1996) state that, in addition to applications in

modelling, the measurement of water content in space and time is important for monitoring the

hydrological water balance, measuring agricultural or forest water use efficiency, or monitoring

changes in water content for irrigation scheduling. Topp et al. (1996) also maintain that, the

effective use of water content values for many uses such as irrigation scheduling depends on

_ rapid and reproducible recovery of data from a number of representative locations. Since the

methods ofmeasuring soil water content and soil water potential continue to evolve and improve,

it becomes essential to understand which measuring techniques to use, under which conditions

and for what purpose. The following measuring techniques are reviewed in the subsequent

sections:

gravimetric method with oven drying,

neutron moisture meter,

high frequency electrical techniques (capacitance, portable dielectric probes (PDP) and

time domain reflectometry (TDR)),

and tensiometry
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2.4.1 Gravimetric method with oven drying

This method involves collecting and weighing a moist sample, oven drying it at 105 DC to

achieve a constant mass, reweighing it and calculating the mass of water lost in relation to the

mass of the dried soil (Topp et al., 1996). According to Topp et al., (1996), this is the most

u"niversally accepted and widely used method of measuring soil water content.

Advantages of the gravimetric method

~ it is simple to use,

~ reliable measurements of soil moisture can be obtained and

~ tools and equipments are cheap

Disadvantages of the gravimetric method

~ removal of samples destroy the site of measurement,

~ for validation or testing field scale or other area models, the gravimetric method becomes

a costly choice and usually the sampling frequency limits severely the amount of data

that can be collected for a given purpose (Topp et al., 1996).

2.4.2 Neutron moisture meter

The underlying principle ofneutron probe operation as discussed by Chanasyk and Naeth (1996)

follows. Neutrons with high energy are emitted by a radioactive source into the soil and are

slowed by elastic collisions with nuclei of atoms, a process called thermalization. The average

_ energy loss is much greater with neutrons colliding with atoms of low atomic weight, than from

collisions with heavier atoms. In soils the low atomic weight atoms are primarily hydrogen and,

as a result, hydrogen can slow fast neutrons much more effectively than can any other element

present in the soils. The density of the resultant cloud of slow neutrons is a function of the soil

moisture content. Slow neutrons returning to the detector per unit time are counted. The

moisture content is determined from previously determined calibration curves relating volumetric

water content with counts or count ratios. Beryllium has the highest neutron yield of all

elements, and thus has been almost exclusively used as the target material in radioactive neutron

sources.

Advantages of neutron probes are the following (Chanasyk and Naeth, IP96):

~ soil moisture can be measured regardless of its physical state,
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~ average moisture contents can be determined with depth,

~ probes can be interfaced for automatic downloading of stored data,

~ temporal soil moisture changes through seasons can be easily monitored,

~ rapid changes in soil moisture can be detected,

~.. readings are related directly to soil moisture,

~ measurements can be made repeatedly and non-destructively at the same time, and

~ the large volume of soil sensed by neutron probes provides more reliable

measurements of soil moisture that can be obtained from generally smaller

gravimetric samples.

Disadvantages of neutron probes are that:

~ inadequate depth resolution makes measurements of absolute moisture content

difficult especially in layered soils,

the moisture measurement may depend on physical and chemical properties of the

soil, which are in themselves difficult to measure,

care must be taken to minimise health risks, since the probes contain a radioactive

source,

accurate measurements of soil water at or near the soil surface cannot be made

because of the neutron probe's sphere of influence,

Although data can be downloaded automatically, the monitoring with depth normally

requires field personnel to make individual readings, hence frequency of measurement

is dependent on availability of personnel and budget constraints, and

~ measurements of soil moisture by the neutron scattering method may be inaccurate

when made in the presence of abrupt moisture changes, due to the large sphere of

influence of the probes.

When the sphere of influence extends above the soil, neutrons that pass out of the soil into the

air are not deflected back in significant amounts by the air. This loss results in a lower meter

reading than is characteristic for the particular moisture content near the surface (Chanasyk

and Naeth, 1996).
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2.4.3 High frequency electrical techniques

The following three techniques makes use of the high dielectric constant of water to estimate

the water content of soil:

~ capacitance,

~ .. portable dielectric probes (PDP), and

~ time domain reflectometry (TDR), (Topp, et al.,1996).

At radio frequencies, the dielectric constant of water is about 80 and that of the other soil

components, excluding air with a constant of 1, is of the range of2 to 7. Hence a measure of the

dielectric constant of soil in the radio frequency range is a good measure of its water content.

(Topp, et al.,1996).

2.4.3.1 Capacitance

Thomas (1996) demonstrated the potential for using capacitance measurements at radio

frequencies for determining the soil dielectric constant and thus its water content. Since then

capacitance probes and circuitry have been diversified and rapid developments are being made.

The soil being measured acts as a dielectric in the capacitance probe and the instrument operates

by automatically adjusting the frequency to tune a circuitry to resonance (Topp et al.,1996). The

resonant frequency is related to the dielectric constant of the water in the soil. The circuitry has

to be close to the probe and the modularization has allowed development of relatively

inexpensive units.

Advantages of using the capacitance method of measuring water content.

A study carried out by Staff and Paltineanu (1998), to study changes in soil water content, at four

soil depths (100, 200, 300 and 500 mm) as part of a research project to quantify temporal and

spatial variation in soil properties underplough-tillage (PT) and no tillage (NT) maize, concluded

that the multisensor capacitance provided the following advantages, amongst others, regarding

the capability for field determination of:

~ the 'apparent water holding capacity',

~ the transition points between periods of high and low rates of the water loss,

~ the small spatial scale effects of cultural practices on water infiltration,

~ real time viewing of soil water dynamics over large areas, and

~ irrigation scheduling strategies.
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Disadvantages of the capacitance method of measuring water content

~ Although this approach appears to offer much promise, there has not been sufficient

testing and evaluation of the available devices,

from in-field calibrations ofcapacitance and neutron scattering devices, Evett and Steiner

(1995), cited in Topp et al., 1996 concludedthat the capacitance probe has poor precision

and is unacceptable for routine soil water measurement, but could not identify specific

causes of the poor performance.

2.4.3.2 · Portable dielectric probes (PDP)

Portable dielectric probes operating at specific frequencies in the microwave range, measure

electromagnetic wave propagation parameters from which the water content can be calculated

(Topp et al., 1996). In the portable dielectric probes a specific frequency signal is transmitted

to the end of the probe placed on the soil surface. The properties of the signal reflected back

depend upon the nature and the condition of the soil. From the measurement of the magnitude

of the reflected signal in relation to that which was transmitted, the instrument calculates the

dielectric constant and water content of the soil (Topp et al., 1996).

Advantages of the portable dielectric probe (PDP):

~ as a portable unit, it is easily used between sites and

~ the PDP has great precision for measurement of the water content of the top 50 mm of

soil.

Disadvantages of the portable dielectric probe (PDP):

~ the PDP instruments, with the two high frequency probes have a shallow depth of

penetration which presents difficulty in achieving adequate electrical coupling with the

soil unless the surface is smooth, and

it is not amenable to continuous, unattended in situ monitoring since it is a strictly

portable unit.
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2.4.3.3 Time domain reflectometry (TOR)

In time domain reflectometry, the velocity of propagation of a high frequency electromagnetic

signal is determined. Propagation velocity of a TOR signal is determined by :

V =c.(KJYz (Topp et al., 1996), 1

wnere:

V is the propagation velocity,

c = 3 x 108 m.s' , is the propagation velocity of electrical signal in a vacuum or free space,

K, is the apparent dielectric constant of the soil being measured.

The following explanation of how the TOR functions is based on work by Topp et al., 1996. In

the application ofTDR to soil water measurements, a fast rise time voltage pulse travels in the

soil guided by a transmission line or wave guide oflength L, and the pulse reflects back from the

end. The determination of the travel time, t, of the pulse travelling in the transmission line,

yields the velocity, V during the two way travel as V = 2L1t. Equating the two expressions for

V, gives the apparent dielectric constant of the soil measured as K, = (ct/2L)2 (Topp et al., 1996).

White et al (1994), Hook and Livingston (1996) and Ferre et al (1996) cited in Topp et al.

(1996), have documented that K, (dielectric constant) depends on 0 (water content) according

to a linear relationship of the form K, = C10 +C2, where Cl and C2are constants which depend

on the soil. Such a relationship means that only two points of calibration are required.

Advantages of the time domain reflectometry technique:

~ TDR techniques are useful for real time monitoring of the soil water balance,

measurement of agricultural or forest water use efficiency or monitoring real time

changes in water con tent for irrigation scheduling, and

offer the po ssibility of sampling water contents at hourly intervals or even more

frequently.

Disadvantages of the time domain reflectometry technique:

I> TDR systems are typically limited to small plots ofland du e to the requirements of short

cable lengths « 25 m) (Starr and Paltineanu, 1998) and have been on the whole

extremely expensive,

Limitations ofcable length requirements between instrument and l(robe currently restricts

the choice of instruments and the larger separations require better quality cables and
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associated cost increases, and

Starr et al. (1996) mention on other limitation of the TDR technique as the difficulty of

monitoring discrete soil depths without having to install rods from a soil pit.

2.~.4 Tensiometry

Field tensiometry is used to estimate the energy status of soil water. Due to the recent

availability of accurate pressure transducers and data loggers, matric potential data can be

obtained with high temporal resolution (Buchter, Hinz, Wydler and Fluhler, 1999). Although

the construction of tensiometers can vary, all tensiometers consists of three basic components:

~ a porous cup or plate,

~ a pressure sensor and

~ a chamber filled with water that connects the porous cup to the pressure sensor.

According to Cassel and Klute (1986) , tensiometers measure the energy status of the soil water

as follows:

As the water content of the soil surrounding the water filled porous tensiometer cup decreases,

the energy level of the soil water decreases relative to that of the water in the tensiometer cup and

in contact with the soil , and thus result in the reduction ofwater pressure in the tensiometer cup..

If the soil surrounding the porous cup receives additional water, the soil water pressure is

increased, and soil water flows through the walls of the porous cup into the tensiometer, thereby

increasing the pressure of the water in the tensiometer cup. The energy status of the soil water

is obtained from that of the tensiometer water, assuming that the latter is in equilibrium with the

-soil water.

Advantages of using tens iometry are the following:

~ it is a relatively cheap method of monitoring the soil water status,

~ can be used for continuous monitoring of the soil water status, and

~ from the energy status of water one can tell flux and the direction of flow.

Disadvantages of using tensiometry are the following:

~ they frequently exhib it significant diurnal fluctuations in measurements primarily as a

result of temperature chang es of the material in the tensiometer or the transducer

tensiometer system (Cassel and Klute, 1986),

require field personnel to replenish the tensiometer system with de-aired water at regular
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intervals, and

~ at soil matric pressures exceeding 1 m tensiometers fail.

The use of tensiometers for measuring soil water tension is the most popular technique in soil

physics and ,irrigation research (Wang, Yates and E111st, 1998). Buchter et al. (1999),

re"'commend that tensiometer readings be taken after midnight or that tensiometer be insulated

against air temperature fluctuations and radiation. A detailed discussion of the theory and

application of tensiometers for field determination of soil water tension can be found in Cassel

and Klute (1986).

Knowledge of the water status of soils and their relationship to plant development processes is

necessary for the management of agricultural practices such as irrigation, drainage, and soil

conservation. Distribution of water in the soil profile is the result of complex interactions

between many variables related to climate, soil, crop and agricultural practices (Mahdian and

Gallichard, 1996). The effects of these crops on soil water content and crop yield can be

simulated with crop growth models that can be used as aids in interpreting experimental results

as research tools, and as part of a decision support system for growers. To test the efficiency of

existing strategies at Willowfontein and Taylors Halt , and for to develop alternative irrigation

strategies, computer simulation models had to be used for this purpose. It is for this reason that

different computer simulation models are reviewed in the subsequent section. The idea was to

identify the model appropriate for simulating localised physical processes under the conditions

prevailing at both sites of study.

2.5 Soil Water Models

For the purposes ofthis review soil water models are classified into two categories i.e. numerical

models using a cascading water balance approach and numerical models that solve the Richards'

partial differential equation for unsaturated flow in soils. Water balance models follow the daily

water budgeting approach. Examples of such models discussed in this section are the ACRU

model (Schulze, 1995), SWB model (Annandale, Benade, Jovanovic, Steyn and du Sautoy, 1999)

and CROPWAT model (Clark, Smith and EI-Askari, 1998). Numerical models that solve the

Richards partial differential equation for unsaturated flow in soils include.the SWACROP model

(Mahdian and Gallichand, 1996), SWIM model (Ross, 1990 ) and the SWMS_2D model
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(Simunek, Vogel and Van Genuchten, 1994)

2.5.1 The ACRU model

The Agricultural Catchment Research Unit (ACRU) model, is a daily soil water balance model
..

that can be operated as a distributed or lumped small catchments model (Schulze, 1995). As a

physical conceptual model, it represents a system in which important processes and couplings

are idealised but describes the physics to the degree that physical processes are expressed

explicitly. In this model less sensitive values e.g. temperature, reference potential evaporation

are input at a monthly level and are transformed internally by Fourier analysis in a total

evaporation model. It has been designed as a multi level model, with either multiple options or

alternate pathways available in many of its routines, depending on the level of available input

data or the detail of output required (Schulze, 1995).

Sequence and processes in determining the daily soil water budget.

Listed below are the sequences and processes for a typical day which includes rainfall:

1. Evaporation of previously intercepted water,

2. Apportionment of maximum evaporation to maximum soil water evaporation and

maximum transpiration,

Suppression of maximum transpiration under conditions of elevated atmospheric CO
2

levels ,

Apportionment of available maximum transpiration to different soil horizons,

Estimation of actual soil water evaporation,

Estimation of actual transpiration from the plant,

Compensation for differentially wetted soil horizons,

Interception losses on a day with precipitation,

Precipitation abstractions in cracking soils,

Generation of qu ickflow from impervious areas,

Stormflowgeneration from a rainfall event, based on SCS runoff,

Saturated drainage processes, based on water volumes in soil horizons,

Accumulation of soil water under water logged conditions,

Redistribution of unsaturated soil water, based on relative volumes of water in different

horizons,

15. Baseflow generation based on outflow parameter and volume of groundwater and .
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16. Setting final values of the water budget.

ACRU is a multi purpose model that can be applied in design hydrology, crop yield modelling,

reservoir yield simulation, irrigation water demand and supply, regional water resources

assessment, planning optimum water resources utilisation and resolving conflicting demand on

water resources (Schulze, 1995). The same principles ofstormflow generation apply to irrigated

areas as to general catchment areas.

In the ACRU irrigation routines the major losses that occur at the field, viz through surface

runoff and deep percolation, are simulated on a daily basis as part of the irrigation water budget.

Realistic values for other losses due to water conveyancing, storage and application do, however,

need to be input in preparing a simulation. Tailwater losses from flood irrigation are not

accounted for in ACRU and thus they must be accounted for by adding them to the field

application losses. Typical values would range between 0.35 and 0.40 percent of total irrigation

for the month (Schulze, 1995). Because oftilled soils and the high random roughness associated

with irrigated fields, however, a coefficient of initial abstraction of 0.3 mm is recommended for

irrigated lands (Schulze, 1995). The critical depth of the soil from which stormflow can be

generated is set at 0.3 mm for irrigation routines (Schulze, 1995). More details on the theory and

application of the ACRU model can be found in Schulze, 1995.

_Advantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ as a catchment based model with the lumped catchment option, ACRU can be used to

simulate the daily water balance at a field scale,

~ data requirements can be met under small scale irrigation conditions,

~ since the ACRU model simulates daily water losses from the root zone due to deep

percolation and / or surface runoff, it provides a useful parameter for evaluating the water

use efficiency of different scheduling and / or management practices.

Disadvantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ as a catchment based model which uses the water balance approach, ACRU cannot

simulate localized zones of wetting and drying at variable time s!eps,

ACRU is not designed to simulate localised irrigation (hand irrigation) commonly used
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in small scale agricultural conditions,

ACRU accounts for runoff when irrigation amount (precipitation) exceeds the value

representing initial infiltration and surface storage, which may not be correct with

localised irrigation.

..

2.5.2 The SWB model

Soil Water Balance (SWB) is a mechanistic, multi layer, daily time step soil water balance 

generic crop growth model, developed from NEWSWB, a modified version of the model

published by Campbell and Diaz (1988). According to Annandale et al. (1999), the soil water

balance is computed by the SWB model as follows. A cascading soil water balance is used once

canopy interception and surface runoff have been accounted for. Each soil layer is assumed to

fill to field capacity and then pass on remaining water to the layer below. Any water that passes

beyond the bottom layer is assumed lost to deep percolation. Potential evapotranspiration (PET)

is calculated as a function ofdaily average air temperature, vapour pressure deficit, radiation and

wind speed, adopting the international standardized FAO Penman-Montheith methodology

(Smith et al., 1996 cited in Annandale et al., 1999). Two components of PET i.e. potential

evaporation and potential transpiration are estimated from canopy cover. Actual transpiration is

determined on a daily basis as the lesser of the root water uptake or maximum loss rate. Total

soil water potential is used to determine the amount ofwater available for crop transpiration from

each soil layer. The osmotic effect on crop growth is simulated by adding osmotic potential to

the matric and gravitational soil water potentials. The osmotic potential is calculated as a

_function of ionic concentration. The daily dry matter increment (DM j ) is taken as the minimum

of the water supply limited (Tanner and SincIair,1983 cited in Annanda1e et al., 1999) and

radiation limited DM j (Montheith 1977 cited in Annanda1e et al., 1999). A stress index, (the ratio

between actual and potential transpiration) is used as a limiting factor for canopy development.

In this model the required input data includes, planting date; latitude, altitude, rainfall and

irrigation amounts and quality, and maximum and minimum daily temperature. In the absence

of measured data, the SWB model estimates solar radiation, vapour pressure and wind speed

according to the FAO recommendations. In addition, volumetric field capacity and permanent

wilting point, initial volumetric soil water content, and the content of ionic species (Ca2+, Mg2+,

Na+,K+,Cr, and sot) are required for each soil layer. Since SWB is ~ generic crop growth

model, the following crop specific parameters have to be experimentally determined in order to
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accurately simulate the soil water balance: daily radiant transmission coefficient, vapour pressure

deficit corrected dry matter water ratio, radiation conversion efficiency, day degrees required for

crop development stages, cardinal temperatures, dry matter partitioning parameters, specific leaf

area and stress index.

..

The SWB model simulates one dimensional water movement in the soil for both sprinkler/ flood

and localized irrigation (Annandale et al., 1999). When irrigations are performed with drip or

micro-irrigators, SWB calculates the soil water balance for both irrigated and non-irrigated

surface layers. The irrigated fraction of the surface (f, portion of wetted area) is chosen in the

input field table. According to Annandale et al. (1999), in the case ofthe drip or micro irrigated

fields, the top soil layer water distribution is calculated for both irrigated and non-irrigated

portions of the ground for rainfall, and only for the irrigated portion for irrigations. For further

details on how the model handles chemical precipitation/dissolution an interested reader is

referred to Annandale et al., 1999.

Advantages for use in small scale irrigation:

.. the model is useful for simulating soil water balance at field scale,

.. small scale irrigators may find the model useful for irrigation scheduling, since the model

can simulate localized (drip or micro irrigators) irrigations,

the model package contains the database (crop growth parameters) for most crops

commonly grown in South Africa, and

.. it is suitable for predicting crop water requirements when deficit irrigation strategies are

applied.

Disadvantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ the model cannot simulate localised zones of wetting and drying at variable time steps,

.. as a South African model, it has not been extensively verified under small scale irrigation

conditions,

suitability as an irrigation scheduling tool that could be used by small scale farmers or

subsistence farmers is heavily reliant on support and advice by irrigation officers, not

readily available and

data requirements may limit the precision of the model when used under small scale

irrigation conditions.
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2.5.3 The CROPWAT model

CROPWAT is a practical tool to help agro-meteorologists, agronomists and irrigation engineers

to carry out standard calculations for evapotranspiration and crop water use studies, and more

specifically the design and management of irrigation schemes. It allows the development of

recommendations for improved irrigation practices, the planning of irrigation schedules under

varying water supply conditions, and the assessment of production under rainfed conditions or

deficit irrigation.

Calculations of crop water requirements and irrigation requirements are carried out with inputs

of climatic and crop data (Clarke et al.,1998). The development of irrigation schedules and

evaluation ofrainfed and irrigation practices are based on a daily soil water balance using various

options for water supply and irrigation management conditions. Scheme water supply is

calculated according to the cropping pattern provided. CROPWAT accepts monthly rainfall data

only. For crop water requirements and irrigation scheduling purposes, the monthly total rainfall

has to be distributed into equivalent daily values. In this model four methods are used

calculating the effective rainfall from monthly rainfall data, and they can be found in Clarke et

al.,1998

In CROPWAT, a revise d Penman-Montheith method for estimating reference crop

evapotranspiration is included, and to carry out the crop water requirements and irrigation

_ scheduling calculations, the model requires monthly average reference evapotranspiration. This

data is then smoothed into daily values (Clarke et al., 1998). The irrigation scheduling criteria

of CROPWAT includes the definition of three variables:

~ Application timing, i.e. when irrigation applications should be given. The default option

is to irrigate when 100% of readily available moisture (RAM) is depleted,

Application depths, .i.e. defines how much water should be given in each irrigation

application,

Start ofscheduling, defines the date at which scheduling calculations should start (Clarke

et al., 1998).

CROPWAT uses one soil type only for all the crops in a cropping pattern. Percentage of initial

soil moisture depletion determines the initial soil moisture deficit .irrigation scheduling

calculations for all the crops in a cropping pattern.
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Advantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ it is a useful tool for a rapid assessment of the crop water requirements at a field scale and

for the design and management of irrigation schemes and

it is a generic model with a wide selection of default country and altitude specific

climatic and crop data that render it suitable for use in data poor conditions.

Disadvantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ it is daily time step model, applicable at field scale, therefore it is not an ideal tool for

assessing localized wetting and drying zones at variable time steps and

CROPWAT uses only one soil type in a cropping, therefore soil water balance

simulations may not be accurate, and

it accepts only monthly data which will lead to inaccuracies.

2.5.4 The SWACROP model

Soil Water Actual Transpiration and Crop Production (SW ACROP) model, is a transient, one

dimensional model which solves the Richards' equation for vertical water flow in a heterogenous

soil root system (Mahdian and Gallichand, 1996).

ohw 1 0 ohw s(h)
- . - --[k(h)[-+ 1]] - 2ot - ca(h) 02 02 - ca (h) .

Where:

h, = soil water pressure head (m)

t = time (d)

8 = volumetric soil water content (nr.m")

z = vertical coordinate (m)

K = hydraulic conductivity (mm.d'), and

s = water uptake by roots (m.ml.d')

This model solves the Richards, equation by finite difference and allows discretization ofthe soil
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profile into a maximum of 40 compartments (i.e. 41 nodal points) within five different soil

layers. The sink term s simulates water uptake by roots and depends on the soil water pressure

head, h, and maximum extraction rate smax .

s(h) =a(h)smax

where:

a(h) = reduction factor, and

s = maximum root water uptake rate (m.m'l.d')max

The maximum root water uptake rate is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the effective

rooting depth:

where:

T
p

= potential transpiration rate (m.d'), and

z = effective rooting depth (m)

The integration time step is determined automatically based on the values of the sink term and

on variations offluxes between compartments. Knowing the initial conditions (i.e. water content

or pressure head distribution profile), and top and bottom boundary conditions, the system of

equations for all the compartments is solved for each (variable) time step by applying the

Thomas triagonal algorithm. For the top boundary, daily values of rainfall, potential soil

evaporation (Ep) , and potential transpiration (Tp) are required (Wesseling, Kabat, Brooks and

Fedes , 1992). The value ofpotential transpiration (Tp) , is calculated from the difference between

potential evapotranspiration (ETp) and potential evaporation (Ep) (Mahdian and

Gallichand,1996). According to Mahdian and Gallichand (1996), potential evapotranspiration

can be read by SWACROP or calculated by different methods (Montheith, 1965, Rijtema, 1965,

Pristley and Taylor, 1972, Penman, 1948). They also add that , potential evaporation is calculated

based on the equation of Belmas et al.,1983 or that of Ritchie, 1972. When the soil system

remains unsaturated, one of three boundary conditions can be used i.e. pressure head, zero flux

or free drainage. When the lower part of the system remains saturated, one can either set the

groundwater level or the flux through the bottom of the system as an input (Wesseling at al,

1992). The rate of vegetation growth, both potential and actual can be simulated in the crop

growth submodel which is linked to the main water model in a dynamic way. This submodel

supplies information about the vegetation characteristics to the main watermodel throughout the
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simulation period. However, both models can be run separately (Wesseling et al., 1992).

Output from the model includes daily values of infiltration, runoff, interception, potential and

actual transpiration, potential and actual soil evaporation, flux through the bottom of the soil

profile and root water uptake. SWACROP also provides for each compartment, daily values of

soil water content, pressure head, hydraulic conductivity and water flux.

Advantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ SWACROP can be used to simulate irrigation at variable time steps, thus showing the

maximum depth of the wetting front following an irrigation event,

~ since the model is not data intensive, data requirements can be satisfied in small scale

irrigation conditions and

SWACROP can be used to predict water requirements and time of irrigation.

Disadvantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ SWACROP does not provide the user with an option to specify localised prescribed head

and variable boundary condition,

it is a one dimensional vertical flow model that can take up to a maximum of 41 nodal

points, this simplifies the soil physics and can affect the precision of the model and

SWACROP cannot be used to simulate pressure head and I or water content at a field

scale.

2.5.6 The SWIM model

Soil Water Infiltration and Movement (SWIM) model is used for simulating water infiltration

and movement in soils. Water is added as precipitation and removed as runoff, drainage,

evaporation from soil surface and transpiration by vegetation. SWIM provides a greater number

and variety of features than similar models including the following:

~ Numerical solution of Richards' equation,

~ Fast and accurate numerical scheme,

~ Conservation of mass, even in fast, approximate solutions,

~ Ability to handle nonuniform and layered soils,

~ Ability to handle unsaturated, saturated and ponded conditions,

... Caters for transient soil surface conductance and storage,
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~ Calculates runoff and drainage,

~ Allows simultaneous transpiration by several vegetation types,

~ Extensive menus and help screens, and

~ Ability to accept data in users preferred units .

..

The SWIM model is not a daily time step model, the" water increment" parameter controls how

large a step in time the simulator can accept. In this model simulation integration time steps are

chosen so that the greatest water flow in the system, excluding transpiration, will be moved in

one time step. A value of 5 mm is usually acceptable (Ross, 1990). The "conductance"

parameter in the SWIM model determines how water flow through the soil surface is affected

by a thin seal that may develop with time as raindrops impact it. Flow rate through the surface

is given by the product ofthe surface conductance and the potential drop across the layer, whose

thickness is assumed negligible (Ross, 1990). The conductance decreases exponentially with

cumulative rainfall energy.

The SWIM model solves the Richards' equation for one dimensional flow ofliquid water in soil

using the "fixed grid" method. Transpiration rates are calculated from steady-state radial flow

to roots during each print interval (or each day if the print interval is longer). These rates are

then used as a constant sink term in Richards' equation (Ross, 1990). Ross (1990) also adds that

the evaporation from the soil surface is calculated as a fraction ofthe potential using the humidity

in equilibrium with the surface matric potential. These introduce many simplifications while

_ accurate models would require more data that is seldom available (Ross, 1990). Further details

on the SWIM model could be found in Ross, 1990.

Advantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ Useful for rapid assessment of the wetting front down the soil profile following an

irrigation event,

~ it can simulate localised zones of wetting and drying at variable time steps, and

.. it is not data intensive, therefore, it is suitable for use in often data-poor small scale

agricultural conditions.

Disadvantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ accuracy of the model can be suspect since it simplifies soil physics by using a one
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dimensional fixed grid approach when solving the Richards' equation,

it is not applicable at field scale and

does not provide the prescribed head and variable pressure boundary condition, suitable

for simulating localised irrigation methods commonly used in small scale agricultural

conditions.

2.5.7 The HYDRUS-2D model

The HYDRUS-2D model is an updated version of the SWMS-2D and CHAIN-2D models.

According to Simunek, Vogel and van Genuchten (1994), this model, which solves the

Richards' equation for saturated lunsaturated water flow and the convection - dispersion equation

for solute transport, may be used to analyse water and solute movement in unsaturated, partially

saturated, or fully saturated porous media. It can also handle flow domains delineated by

irregular boundaries since the Richards' equation is solved as a finite element numerical scheme.

An interesting feature ofthis model is that it allows prescribed head and flow boundaries, as well

as boundaries controlled by atmospheric conditions. Depending upon the size of the problem,

the matrix equations resulting from discretization of the governing equations are solved using

either Gaussian elimination for banded matrices, or the conjugate gradient method for symmetric

matrices and the ORTHOMIN method for asymmetric matrices (Mendoza et al., 1991, cited in

Simunek et al., 1994).

_The governing flow equation given by the modified form of Richards' equation in 2D, is based

on the consideration of a two dimensional isothermal Darcian flow of water in a variably

saturated rigid porous medium, and on the assumption that the air phase plays an insignificant

role in the liquid flow process. The sink term represents the volume of water removed per unit

time from a unit volume of soil due to plant water uptake.

The unsaturated soil hydraulic properties are described by a set of closed form equations, and a

detailed description of these equations and scaling of soil hydraulic functions can be found in

Simunek et al., 1994. The scaling procedure is designed to simplify the description of spatial

variability of the unsaturated soil hydraulic properties in the flow domain.
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The solution of the Richards' equation requires knowledge of the initial distribution of the

. pressure head within the flow domain, and the model implements three types of system

independent interactions along the boundaries of the flow region.

These conditions are :-

~ Specified pressure head boundary conditions,

~ Specified flux boundary conditions, and

~ Specified gradient boundary conditions.

In addition to the system - independent boundary conditions given above, the model considers

three different types of system-dependent boundary conditions. One of these involves soil-air

interfaces which are exposed to atmospheric conditions. The potential fluid flux across the

interfaces is controlled exclusively by external conditions. However, the actual flux depends also

on prevailing (transient) soil moisture conditions. Soil surface boundary conditions may change

from prescribed flux to prescribed head type conditions and vice-versa (Simunek et al.,1994).

A second type ofsystem-dependant boundary condition considered in the model is a seepage face

through which water leaves the saturated part of the flow domain. The assumption made is that

the pressure head is always uniformly equal to zero along a seepage face. Additionally, the code

assumes that water leaving the saturated zone across a seepage face is immediately removed by

overland flow or some other removal process.

Finally, a third class ofsystem-dependent boundary condition in the model concerns tile drains.

Similarly to the seepage face criterion, the program assumes that as long as a drain is located in

the saturated zone, the pressure head along the drain will be equal to zero , the drain then acts as

a pressure head sink. However, the drain will behave as a nodal sink / source with zero recharge

when located in the unsaturated zone. The model and equations governing the mentioned

boundary conditions can be found in Simunek et al., 1994.

Advantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ since it is a two dimensional water and solute movement model that solves the finite

element scheme, it can simulate localised zones of wetting and drying close to physical

reality,
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the HYDRUS-2D can simulate water movement at variable time steps,

the model allows for prescribed head and flow boundaries as well as boundaries

controlled by atmospheric conditions, therefore, it can simulate accurately localised zones

of wetting and drying occurring in small scale irrigation conditions, and

data requirements can be met in small scale irrigation conditions.

Disadvantages for use in small scale irrigation:

~ the model is not suitable for simulating water movement processes at a field scale and

~ the prescribed head and flow boundary condition cannot be invoked simultaneously with

the atmospheric boundary condition to simulate supplementary irrigation (hand

irrigation) following rainfall events.

2.6 Conclusions

There is general agreement amongst many researchers that whilst larger schemes have been

unsuccessful across Africa, small scale irrigation is seen as a promising means to raise both

agricultural activity and employment. Although there are differences of opinion as to what

.constitutes a small scale irrigator, there seems to be consensus that SSIS are predominantly low

tech gravity systems rather than pressurised systems.

- Women involvement and contribution to small scale agricultural development can no longer be

ignored. There is enough evidence to suggest that their number in small scale irrigation has

increased, and as such their problems need to be addressed. There are other issues e.g.

constraints and opportunities and management issues that would have to be carefully examined

to achieve success with small scale irrigation development.

Lessons from the Sri Lankan rehabilitation programme are that the need to first understand and

appreciate existing patterns ofwater allocation and distribution and the organisational basis that

surrounds them is fundamental to the success ofthe rehabilitation programme. In addition to co

ordinated activity between implementing agencies, there should be effective mechanisms in place

to monitor how government officials execute their duties, and that programme implementation

should not be seen to be a "taking over and handing over" exercise. Finally, there is a need to
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involve farmers more effectively in all phases of the rehabilitation process. This means more

.than merely upholding the rhetoric on farmer participation. Unless farmers are effectively

involved in the rehabilitation process, there will be irrevocable consequences for system

maintenance in the long run .

..
It is clear that both RRA and PRA methodologies have their own advantages and disadvantages.

It can be concluded that the responsibility lies with the researcher to choose a methodology that

he/she thinks will work effectively in hislher area ofresearch. In Africa both these methodologies

have been used successfully, but the emphasis seems to be on the use ofthe PRA methodology.

Since one ofthe objectives ofthe study was to test and determine whether instrumentation could

be used to monitor and understand soil water dynamics under small scale agricultural conditions,

for accurate and continuous monitoring of soil water, the time domain reflectometry (TDR)

technique, as well as the neutron probe moisture meter appeared to be the promising options.

But for the purposes of this study, the neutron probe moisture meter would not be suitable,

mainly because of the problem of the sphere of influence, which would lead to inaccurate

moisture readings at soil depths near the surface. This is where most of the roots are found for

the crops under study.

Given the cost implications of use the other monitoring techniques, and the fact that complete

_safety ofinstruments could not be guaranteed, tensiometry appeared to be a promising option for

continuous soil water monitoring in the sites ofstudy. Its advantages being the measurement of

soil water tension, the monitoring ofwater flux dynamics, and the establishment ofthe direction .

of water flow.

.The other objective was to evaluate current irrigation practices using an appropriate modelling

tool. Therefore from the review of models, it appears that the soil water models that use the

water balance approach at dai ly time steps are useful for long term water balance studies as well

as for a rapid assessment of water balance at field scale.

For a study aimed at understanding irrigation efficiency, from a water application view point,

such models would not be appropriate. A numeric model that simulates soil water dynamics

'.,: 1.7
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close to physical reality at variable time steps would be the one ofchoice. Since the HYDRUS

2D could accurately simulate localised zones of wetting and drying close to physical reality at

variable time steps, and because of the other advantages it has for use in small scale irrigation,

it was chosen for simulation modelling in this study .
..
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3. METHODOLOGY

The study methodology is dividedinto three parts, namely a social system appraisal, a technical

system analysis and soil water modelling. Based on this three part approach, appropriate

recommendations for improvements (efficiency) in SSIS can be offered. Efficiency in the

context of this study means the best management practices, including the application of water

amounts which optimises crop yields.

3.1 Introduction

Data collected in the field are essential for meeting the objectives of this type ofstudy. The data

are then analysed to understand either the social or the physical processes taking place at the....
scale under investigation. Data are also useful as input parameters for modelling scenarios as

well as for verification of the simulated versus the observed processes.

The obje ctive of the field work carried out in this study was to collect data on a continuous basis

in order to understand the soil water dynamics prevailing under the described conditions: Data

were collected at both sites (Willowfontein and Taylors Halt). Since one of the primary

objectives of the study was to establish crop water use efficiencies in small scale agricultural

conditions, the following physical data were collected and the proc ess of data collection was

automated wherever possible:

~ soil moisture data,

~ rainfall data,

~ irrigation data,

~ hydraulic conductivities (saturated and unsaturated conductivities),

~ water retention characteristics and ground water observation.
-)

3.2 Description of the Research Sites

Figure 1 shows the geographi c location of where the research work was carried out in the

KwaZulu - Natal province in South Africa .

'JfI .
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Figure 1 Map showing the location of study sites in KwaZulu-Natal.

3.2.1 Willowfontein

The Willowfontein research site is a community vegetable garden approximately 0.7 ha in extent.

It is located in an underdeveloped area ofKwaZulu-Natal at Willowfontein, about 23 km south

ofPietermaritzburg City Centre, at latitude 29°42' S and longitude 30°20' E and at an altitude of

850 m. It is on a north facing hillslope with an average gradient ofsome 13%. The mean annual

precipitation of the area is 800 mm. The vegetation at Willowfontein surrounding the research

site comprises indigenous veld grasses in good condition. At a distance ofabout 200 m from the

south east corner of the fence surrounding the site is a small farm dam (Figure 2). Growers

maintain that the dam is a major source of irrigation water since it never runs dry being

constructed across a perennial stream. Irrigation water flows from this dam along a channel into

the cultivated plot. It is then diverted to irrigate different sub-plots by short furrow irrigation

according to the irrigation requirements ofthe growers. Excess water is led offto a separate non

perennial stream on the west of the plot.

There are about 30 000 people residing in Willowfontein. It is estimated that some 60% ofthese

people are unemployed and under such circumstances vegetable gardens are rated highly by the

community, since they are an important source of food as well as means of augmenting family

Income.
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Figure 2 Diagrammatic layout of the Willowfontein site.

3.2.2 Taylors Halt

The Taylors Halt research site is a community vegetable garden approximately 0.5 ha in extent.

The village in which it is located iscalled Kwadulela, (but in this study the site is referred to as

Taylors Halt) and represent an element of a developing South Africa. It is situated at latitude

29°36' S and longitude 30°III E. It is on a north facing hillslope with an average gradient of11%.

The mean annual precipitation of the area is 875 mm and the altitude is 1273 m. The vegetation

at Taylors Halt (Kwadulela) surrounding the site can be described as veld in good condition. At

the toe part of the garden (Figure 3) is a non-perennial stream which is the source of irrigation

water. The fact that flow is seasonal poses serious irrigation problems in winter when it runs dry.

It is for this reason that very little gardening activity takes place in the dry winter months .

Kwadulela village is about 45 km south west of Pietermaritzburg city centre and distinctly rural

in nature. The residents/growers are heavily reliant on the produce from the community gardens

for vegetables. The commitment they display and the amount oftime and effort they put into their

gardening activities is clear evidence ofthis fact. The irrigation system used at this site involves

collection of water from the nearby stream using containers (buckets) and during irrigation,

smaller containers are used to apply water to the crops. The volume of water
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to each crop per irrigation event is based entirely on the discretion of the irrigator and is thus

reliant entirely on knowledge gained from past experience. However, it was subsequently

established that on average the cultivators applied approximately 18 mm of water local to the

crop during irrigation.
..
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Figure 3 Diagrammatic layout of the Taylors Halt site.

3.3 Social System Appraisal

Data collection regarding the social system required that an appropriate methodology be adopted.

The following is a discussion of the methodology that was used in this study.

3.3.1 Data collection on social processes

Since research of this nature had not been carried out in the described conditions before,

consultation became necessary at the very outset so as to inform all the stakeholders about the

intentions of the research, and to solicit their input into this type ofwork. Consultation included

the Greater EdcndaleEnvironmental Network (GREEN) and the Institute for Natural Resources

(INR). This was essential in order to tap on experience and knowledge of organisations and
. .

agencies that enjoyed credibility within these communities. Consultation also included

communication with tribal authorities, the Department of Agriculture and the community
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gardening groups. Meetings were arranged with the community gardening groups and in each

meeting the details of the research to be carried out were explained, including foreseeable

activities that would jeopardise the success of the project. Community members were then

prompted to suggest mechanisms of ensuring that the project intentions were realised without

any negative interference.

At both sites the method ofcollecting data on organisational and behavioural issues surrounding

water use and allocation, involved observations and informal discussions with individual

growers. This was done during the process of carrying out on site-experiments. Structured

interviews with leaders from each of the groups were also held. Questions asked during these

interviews are summarised in Appendix G.

3.4 Technical System Analysis

The climatic information typical ofboth sites is given in Table I. These data were obtained from

the climatic station, 0239756W situated at 29 °36' S, 29°36'E. This station is about 20 km from

both sites and was the only station closest to both sites with a record long enough to calculate

evaporation and temperature statistics. The evaporation and temperature data show potential

evaporation exceeding rainfall for every month of the year. This is cause for concern in crop

water use studies as it would affect the soil water crop continuum, thus necessitating proper

irrigation scheduling and water application efficiencies for optimum crop yields.

3.4.1 Monitoring

At field scale the instrumentation installed comprised one automated recording raingauge

(standard tipping bucket raingauge), 12 automated tensiometers,S loggers and four piezometer

tubes. Irrigated profiles and the control were instrumented at both the Willowfontein and Taylors

Halt sites (Figure 4). Figure 5, shows the surface topology at nest 2 of the Willowfontein site "

and the expected water redistribution down the soil profile at both sites. All these instruments

(except the raingauge) were made at the School ofBioresources Engineering and Environmental

Hydrology (SBEEH). The sections which follow discuss the preparation and installation ofthese

instruments and the monitoring approach used.
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3.4.1.1 Hydrometeorological instrumentation.

One standard tipping bucket raingauge (Figure 4) was installed by the SBEEH in September

1998 at Willowfontein and in November 1998 at Taylors Halt. This automated recording

raingauge was installed on a suitable spot on the edge ofthe cultivated field . Break-point rainfall..
was recorded with the data being written to a memory module . These data were downloaded

monthly. The rainfall data comprised a good data set with no missing records for the period

September 1998 to January 1999 for Willowfontein and November 1998 to May 1999 for

Taylors Halt.

Table 1 Monthly climatic information typical of both sites

Month Rainfall A-Pan l Monthly means of daily temperatures
.,,,,,

(m m) Evaporation
Maximum Minimum Average

\ (mm) ,
Cc) (0C) Cc)

January 150.4 180 28.1 17.4 22.8

February 121.3 160 27.6 17.3 22 .5

March 115.4 150 27.5 16.0 2 1.8

April 53.9 120 26.3 12.0 19.2

May 23.8 100 23.9 6.8 15.4

Jun e 10.0 90 22 .2 2.6 12.4

July 11.7 100 22.9 2.2 12.6

Au gust 32.3 130 23.5 5.3 14.4
"

Sept ember 60.1 150 24.9 10.0 17.5

Octob er 97.9 160 25.1 12.6 18.9
-

November 120.1 160 25.8 14.4 20 .1

December 135.1 180 27.4 16.2 21. 8
.-

Yearly Average 932.0 1680 25.4 11.1 18.3

I A pan evaporation estimated from the data that were obtained f rom climatic §.1afiO'n
0239756W. ~ .

. -

LILt
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3.4.1.2 Layout of the experiment and monitoring approach

.Figure 4 below shows how instruments were arranged in the field on each of the sites. Figure

5 depicts topology around nest 2 at Willowfontein and expected water movement down the soil

profile .
..
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Figure 4 Experimental layout of the instrumentation, typical of both sites

3.4.1.3 Tensiometer nests

To measure the water content of the soil at both the sites, one option was to use the neutron

moisture meter (NMM). Owing to constraints like the problem ofthe sphere of influence which

_would have caused inaccurate readings to be recorded at shallower depths, the cost implications

ofusing this technique for continuous monitoring ofsoil water content at both the sites and other

logistical problems, automated tensiometers were selected and installed to measure the capillary

potential ofthe soils at four locations along an established transect. Tensiometers were installed

at both sites (Figure 6) and were selected for use in this study with the confidence that they have

a successful track record for continuous measurement of soil water tension in the field (Ley and

Thomas,1994). At each site four tensiometer nests were installed. Nests 1 to 3 were within the

cultivated field while Nest 4 the control, was outside the cultivated field in the veld (Figure 4).

Pressure transducers were connected to each tensiometer and the signal was recorded to a four

channel logger, powered by a 6V battery. Each logger and battery were housed in a PVC pipe

as shown in Figure 7. The following sections discuss the components of each'tensiometer nest.
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Figure 5 Surface topology and profile monitoring ofNest 2 at Willowfontein

3.4.1.4 Tensiometer installation

In total 12 tensiometers were installed at each site. These could be divided into three sets with

respect to their lengths which ranged from O.llm to O.9m. Since these tensiometers were made

by the SBEEH, they were made such that pressure transducers could be easilyconnected and such

that they could be easily maintained in situ. Figure 8 shows an example of one such modified

tensiometer. A PVC pipe was cut to the desired tensiometer length and a ceramic tip with a

bubbling pressure of 1 bar was glued on to this PVC pipe. Perspex rods were cut, machined to

fit the diameter ofthe PVC pipe, drilled in the middle to make a hole with a diameter just enough

for the inner tubing to go through and then glued to the top ofthe tensiometer. A hydraulic hose

connector was used to connect the tensiometer inner tubing to a section of transparent tubing

which was in turn connected to the negative port of the differential pressure transducer. The

positive port ofthe pressure transducer was left open to the atmosphere. The tensiometers were

replenished with de-aired water once every two weeks.
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Figure 6 Tensiometer installation at Taylors Halt (Left) and Willowfontein (Right)

Figure 7 Logger and battery housed in a tubing, typical ofboth sites

3.4.1.5 Pressure transducers

The Motorola MPX51 00 piezoresistive pressure transducer was connected to each tensiometer.

These state ofthe art transducers can be described as a" one chip signal conditional temperature

compensated monolithic silicon pressure sensors" (Esprey, 1997). This means that no significant

error arises due to changes in temperature during operation (0 to 50°C). These sensors have a

pressure range of0-1 bar and are powered by a 5.25V supply. They have a positive port open

to the atmosphere and a negative port connected to the tensiometer water. A silicon diaphragm

found in these ports within the transducer casing, changes resistance characteristics in response

to a change in pressure within the tensiometer.
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Figure 8 Modified tensiometer developed by the SBEEH.

At pre-programmed time intervals, an electronic signal is sent to a monitoring device and is

recorded. These transducers have been calibrated so that this electronic signal (voltage) can be

converted to a corresponding capillary potential, or suction head of the soil (Esprey,1997).

To calibrate the pressure transducers a 6 Volt power source, a logger, a vacuum pump and a

mercury U tube manometer was used. The negative port of the pressure transducer was

connected to the vacuum pump which was also connected to the mercury manometer. Four

pressure transducers were connected to the logger and calibrated simultaneously. Suction was

_ then applied using the regulator valve on the vacuum pump to change the head in the mercury

U tube, corresponding readings were taken within the range of 0 to 700 mm Hg. On reaching

the maximum suction head, corresponding voltage readings were taken, decreasing the pressure

to check whether the transducer gave the same readings as when the pressure was increased to

the same points. These data are illustrated in Table 2, which shows the voltages to be similar for

identical points. Capillary potential pressure heads were calculated for all tensiometers using the

transducer calibration equation and the length, L, of the tensiometer measured from the pressure

transducer to the ceramic tip below the soil surface (Figure 8). Equation 3 is an example of the

equations used to calculate the capillary pressure head. The example relates to transducer TH4

connected to a tensiometer at Nest 2, Taylors Halt.
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Table 2 An example of voltages recorded by pressure transducer TH4 for corresponding

suction heads of mercury with a regressed equation. (These data show the accuracy of

the transducer under hysteresis conditions.)

Suction Voltage Suction Voltage

(Increasing) (Decreasing)

mmHg mm H20 (mY) mmHg mm H20 (mY)

0 0 166.5 648 8812 3336.0

205 2788 1154.0 607 8255 3116.0

407 5535 2148.0 507 6895 2632.0

507 6895 2636.0 406 5521 2137.0

608 8268 3122.75 206 2801 1159.0

648 8812 3333.5 0 0 166.5-

EQUATION: h (mm) = 2.7849 * V - 442.812 (r! = 0.99)

h = (-442.812 + V * 2.7849 - L) /1000 3

where h = Capillary pressure head (m)

V = Voltage (V)

2.7849 = Slope of transducer calibration equation.

-442.8 12 = Intercept of transducer calibration equation.

L = Length of tensiometer from pressure transducer to ceramic tip of the tensiometer

(mm)

3.4.1.6 Robust loggers

Since the intention of the study was to establish water application efficiencies, it was important

to monitor water redistribution down the soil profile on a continuous basis. Hence the data

recording process had to be automated. To achieve thi s purpose, loggers developed by the

SBEEH were used for automatic and continuous recording ofdata. These are inexpensive, robust

loggers that have proven to be successful in recording tensiometer data. Pressure transducers are

connected to these loggers which have an amplified and temperature compensated output in the
.-
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range of 0 to 5 Volts. A 6V battery powers both the logger and the transducer. Figure 9

. illustrates one such logger.

r------------- 6V Batteryconnection

..
r----------- Pressuretransducerconnection

111111 ©
• -+-- DownloadButton

Figure 9 Logger developed by the SBEEH to record electronic signals from attached

pressure transducers.

A maximum offour pressure transducers can be attached to each logger. Pressure changes inside

the tensiometer are digitised and saved to non volatile memory at pre-determined time intervals .

This time interval can be changed depending on how frequently data are required. Before

readings are recorded, the logger performs a voltage check on the battery. If the voltage of the

battery is below a predetermined threshold, a low battery symbol is recorded in the data file.

For this research the data storage time was set at 12 minute intervals, with the signal from each

sensor being sampled 250 times, averaged and then stored. Functions built into the logger

software automatically switch off the logger and power to the pressure transducer between

_readings. This power saving technique enables the battery to remain charged for up to 68 days

when sampling at this 12 minute interval. Data can then be downloaded on site to a laptop PC

(Figure 10) by depressing the button shown in Figure 9. Data are subsequently imported into a

spreadsheet program and converted to capillary potentials using equations similar to equation 3.
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Figure lOA laptop computer used for downloading data from a logger

connected to tensiometers.

3.4.1.7 Installation ofa tensiometer nest

The location and arrangement of tensiometer nests can be seen in Figure 4. During installation

a tensiometer was inserted into a hole augured to the desired depth. A muddy slurry was used

to maintain contact between the ceramic tip and the surrounding soil. Tensiometers were filled

with de-aired water. A syringe was used to remove air bubbles from the negative port of the

pressure transducer. Air bubbles in the tensiometer give incorrect reading, so it is essential to

ensure that air bubbles are removed.

Tensiometers were replenished with deaired water once every two weeks . The battery had to be

replaced with a recharged unit every 60 days. A water bottle with long thin tubing and a syringe

was used to replenish the tensiometers. This was done after the data had been downloaded so as

not to affect recorded data.

3.4.1.8 Piezometer tubes

Figure 4 shows the position ofthe piezometer access tube next to each tensiometer nest. Using

a 0.10 m diameter bucket augur, holes were augured to the bedrock depth. Each ofthese depths

was recorded. PVC pipes with 0.05 m diameter were machine slotted. Each PVC pipe had about

1.5 m slotting from the base upwards. The slots were made so as to allow groundwater to
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Figure 11 Tensiometer nest showing all components (Not drawn to scale).

enter the piezometer tube from the surrounding soil. Each tube had a sealed base to prevent soil

and sediment moving into the tube . Upon insertion into the augured hole, coarse "Umgeni sand"

was used to pack the area surrounding the tube and a clay plug was inserted at the surface to

prevent water from mov ing down the sides of the tube. To determine the depth to the water

table, a measuring tape was inserted into the piezometer access tube up to the base of the

piezometer tube. The wetted section of the tape gave some indication to the depth of the water

table below the surface. Figure 12 shows a typical observation well.

3.4.2 Measurement of hydraulic characteristics

Obtaining soil hydraulic properties representative of field soil conditions is important in

understanding and simulating the dynamic processes of water and solute movement in the soil

(Wang, Yates and Ernst, 1998). Because traditional transient laboratory methods such as outflow

or evaporation experiments, show relatively little sensitivity to the hydraulic conductivity at near

saturated to saturation levels, there is a trend towards determining the hydraulic conductivity

in the wet range with steady state experiments, such as the tension disk infiltrometer method or

the crust method (Simunek, Wendroth and van Genucbten, 1999). According to Simunek et al.,

1999, infiltration rates effectively integrate properties of the porous media underneath the disk

infiltrometer, including the influence of local scale heterogeneity, different soil structure and
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Figure 12 Unconfined aquifer, piezometer tube (Not drawn to scale)

texture irregularities, preferential pathways, layering and anisotropy. Hence they maintain that

infiltration rates provide a good way for estimating the effective near saturation hydraulic

properties. Some of the commonly used methods for estimating hydraulic parameters are the

Wooding's steady state approximate solution, Darcy-Buckingham flux law and a transient state

sorptivity method. A brieftechnical description ofeach of these methods can be found in Wang

-et ai, 1998. In their study to evaluate the accuracy of these methods in estimating soil hydraulic

properties, Wang et al . (1998) found the Wooding 's steady state method to work reasonable well.

They recommended that the other two methods be used as alternatives to Wooding 's approach.

This is because these two methods produced good results relative to the spatial variability of soil

physical properties in the field. They added that the sorptivity method may become more useful

in fine textured soils where steady state infiltration is difficult to reach.

3.4.2.1 Hydraulic conductivity measurement

Data on saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks ) and unsat-urated hydraulic conductivity (K(h)) at

both Willowfontein and Taylors Halt sites were collected using the double ring infiltrometer and

the tension infiltrometer techniques, respectively. The method of Ankeny, Ahmed, Kaspar and

Horton (1991) was used to calculate the unsaturated hydraulic conductivities K(h) . This simple
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and rapid field technique of determining field unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is based on

. Wooding's (1968) steady state water infiltration into soil from a circular source of radius r. The

advantages of the Ankeny et al. (1991) method were that:

~ It allowed steady sta te measurement of infiltration rates, and knowledge of the initial

.. water potential or content was not required,

Soil pore structure was not disturbed by driving a ring into soil to obtain one dimensional

flow. Consequently, larger pores were not truncated or collapsed, and infiltration from

the larger pores was less likely to be underestimated,

~ Measurement at different tensions were taken on the same soil surface and

~ Calculation of hydraulic conductivities was relatively simple.

An interested reader is referred to Ankeny et al. (1991) for the theory on this technique of

determining in situ hydraulic conductivities.

At both the sites a representative spot in the middle of the field was identified and a pit was

established at that spot. The tension infiltrometer and the double ring infiltrometer tests were

carried out at the soil surface and down the profile at increments of approximately O.30m and to

a maximum depth of approximately 2m. Hydraulic conductivities for both the sites are shown

in appendix THl and WFl for Taylors Halt and Willowfontein respectively. Figure 13 shows

a tension infiltrometer test in operation at Willowfontein.

3.4.2.2 Water retention characteristics

_ The relationship between water content and tension is a fundamental hydraulic characteristic for

any soil and essential for simulating soil water dynamics. Many other hydraulic properties are

derived from this basic relationship (Wang et al., 1998). In-situ measurements of water content

and corresponding capillary pressure head using time domain reflectometry and tensiometers

respectively, are useful for generating water retention characteristic curves. One other method

for generating the water retention characteristic curve is the 'pressure plate outflow method,

which was introduced by Gardner, 1956, in which an initially saturated soil is subjected to a

series of step increases in air pressure with the drainage or outflow measured after each pressure

step increase.

Soil samples collected from each soil profile at both the sites were used to characterise the water

retention properties of the soil. The method used was the controlled outflow method developed
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by Lorentz, Durnford and Corey, 1991. This method is used to determine each point on the

retention curve by equilibration of the capillary pressure at a fixed saturation. Details of this

method can be found in Lorentz, 1993. These water retention data, togetherwith the curve fitting

procedure, where van Genuchten (1980) functions were fitted to actual data, are presented in

appendix D and E for Willowfontein and Taylors, Halt respectively.

Figure 13 Tension infiltrometer test in operation at Willowfontein

3.5 Modelling (The HYDRUS-2D model)

In order to simulate soil water dynamics close to physical reality at variable time steps, a two

dimensional soil physics model, Hydros 2D (Simunek, Sejna and van Genuchten, 1999) for

simulating the movement ofwater, heat multiple solutes in variably saturated media was used. The

Hydros 2D model is an updated version of the SWMS-2D and CHAIN-2D models (Section

2.4.6).

3.5.1 The finite element grid, initial and boundary conditions

A finite element grid (Figure 14) was used to represent the soil profile at a local scale beneath and

adjacent to the crop and tensiometer nest. The Willofontein and Taylors Halt soil profiles were

represented by 0.9 m x 2 m, and 1.28 m x 2 m grids, respectively. No flow boundary surfaces

were designated on the sides of the grid with the top of the grid designated as an atmospheric

boundary surface, except in the irrigation zone (Willowfontein only). In this zone time dependent
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Figure 14 Typical Hydros 2D finite element grid of soil profile at Nest 2 of the

Willowfontein site.

pressure heads were imposed to represent furrow irrigation . On the base of the grid a constant

pressure head of 1200 mm was specified as this reflected observed tensions at this depth. Initial

soil moisture conditions were specified as those from field measured tensiometer data for the three

soil horizons. The soil hydraulic conductivities were established from field measurements, with

hydraulic parameters fitted to the van Genuchten (1980) curve.

Tables 3 and 4 show soil hydraulic parameters for the three horizons at Willowfontein and Taylors

Halt respectively. Establishment of these parameters is explained in section 4.2.1.2

Table 3 Willowfontein soil water hydraulic parameters.

Depth o, Qs Q. Qm a. n x, Kk Qk

(mm)

Surface 0.31 0.497 0.31 0.497 0.0050 1.8 0.041 0.0398 0.497

300 0.29 0.443 0.29 0.443 0.0040 2 0.021 0.019 0.443

1240 0.158 0.443 0.158 0.443 0.0090 1.3 0.016 0.0159 0.443
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Table 4 Taylors Halt soil water hydraulic parameters

Depth Qr Qs Qa Qm a n Ks Kk Qk
(mm)

Surface 0.29 0.661 0.29 0.661 0.0035 1.5 0.0219 0.0199 0.661

890 0.3 0.721 0.3 0.721 0.0019 1.4 0.0211 0.0191 0.721

1060 0.2 0.609 0.2 0.609 0.0030 1.4 0.0132 0.0099 0.609

where:

Q, is the residual soil water content (mm'.mm"),

Q, is the saturated soil water content (mnr'.mm"),

Qa is the parameter in the soil water retention function (mm"),

Q; is the parameter in the soil water retention function (mm"),

a is the parameter in the soil water retention function (mm'),

n is a dimensionless parameter in the soil water retention function,

K, is the saturated hydraulic conductivity (mrn.h'),

K, is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (mm.h'),

Q, is the volumetric soil water content corresponding to Kdmm3.mm'3),

3.5.2 Root water uptake parameters

The root water uptake parameters for both sites are given in Table 5.

Table 5 Root water uptake parameters for Willowfontein and Taylors Halt sites.

PO POpt P2H P2L P3 r2H r2L

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm/d) (mm/d)

-100 -250 -2000 -8000 -80000 5 1

Where:

PO, is the value ofthe pore water pressure head l\vl' (Figure 15), below which roots start

to extract water from the soil.

POpt, is the value of the pore water pressure head l\v2' below which roots start to extract
,'-water atthe maximum possible rate.
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P2H, is the value of the limiting pore water pressure head hw3' below which the roots

cannot extract water at the maximum rate (assuming a potential transpiration rate

ofr2R).

P2L, is the value of the pore water pressure head hw3' below which roots cannot extract

water at a maximum rate (assuming a potential transpiration rate ofr2L).

P3 , is the value ofthe pore water pressure head~, below which root water uptake ceases

(usually equal to the wilting point)

r2H, potential transpiration rate (currently set at 5 mm.d")

r2L, potential transpiration rate (currently set at 1 mm.d")

The above input parameters permit one to make the variable h3, a function of the potential

transpiration rate T, (Simunek et al, 1999) .

hw3= P2LforTa <= r2L(r2L=1 mm.day") .4

hw3 =P2HforTa>= r2H(r2H=5mm.day l) 5

For the simulated select period in this study T, was equal 4.2 mmlday and since for r2L< T, <r2H,

P2L- P2H
hW3 = P2H+ r2H _ r2L (r2H - Tp ) then h, = -3200mm 6

As explained in sections 2.4.4, 2.4.5 and 2.4 .6, the sink term, s represents the volume ofwater

removed per unit time from a unit volume of soil due to plant water uptake. s is defined as

s(hw) = a(hw)sp (Simunek etal, 1999) 7

where:

a(hw) is a prescribed dimensionless function ofthe soil water pressure head (0<= a<=I),

sp is a potential water uptake rate.

Figure 15 gives a schematic plot ofthe stress response function as used by Feddes, Kowalik and

Zaradny (1978) cited in Simunek et al., 1999. When the potential water uptake rate is equally

distributed over a two dimensional rectangular root domain (Figure 16), Sp becomes:

1
sp = L L L/~ 8

x z

where: Tpis the potential transpiration rate (L.TI ) ,
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L, is the depth of the root zone,

L, is the width (L) of the root zone and

L, is the width (L) of the soil surface associated with the transpiration process.

By introducing a nonuniform distribution of the potential water uptake rate over a root zone of

arbitrary shape,

sp = b(x,z) L, Tp............................................... . 9

where:

b(x,z) is the normalized water uptake distribution (L"2)(Simunek et ai, 1999).

1.2

1.0

0.8

a(h,.) 0.6

0.4

0.2

0
h..4

Pressure head, h;

Figure 1S Schematic diagram of the plant water stress response function a(h), as used by

Feddes et ai, 1978 cited in Simunek et al., 1999

This function describes the spatial variation of the potential extraction term, sp' over the root

-zone. The actual water uptake distribution is given by:

S(h,x,z) = a(h,x,z)b(x,z)LtTp 10

Details on the derivation of this equation can be found in Simunek et aI, 1999.

3.5.3 Atmospheric information

The atmospheric boundary conditions were supplied via the input file ATMOSPH.IN, shown in

Appendices H and I, for Willowfontein and Taylors Halt respectively. The variabl es, given in

the ATMOSPH.IN file, are:

heritS - Maximum allowed pressure head at the soil surface (mm),

tAtm(i) - Time for which the i" data recorded is provided (min),

Prec(i) - Precipitation (mm.min") ,

rSoi1(i) - Potential evaporation rate (mm.min'),
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- Potential transpiration rate (mm.min'),

- Absolute value of the minimum allowed pressure head at the soil

..

surface,

rGWL(i)/rt - Drainage flux (mm.min') across the bottom boundary or other time

dependent prescribed flux boundary condition and

GWL(i)/ht - Ground water level (mm),usually negative, or other time dependent

prescribed boundary condition

Figure 16 Schematic diagram ofthe potential water uptake distribution function, b(x,z)

in the root zone after Simunek et al, 1999

Note that no rainfall was recorded at Willowfontein for the select periods. Therefore no rainfall

-data appear in the ATMOSPH.IN file, except that the time dependent pressure head (GWLlht)

in the irrigation zone was specified (Appendix H). Rainfall was recorded at Taylors Halt for the

selected period, as can be seen in Appendix 1. Owing to the difficulty of combining the

atmospheric boundary conditions with time-dependent pressure heads in simulating hand

irrigation at Taylors Halt, irrigation amounts were included as precipitation amounts on the days

without rainfall but which were recorded as irrigation days. ' Therefore, no time dependent

pressure heads were required to be specified for the Taylors Halt site. Examples ofoutput files

are given in Appendices J and K for Willowfontein and Taylors Halt respectively.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Social System Appraisal

•
4.1.1 Willowfontein

4.1.1.1 Overview of the community gardening group at Willowfontein

The name of the gardening group at Willowfontein is Sizanani number I. Sizanani means a

collection ofpeople working as a unit towards achieving a common goal. It was named Sizanani

number I since there was another group that was to be formed and which was to pursue similar

objectives. This group was to be called Sizanani number n. At the time ofconducting this study,

Sizanani number II was not operational, but was going to be allocated the same size. plot as

Sizanani number I, elsewhere in Willowfontein. Sizanani number I's main aim was to grow

vegetables for consumption by their families and to sell some to augment family income. The

group members having felt the scourge of unemployment, realised they had to do something to

improve their lot, hence the formation of this gardening group.

Sizanani number I consisted oftwenty five members i.e. four males and twenty one females. The

small number ofmales actively involved in this group was indicative ofthe perception that men

regarded agricultural work to be women's work The group activities were managed by a

Management Committee whose structure consisted of the Chairperson , the Vice Chairperson,

~he Secretary, the Vice Secretary and a Treasurer. This Management Committee met regularly

to discuss issues pertaining to land preparation, purchasing of seeds and fertilizers prior to the

start ofthe next season and various other pertinent issues. At these meetings minutes were taken

in order to keep records ofmatters agreed upon and to keep track ofwhat was achieved and what

still needed to be achieved.

The group had a constitution which guided the activities ofthe members. It was enshrined in this

constitution that each member joining the group should contribute an amount of twenty rands,

which was regarded as a joining fee. Subsequent to that, an amount of ten rands was paid by

each member on a monthly basis. All contribut ions made by the members were deposited into

the group's banking account Funds in this account were utilised for hiring the tractor to do land
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preparation, to purchase seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, to cover transport costs and for the general

maintenance of the garden.

Since the formation ofthis agricultural project, cultivators at Willowfontein had always regarded

strategic partnerships and linkages with other organisations and institutions having interest in

small scale agricultural activities as highly valuable and critical to their success. These

partnerships include the Department of Agriculture, Institute of Natural Resources, Greater

Edendale Environmental Network and Kwa-Nalu farmers union. Group members maintained that

being members of the Kwa-Nalu farmers union was beneficial in many ways. To mention a few,

they received discounts on seeds from NCD, a deal negotiated by the union officials on behalf

of the farmers; they could apply for loans from the Land Bank and they have used the Kwa-Nalu

office as their reference. . The Department of Agriculture has provided them with extension

services, and a tractor during land preparation and transportation. Group members were grateful

that the Department was providing such assistance and hoped that the frequency and reliability

would improve.

4.1.1.2 Land ownership and land tenure at Willowfontein

Although land at Willowfontein belonged to the Pietermaritzburg Transitional Local Council

(TLC) , land allocation to community activities was conducted by the Willowfontein

Development Committee. Land currently utilized by the Willowfontein gardening group

(Sizanani number I) was allocated to them by this Committee. It was land that was reserved for

-a cemetery, but was not utilised for that purpose when this study was conducted, and it was for

that reason that there were no dwellings within the immediate surroundings of the agricultu ral

plot. Presently, the memb ers of the gardening group do not contribute anything for land and do

not have any formal tenure arrangement in place.

4.1.1.3 Garden layout, participation and irrigation at Willowfontein,

An area of about 0.7 ha was fenced. This area was subdivided into subplots of approximately

28 m x:10 m and each subplot belonged to an individual memb er of the group. At a distance of

, approximately 200 m from the South East comer of the fence surrounding the plot was a small

farm dam (Figure 2). Previously, this dam belonged to a farmer who practiced stock farming as

one ofhis farming activities, and water from this dam provided drinking water for stock. A water
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supply channel was constructed from this dam into the irrigated vegetable garden. Water from

the dam was directed along a constructed channel into the garden during irrigation. This channel

was at the top part of the garden and ran parallel to the fence at the toe section of the garden. An

in-field main channel intersected the water supply channel. During irrigation, water was diverted..
along the furrows from this in-field main channel to irrigate the various sub-plots according to

the irrigation requirements of the irrigators. Excess water running on the water supply channel

was led off into the small stream on the west side of the garden.

The garden committee was responsible for the allocation of sub-plots to members of the group.

There were no rules governing allocation of sub-plots, as such there was no existing criteria as

to who should be allocated a sub-plot at the top part of the garden closer to the water supply

chann el, or near the fence at the toe part of the garden , which was quite removed from the water

supply channel. Allocation of sub-plots was done at random. Observations made during the

course ofcarrying out this study, were that some sub-plots were left fallow for the entire season.

The reason for this was that some members gave up participation in the gardening activity for

better employment elsewhere, and sinc e the gardening group committee did not enjoy suffici ent

powers to decide on abandoned sub-plots, these sub-plots were left unattended for a long time.

The Willowfontein Development Committee was the body with sufficient powers to resolve

matters such as abandoned sub-plots and given their pre-occupation with other developmental

work in the area, they did not attend to the issue of abandoned sub-plots swiftly. The project

management committee could not resolve such issues.

At Willowfontein, some members had their sub-plots closer to the water supply channel, while

others had theirs at a distance from the main channel. During low flows i.e. in winter, the

distance of the cultivators 'sub-plot from the water supply channel significantly influenced

irrigation efficiency. This was because during low flows, the amount of irrigation water

delivered at the toe part ofthe garden was considerably less than'that delivered to sub-plots closer

to the main channel at the top part of the garden . This had been a source of dispute between

.irrigators and after a series of disputes over irrigation water during the winter season, the

cultivators realised the need for a solution to this problem of uneven distribution ofwater during

the winter season. To resolve these recurrent conflicts an agreement was reached between

cultivators on the general principle that water be allocated on a first come first served basis. This
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principle ofwater allocation eliminated the advantage that some cultivators enjoyed over others.

This allowed rotation of water use among the cultivators as early arrivers on the day would not

bother to be early arrivers on the next day. Over time a decision was made to adopt this rotational

system based on early arrival at the field for both summer and winter seasons. The difference..
being that with the abundance ofwater in summer, more than two cultivators irrigated at anyone

time, whereas in winter a maximum of only two cultivators irrigated at one time . When this

study was carried out, cultivators at .Willowfontein were not aware of any upstream or

downstream users except that the dam was also a source ofdrinking water for stock that belonged

to some community members.

Cultivators at Willowfontein did not experience severe water shortages throughout the year,

therefore there were no plans of either storing or harvesting water during the rainy summer

season. An interesting observation they highlighted to the postgraduate researcher was that after

a low intensity rainfall event lasting for a maximum of approximately six hours, crops showed

more life than would be the case after an irrigation event. Their explanation for this was that

during such a rainfall event crops received sufficient water covering the entire root zone, they

added that that was not the case with their furrow irrigation system, which had to last for a

relatively short period to prevent crops stressing as a result of water logging. This observation

. made cultivators aspire to install water pipes and sprinklers as one of their immediate plans

should they secure funding. They believed that the installation of such a system would increase

water application efficiencies, relative to transmission losses currently experienced from the

<water supply and in-field main channels. This beliefwas verified as indicated in the monitored

results in section 4.2.2.1.1

4.1.1.4 Constraints to the development of the community gardening activity at

Willowfontein

At the time of conducting this study, the Willowfontein cultivators concentrated on growing

vegetables and not staple foods. They feared that growing staple crops like maize would lead to

. increased levels of crop theft. Although they experienced theft of produce from the vegetable

garden the problem was not as severe as they anticipated it would be with staple crops. To grow

staples, the growers would need to ensure that there were proper security mechanisms in place

to guard against theft . They explained that thieves found it easy to sell staples like maize as
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opposed to vegetables. The lack of management skills required to manage a communal type

project was realised as a serious hindrance to their development. Other serious constraints to the

development of their gardening activity related to the lack of training and support on good

agronomic practices. Although they were receiving some assistance from the Department of
..

Agriculture in the form of extension services, they felt they needed consistent support on good

agronomic practices such as crop production, vegetable production, appropriate irrigation

technologies and maintenance ofsuch technologies, optimum irrigation strategies and advice on

which crops/vegetables were suitable for their area. The cultivators pointed out that they would

like to strengthen their organisational formation. To achieve this they believed that training on

organisational development, conflict resolution and management would be most appropriate.

During the course of carrying out this study, it became evident that the cultivators had no idea

of how much profit they were making from the sale of their produce, save to say that they were

quite confident that they were not suffering from loses. This was judged against what they would

contribute towards vegetable production and the benefits thereof. There is an obvious need to

educate these growers in the area of basic bookkeeping and costing.

4.1.1.5 Sale of garden produce

Cultivators sold their produce to the local shops and to individual members of their community.

They could not sell outside their community, the main cause of this was the unavailability of

transport of their own and hiring transport became a costly exercise. The cultivators' hope was

to get transport of their own at some stage as well as to establish a local fruits and vegetables

~arket that they would supply with produce from their garden. They believed that an

establishment like a community market, would go a long way towards alleviating some of the

problems they experienced with local shop owners. These local shop owners dictated the price

to them, something they found unacceptable. When this study was conducted, the Willowfontein

cultivators had not received any form of financial support. Whilst they would really appreciate

financial support, they thought they would use it to secure training on financial management so

as to ensure that finances were managed properly for the sustainability of the project.
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4.1.2 Taylors Halt

4.1.2.1 Overview of the Taylors Halt group

The Taylors Halt group is called Nhlanhleni farmers. Nhlanhleni means the lucky ones. This
..

group named itselfNhlanhleni farmers since members considered themselves to have been lucky

to obtain land they could utilize for their agricultural project. Like the Willowfontein group, this

Taylors Halt group, once it was formed, had the production of vegetables for sale and for

consumption by their families as its primary aim. To date, they are also engaged in poultry

farming.

Nhlanhleni farmers group consisted ofeighteen members, sixteen females and two males. Again,

the small number of male participation in this group was also attributed to the perception of

gardening work being women's work. The operations of the group were managed by a

Management Committee whose structure consisted of a chairperson, a vice chairperson, a

secretary, a vice secretary, a treasurer and two additional members. This group met regularly on

Monday mornings to discuss issues relevant to their agricultural project and other farming

activities. At each meeting, minutes of the meeting were taken so as to keep track of events and

decisions taken. A person joining the group for the first time had to pay a joining fee of one

hundred rand, subsequently he/she was expected to make monthly contributions of five rand.

Although the hundred rand could not be recovered in physical cash from the sale ofone season's

produce, the value of vegetab les harvested in one season exceeded one hundred rand. Some of

-the vegetables were consumed by their families and some set aside for sale. According to the

group members the contributions were important in order to cover the maintenance and running

costs ofthe agricultural project, excluding the purchase ofseed and fertilizers. Cultivators made

separate contributions towards the purchase of seed, seedlings and fertilizers from revenue

generated from the sale of their produce. The joining fee plus the monthly contributions were

deposited into the group's banking account. The postgraduate researcher noticed collective

commitment among the group members to accumulate funds in their banking account so as to

.advance their current agricultural activity or to develop other fanning activities. The reason why

new members had to pay a joining fee of one hundred rand was that, when a community garden

was initially setup there were inherent costs which were taken care ofby the members at that time

e.g. fencing and maintenance of the fence around the garden. New entrants to the gardening
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group were therefore expected to contribute towards these costs.

The guiding document of the Nhlanhleni group was their constitution. This constitution was

drafted and adopted by the members of the group in collaboration with the extension officers.

Acopy of this constitution was given to each committee member, it was read to each new

member that joined the group, and from time to time it was reviewed by the committee members.

The chairperson had powers vested upon him/her by the constitution to intervene whenever there

was a breach by any of the members.

Although this group valued partnerships or linkages with other organisations pursuing similar

objectives, the group had resolved to be cautious as to with whom they associated. This was to

a large extent influenced by their past experiences with some organisations which purported to

be assisting them, but only to realise, with time, that the organisations were using the group to .

advance their own aims or objectives.

4.1.2.2 Land ownership and land tenure at Taylors Halt

At Taylors Halt all land belonged to the chief. When this agricultural project was first initiated

the local chief was approached with an aim of obtaining land that could be utilized for the

agricultural project. The chiefapplaude d the idea and allocated approximately 0.5 ha of land for

agricultural use to the Nhlanhleni farmers. It is also worth mentioning that the same chief was

approached by the post graduate researcher to seek permission to carry out this research work.

- The chief mentioned to the postgraduate researcher that he was committed to the development

of his people and his area, therefore he would not want to jeopardise activities which aimed to

develop them. He then granted permiss ion to carry out this study. Since the cultivators were

given land by the chief, they were not expected to make any financial contributions towards the

land they used. However, these cultivators did not possess any documentation granting them

permission to use the land or tenure. The land allocation and tenure system at Taylors Halt was

very informal.

4.1.2.3 Garden layout, participation and irrigation at Taylors Halt.

The Taylors Halt site was a community vegetable garden of approximately 0.5 ha in extent

(Figure 3). At the toe part of the vegetable garden located on a north facing hillslope with an
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average gradient of 11 %, was a non perennial stream which was t~e source of irrigation water.

.This stream posed serious irrigation problems in winter when it ran dry. It was for this reason

that very little or no gardening activity took place in the dry winter season. The residents in this

area were heavily reliant on the produce from the community garden for vegetables. The

commitment they displayed and the amount of time and effort they put into their gardening

activity was clear evidence ofthis fact. All the members of the group owned the same size sub

plots, which were of equal length stretching from the stream at the toe of the garden to the top

part of the garden. These sub-plots of approximately 28 m x 10 m each, ran parallel to each

other, and that position ensured that there were no complaints about other cultivators enjoying

shorter distances between their subplots, and the source of irrigation water.

During irrigation, water is collected from the stream using large containers (buckets of

approximately 20 L). These are then carried to the irrigated sub-plots and smaller quantities of

water are applied from these buckets to the crop. The amount of water applied per crop per

irrigation event was approximately 18.0 mm. This estimate was calculated from the volume of

the container that was used for irrigating and was divided by the wetted area only . Irrigation

when it took place was carried out in the afternoon in summer and early in the morning in winter.

In winter, cultivators irrigated early in the morning so as to reduce the effects of frost on crops .

There were no rules governing water use and allocation at Taylors Halt, save to say cultivators

were expected to irrigate their crops sufficiently i.e. such that they did not show any signs of

stress, especially in summer when there was enough water to irrigate. The cultivators pointed

_out that they have had no conflicts over irrigation water amongst themselves ever since the

project was established. They added that this was largely due to the fact that each cultivator

collected his/her own water and there was sufficient water for all the members to irrigate during

the summer season. At the time of conducting this study, the cultivators had no knowledge of

any upstream users but mentioned that downstream users used this water only for non

consumptive domestic purposes such as laundry. The problem of water shortage in winter

affected both the irrigators and the domestic users at Taylors Halt. It was precisely to solve this

. problem ofwater shortage in winter that cultivators indicated their desire to store or harvest rain

water. Stored water would be used for irrigation and other domestic purposes. If funds became

available they would also like to install a sprinkler irrigation system. Their preference for the .

sprinkler irrigation system was based on the understanding that it required less labour than the
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bucket type irrigation system currently being used and that with a sprinkler irrigation system,

.sufficient water would be made available to the crop after each irrigation event.

Observations made by the postgraduate researcher at the Taylors Halt site were that, unlike at

Willowfontein, not a single sub-plot was left fallow when others had crops growing on them.

Aiso, the entire plot was uniformly planted. The reason for this uniformity was attributed to the

strict rules governing operations ofthe group and to the strictness ofthe chairperson who ensured

the enforcement of these rules. The chairperson was also regarded by the rest of the members

to be the most influential person of the group. Cultivators agreed at their meetings as to which

crops to grow, when to irrigate and when to remove weeds. Any member of the group who

deviated from the agreements reached, could be expelled from the group. If for some reason a

sub-plot was abandoned by its owner, it immediately became the responsibility of the group

members to work on that sub-plot collectively, revenue generated from the sale of the produce

from that sub-plot was deposited in the group's banking account, and did not accrue to individual

members.

4.1.2.4 Constraints to the development of community gardening activity at Taylors Halt

As with the Willowfontein group, the Taylors Halt group had focussed on growing vegetables

and not staple crops. They had similar fears as the Willowfontein group, that growing crops like

wheat and maize could lead to increased levels of theft. Although they were experiencing theft

of vegetables, the problem was not as severe as they anticipated it could be with these other

crops. They felt that to grow grain crops they would need proper fencing with a lockable gate

-end a security guard. Other constraints to development were identified as lack of training and

technical support on good agronomic practices. While extension services provided by the

Department of Agriculture were essential services that they needed, they felt that dedicated

training and technical support on good agronomic practices would compliment the services

provided by the Department of Agriculture. Specific areas of training were identified as crop

. production, vegetable production, appropriate irrigation technology and optimum irrigation

strategies. Again, like the Willowfontein group, the Taylors Halt group could not give figures

ofthe profits .they were making from the sale of their produce, clear evidence of the need to

develop their skills in basic bookkeeping and costing. Although community gardening groups

are generally small in size, their management calls for generic business enterprise management

skills together with organisation management skills, which are virtually absent in many ofthese
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groups. It is to overcome these constraints to their development that they expressed a strong

.desire to gain organisation and business management skills. This group also expressed the same

desire as the Willowfontein group in terms of strengthening their organisational formation, ie

they needed training on organisational development, conflict resolution and management. Like

the Willowfontein group, lack of financial administration was also observed with the Taylors

Halt group, and these are serious constraints to community groups constantly in search ofdonor

funds.

4.1.2.5 Sale of garden produce

Most of the produce was sold to the nearby shops and to individual community members. The

main problem experienced with the sale of produce was the unavailability of transport. Although

the extension officer helped with providing transport for the delivery of vegetables to the local

shops, this transport was not freely available and as such they could not sell as much as they

would have liked to, so growers ended up consuming some produce that they would have

otherwise sold to the shops, fruit and vegetable markets and individuals outside their community.

Serious frustrations over the inability to sell all the produce set aside for sale were expressed by

the group members.

Infrastructural development under small scale agricultural conditions requires an understanding

of the social and organisational basis surrounding water use and allocation (Abeyratne, 1990).

Therefore, technical system analysis results and recommendations should be made within the

-context of existing patterns of water allocation and distribution, and the organisationalformation

of local communities in order to be effective and sustainable in the long term. The following

sections analyse the technical system in both the study sites.

4.2 Technical System Analysis

This technical analysis of the system used considers the soil hydraulic properties at both sites,

analysis of tensiometer , rainfall, irrigation data, groundwater survey and finally presents the

modelled results.
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4.2.1 Soil hydraulic properties

Description of soil hydraulic properties with methodologies used in their measurement were

outlined in Section 3.4. Section 4.2.1.1 below contains the results ofthe saturated and unsaturated

hydraulic conductivities for both Willowfontein and Taylors Halt experimental sites.

4.2.1.1 Saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities

A total of seven double ring (DR) and sixteen tension infiltrometer (TI) tests were successfully

completed in this study. Shown in Appendices C and E are the hydraulic conductivity

characteristics as determined from measured data. At different depths below the soil surface,

double ring and tension infiltrometer tests were carried out. Unsaturated hydraulic conductivities

were established at the surface for each ofthe nests at the two sites. Graphical representation of

these hydraulic conductivities for each nest at Willowfontein are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 K(h) as a function ofCapillary Pressure Head (h) for the soil surface at

Willowfontein.

The results show conductivity to be much higher for Nest 1 compared to the rest ofthe nests, and

since these measurements were carried out just after ploughing had been completed at

Willowfontein, this difference in conductivity could be attributed to uneven land preparation
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resulting in looser structure and hence higher conductivity in the vicinityofNest 1. Although the

physical properties of the soils were not established in this study, it can be said that from

observations the surface soils appeared to be similar throughout the entire plot (Loam soil type).

Noticeable differencesin conductivities established at differentdepths inthe established(near Nest

2) pit are illustrated by Figure 18 and are discussed in the following section.

From Figure 18, it can be seen that hydraulic conductivities differ for different depths down the

soil profile. This is likely to be caused by an increase in clay content together with greater

compaction or consolidation at the depicted depths. The observable anomaly showing higher

conductivities (Kfh) for higher Capillary Pressure Head (CPH) at depths of 300 mm below

surface could be attributed to experimental error. Saturated conductivities also suggest

differences in the soil textural properties for the corresponding depths, with saturated

conductivities also decreasing down the soil profile. Both saturated and unsaturated

conductivities established at the Willowfontein site are given in Appendix C.
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Figure 18 K(h) as a function of Capillary Pressure Head (h) for the pit established at Nest 2

at Willowfontein

The same measurements were carried out at the Taylors Halt site and unlike at Willowfontein, ,

unsaturated hydraulic conductivities K(h) at the different nests appear to be similar (Figure 19).

This shows the uniformity of both the surface layers' textural properties and land preparation
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along the transect where the four nests were installed. For the first three CapillaryPressure Heads,

K(h) at Nest 1 appears higher than the other nests. This is attributed to the looser structure ofthe

soils resulting in what appears to be higher hydraulic conductivity in the vicinity ofNest 1.

Examination ofFigure 20 shows a noticeable decrease in K(h) down the soil profile at Taylors

Halt. This is a clear indication of the differences in the physical properties of the soils at the

corresponding depths. Surface conductivities K(h) are lower than conductivities at depth 320

mm below surface. Although a bit of surface sealing could possibly be the cause, this appears

incorrect since the surface conductivities (Figure 20) are lower than surface conductivities

measured independently at Nest 2, yet the pit was established close to Nest 2 (Figure 19).

Therefore, this is some indication of the degree of variability of the surface conductivities.

However, these differences are not expected to extend into the profile. Saturated conductivities

(Ks) decrease down the soil profile which confirms different soil physical properties at

corresponding depths.
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Figure 19 K(h) as a function ofCapillary Pressure Head (h) for the soil surface at Taylors Halt
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Figure 20 K(h) as a function ofCapillary Pressure Head (h) for the established pit nearby Nest

2 at Taylors Halt

Table 6 Unsaturated hydraulic conductivity characteristics at the soil surface for the two sites

Willowfontein Taylors Halt

Nest CPH Unsaturated hydraulic CPH(mm) Unsaturated hydraulic

(mm) conductivity (mmIh) conductivity (mmIh)

2 5 13 5 12

150 5 215 6

3 5 4 5 15

150 1 215 2.5

4 5 4 5 13

150 2 215 5

Comparison ofthe surface unsaturated conductivities for the two sites in Table 6, for Nests 2,3

and 4 shows the unsaturated conductivities to be higher for the Taylors Halt site compared to the

Willowfontein site. Conductivities shown for each of the nests are for two Capillary Pressure

Heads (CPHs) i.e. the lowest and the highest CPH. These differences are attributable to the

differences in the physical properties of the soils between the two sites. It is also worth

mentioning that for the two sites at lower CPH the conductivities are high suggesting a

structurally stable matrix.
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Table 7 Saturated conductivities down the soil profile at the two sites

Willowfontein Taylors Halt

Depth (mm) Saturated conductivity Depth (mm) Saturated conductivity

(Ks) (mm/h) (Ks) (mm/h)

Surface 25 Surface 132

750 13 890 1407

1300 10 1060 8

From the data in Table 6 saturated conductivities (Ks) are expected to be higher for the Taylors

Halt site compared to the Willowfontein site. The first two conductivity values given in Table 7

for Taylors Halt appear to be high. Whilst experimental error could not be completely ruled out,

the differences between Ks and K(h) for small CPHs at Taylors Halt leads to the conclusion that

preferential flow pathways as a result of the proliferation of macropores at the corresponding

depths could be the main reason. On the whole, Taylors Halt saturated and unsaturated hydraulic

conductivities are higher than those ofWillowfontein.

4.2 .1.2 Method used to predict hydraulic parameters

Figure 21 illustrates how well the van Genuchten (1980) parameters were used to fit simulated

data to observed data for the water retention characteristics. Based on the Maulem (1976)

equation (Equation 9) for predicting the relative hydraulic conductivity (Kr) from the knowledge

of the soil water retention curve, van Genuchten (1980) derived a closed form equation for

predicting the hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated soils, as follows:

1[ 1 ]2K - () 2. 0 __ 1 _1_
r - Io h(x) iJ X / Io h(x) iJ x (9)

From equation (9) above, h is the pressure head given as a function ofthe dimensionless effective

water content (Se), where

() - ()
Se = () _~ (10)

s r
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and sand r indicatesaturated and residual values of the soilwater content respectively.

Equation 10 expresseddifferently can be re-arrangedto:

0= Se X (0 s- Or)+ Or (11)

Sincevan Genuchten (1980) needed an equationrelating the water content to the pressurehead

in order to solveEquation (9) above, the following general equationwhich is an attractive class

of Se(h) functions was adopted.

s, =[1 +(~h)"r (12)

Equation 12 expresseddifferently can be re-arrangedto:

1

(Se~~-l);
h = (13)

a

where 0<, n and m are van Genuchten(1980) soilwater hydraulic parameters.

By imposing certain restrictions upon the values ofm and n van Genuchten (1980) then derived

the following relativehydraulic conductivity equation.

{l- (ahr-1[1+ (ahrrmy
K,(h) = (1+ (ah)")'" (14)

Since K(h) = Ks' Kr(h) (15)
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{1- (ahY-l[1+ (ahYrmr
then K(h) = K, ,;; (16)

(1+ (ahY) 2
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Figure 21 Water retention characteristic for the surface soil at Nest 1 at Taylors Halt,

showing observed and fitted data

Details on the derivation ofEquation (16) can be found in van Genuchten (1980). In this study

the van Genuchten (1980) equations were used to fit the hydraulic conductivity and water

retention curves to measured data (Appendix E). Using Equation (11) and Equation (13), water

contents and corresponding capillary pressures were optimised against the data for a selected

range of Se as shown in Appendix D. For a selected range of capillary pressures ( 0.01 mm to

1000 mm), K(h) was fitted to data using Equation (16). The curve fitting procedure used both

water retention and hydraulic conductivity data sets simultaneously. Curves were fitted to the

data by adjusting er , n, a. and m according to the method of van Genuchten (1980). This

procedure was carried out on each ofthe hydraulic conductivity and the water retention curve data

derived from the soil samples from each of the pits. The van Genuchten (1980) parameters

obtained are presented in Tables 8 and 9 for Willowfontein and Taylors Halt, respectively. An
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example ofthe water retention characteristic curve fitting procedure and fitted curves using van

Genuchten (1980) method are given in Appendices D and E, respectively. Using this method the

soilwater hydraulic parameters used during the modelling exercise were determined, and are given

in Tables 3 and 4 for Willowfontein and Taylors Halt, respectively.

Table 8 Willowfontein soil water hydraulic parameters derived using van Genuchten (1980)

curve fitting procedure

Willowfontein n m cc es er

Pit (mm')

Surface 1.8 OA444 0.0050 OA97 0.310

Depth = 300 mm 2.0 0.5000 0.0040 0.443 0.297

Depth = 750 mm 1.7 OA118 0.0039 OA43 0.280

Depth = 1240 mm 1.32 0.2424 0.0090 OA43 0.297

Table 9 Taylors Halt soil water hydraulic parameters derived using van Genuchten (1980)

curve fitting procedure

Taylors Halt n m cc es er

Pit (mm")

Surface 1.5 0.3333 0.0035 0.661 0.290

Depth = 890 mm lA 0.2857 0.0019 0.721 0.300

Depth = 1060 mm lA 0.2857 0.0030 0.609 0.200

4.2.1.3 Porosities and bulk densities calculated during the controlled outflow cell analysis

The bulk densities (Ph) and porosities (cp) of the ~oils were determined for each of the samples

taken at two depths down the soil profile at each of the sites. Bulk densities (Pb) from the

Willowfontein site are higher than those from the Taylors Halt site. The bulk densities at both

sites increase down the soil profile. This could possibly be attributed to increased compaction at

different depths down the soil profile.
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Table 10 Willowfontein and Taylors Halt bulk densities determined at three depths below

surface.

Willowfontein Taylors Halt

Surface (cp) 0.497 Surface (cp) 0.661

(Ph) 1332 kg/m" (Ph) 1044 kg/m'

760 mm (cp) 0.443 890 mm (cp) 0.721

(Ph) 1477 kg/m" (Ph) 1108 kg/m'

1300 mm (cp) 0.403 1060 mm (cp) 0.541

(Ph) 1583 kg/m" (Ph) 1218 kg/m'

4.2.2 Monitored Results

Details of the methodology used in monitoring the capillary pressure head, irrigation events,

rainfall and groundwater is outlined in Section 3.4. This section considers tensiometer, irrigation,

rainfall and groundwater results, since each is related as a result of the various process

interactions.

4.2.2.1 Automatically and manually monitored results

In this study, the automatic monitoring of a total of eight tensiometer nests conducted during

August 1998 to December 1998 and December 1998 to April 1999for Willowfontein and Taylors

Halt respectively. The predominant breakdown in tensiometer measurements was related either

to cracked ceramics cups, air entry into the tensiometer in the connections of the pressure

transducer, or as a result of the soils being too dry and air entered into the tensiometer water

column through the dry ceramic cup. These incorrect data are easily distinguishable as

discontinuous gaps in the data sets and have been discarded (see Appendix F).

As described in section 2.4.4 above, field tensiometry is used to estimate the energy status ofsoil

water. This is achieved through measuring the CapillaryPressure Head (CPH) at the ceramic tip,

which reflects the CPH within the soil. A large positive value ofCPH compared with a smaller

positive value indicates a drier soil in comparison to the soil with a lower CPH. In this instance

water will tend to move in the direction ofthe higher CPH (drier soil) and in response to gravity.
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Someaspects of the monitoring system are noted before discussing the monitored tensiometer,

rainfall and irrigation results for both sites:

Rainfall data at Willowfonteinwere recordedas fromthe beginning ofOctober 1998,and

tensiometer data recordedbeforeOctober1998doesnot haveaccompanying rainfall data

recorded at the site. The rainfall data presented were from a nearby station

(approximately 20 km away)and maynot be truly representative ofthe rainfall received

at the actual site.

Sincefor each nest, tensiometer data were recorded at three different depths, data that

does not appear in Appendix F were discarded as they were faulty.

For theWillowfontein sitethe symbol (0) represents onlythe timing of the irrigation event

in the furrows recorded by cultivators and not the amount ofwater applied, but for the

Taylors Halt sitethissymbol represents both the timing ofthe manual irrigation eventand

the amount of water applied per irrigation event and can be read on the cummulative

rainfall axis.

Tensiometer nests referred to in Figures22,23,24,26 and 27 were installed in different

sub-plots along a transect and are discussed in Sections 4.2.2.1.1 & 4.2.2.1.2. At

Willowfontein, Nest 1 and Nest 2 were installed on sub-plots that belonged to a single

cultivator andnest 3 was in a sub-plot cultivated by a different person. It is important to

highlight this fact because analysis of the data presented in the subsequent sections is

reflective ofthe cultivator's irrigation habits. However, at Taylors Halt sub-plots were

arranged in parallel transectsfromthe top to the toe ofthe garden, as suchallthree nests

were installed in a transect that belonged to a single cultivator. At both sitesnest 4 (the

control)was installed outsidethe ploughed landin the veld (Section3.3.2.2).

It is important to understand the soilwater response to wettingeventsincluding currentirrigation

practices in order to be able to devise protocols for the efficient use ofwater duringirrigation.

To achieve thispurpose,analysis ofbothWillowfontein andTaylors Halt tensiometer, rainfall and

irrigation data was carriedout in this study.

4.2.2.1.1 Analysis ofWillowfontein tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data

To analyse the soilwater responseto wetting events, tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data
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have been analysed. Typical data sets are presented in Figures22,23,24 and 25. A selected

periodfrom16-10-98 to 20-11-98 was a relatively dryoneandresulted in many irrigation events.

Thisis shownbytheintermittent increase inCapillary PressureHead(CPH)lwhichoccurredafter

tensiometer had been replenished with de-aired water, followed with sudden drop in apparent

CPHas a resultofthe soilwater suctionexceeding the capacity ofthe tensiometer ceramic. This

is causedbythe surrounding dry soilat the ceramic tip drawing the water out ofthe ceramic and

allowing airbubbles to enterthe tensiometer. Thisthen causesthe recordeddrop inCPH(Figure

25).

Examination of the Willowfontein data (Figures 22 & 23), shows that rainfall event A did not

result in an associated decrease in the capillary pressure head for all three tensiometers.

Essentially, this means that the wetting front did not reach the ceramic tips of all three

tensiometers to cause a decrease in the capillary pressure head. This also indicates that water

fromthis rainfall eventwas insufficient to coverthe entireroot zone ofthe crops,andsince most

of the roots were found at depths of approximately 0.19 m below surface, this observation

promptedthe cultivatorofthe sub-plot where nest 2 was contained to irrigate, henceirrigation

eventB. Unlike rainfall eventA (Figures 22 & 23), rainfall eventM (Appendix F, FiguresF1,F2,

F3 & F4) showsthat this event resultedin an associated decrease in the capillary pressurehead

for all three tensiometers with final capillary pressuresnear zero, whichindicates near saturated

conditions.

EventsB, C,D andE (Figures 22 & 23) are allirrigation events. Thisis illustrated bynotingthat

onlyvery small amounts ofrainfall were recordedbetweenrainfall eventsA and F. In addition,

eventsC and D were recorded by the cultivators as irrigation events. All four eventsi.e. B, C,

D andE resulted incorresponding decreases inthe CPHfor allfour tensiometers, withfinal CPH

near zero, again indicating near saturated conditions. Of significance are the intervals between

irrigation events, (ie cycletimes) as a result ofthe different irrigation scheduling practicesofthe

different growers.

The cultivatorofthe sub-plotcontaining Nest 1andNest 2 irrigatedon the 21-10-98at 1:24PM

INote: Capillary PressureHead (CPH) represent the soilwater CPH as a positive
quantity
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(EventB, Figures 22 & 23). The cultivator ofthe two sub-plots irrigated again on the 27-10-98

at 1:36 PM (Event C, Figures 22 & 23). On these two occasions the cultivator irrigated both sub

plots, allowing water to flow along the furrow for approximately 30 minutes on the first occasion.

On the second occasion, the cultivator irrigated the sub-plot containing Nest 1 for approximately

30 minutes again, but only allowed water to flow along the furrow with Nest 2 for approximately

15 minutes, i.e. halfofthe time that was spent irrigating sub-plot containing Nest 1. This is clear

demonstration ofthe uneven application ofwater by anyone cultivator responsible for cultivating

two sub-plots on which crops are grown. Observations made by the post-graduate researcher

during the course of carrying out on-site experimentation were that the cultivators' irrigation

patterns were to a large degree influenced by the quality of the crops grown on the sub-plot.

Cultivators would spend less time irrigating sub-plots with poor quality crops. Conversely,

regular and even water applications were observed on sub-plots with good quality crops. The

next irrigation event, after event C was event D (Figure 23). On this day (03-11-98 at 12:12

PM), the cultivator did not irrigate the sub-plot containing Nest 1 (Figure 22) at all, whereas on

the 10-11-98 at 12:49 PM, the cultivator irrigated the sub-plot containing Nest 2 for

approximately 10 minutes. Some time later, at 1:33 PM, the cultivator allowed water to flow

along the furrow next to Nest 1 for approximately 60 minutes (Event E, Figure 22).

Since the cultivator had not irrigated the sub-plot containing Nest 1 for about 13 days, she was

motivated to irrigate for a long period during irrigation event E (Figure 22). In Nest 2, the

irrigation interval between events Band C was five days, and event C took place on the 6th day

(Figure 23). The interval between events C and D was five days and, again event D was carried

out on the 6th day. The interval between events D and E was six days and irrigation event E

occurred on the T"day, lasting for approximately 10 minutes. Since this last event was so short,

the shallower depth tensiometer (Figure 23,0.19 m) recorded the smallest drop in CPH ofthe

entire data set indicating a quick drying ofthe surface soil, following the few millimetres ofwater

which infiltrated the soil during this short irrigation. This is further demonstration of the

inconsistency of water application by the cultivators during irrigation as well as the irregular

intervals between irrigation events. This can be construed to be poor irrigation scheduling by the

cultivators at Willowfontein.
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A different cultivatorwas responsible for the irrigationofthe sub-plotcontaining Nest 3. In figure

24, event G is an irrigation eventthat was carriedout on the 02-11-98at 5:55PM. It was on that

same day that the shallower depth tensiometer(0.19 m) had lost CPH as a result of the surface

soil layer being too dry, drawing the water out of the ceramic and allowing air bubblesto enter

the tensiometer. The high CPH was recorded after the tensiometers had been replenished with

de-aeratedwater. LabelH illustrates a drop inCPH ofthe shallower depthtensiometer(0,19 m)

as a result ofthe soilbeingtoo drywhichoccurred a few daysbefore the cultivatorcould irrigate

againas shownbythe irrigationevent I (Figure24). Thisphenomenon is illustrated bythe sudden

increase in CPH of Nest 4 tensiometers following replenishment (Figure 25). The interval

between irrigation event G and I was eleven days. Irrigation event G and I lasted for

approximately 40 and 30 minutes respectively, with event G taking placeon the 02-11-98(11:00

Am) and I on the 12-11-98 (10:08 Am).
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Figure 22 Nest 1, Willowfontein tensiometer, rainfall and irrigationdata
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Willowfontein Nest 2. 1998
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Figure 23 Nest 2, Willowfontein tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data
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Figure 25 Nest 4, Willowfontein tensiometer and rainfall data

From the analysis ofNest 3 data it can be concluded that the cultivator ofthe sub-plot containing

this nest allowed more time to elapse before irrigating again compared to the cultivator of sub

plots containing nests I and 2. These differences in irrigation timing ofthe different cultivators

culminate from the freedom that cultivators enjoy in determining their own irrigation patterns at

Willowfontein.

For the rainy season careful examination of the good patches of data presented in Appendix F,

show a drop in the CPH as a result of rainfall wetting events (Figure F5, Block A). According

to the observations by the post graduate researcher, no supplementary irrigation was carried out

by the cultivators during the wet December month, and a total of 135.4 mm of rainfall was

recorded for that month.

4.2.2.1.2 Analysis of Taylors Halt tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data

The entire period monitored at Taylors Halt was a relatively wet period (Dec.1998 - April. 1999),

and to assess the soil water response to wetting events at the Taylors Halt site selected

tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data typical of the entire period are presented in Figures 26,

27 and 28. Examination of nest 1 data (Figure 26) shows that rainfall event J resulted in a
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corresponding decrease inthe capillary pressureheadofallthreetensiometers, withfinal capillary

pressurenear zero which indicates near saturatedconditions at depths to 0.72 m.

Nests 1 and 2 data do not indicate anytensiometer response to irrigation water applied (Figures

26 & 27). Thiswasthe casefor the entireperiodmonitored andis especially noticeable over the

period of daily applications between the 25th and the 31st of March 1999,where no significant

wettingis evident, evenat 0.2 mbelowsurface (Figure 27). Theamount ofwater applied locally

to the crop during irrigation was about 18.0mmper event. However, the frequency ofirrigation

was mostly on a daily basis as is shown in the select period (Figures 26 & 27). Diurnal

fluctuations predominant in the selected data set should not be mistaken for changes in the CPH

as a resultofirrigation events. Thesefluctuations are dueto temperature changes affecting small

airbubbles inthe tensiometer water. Irrigation eventK showinstances wherecultivators irrigated

despitethe soilCPHbeing lowerthan 1m, meaning that allthree soildepthswerewet andwater

applied would havebeen excesswater that would drainto the deeper soil layers (Figures 26 &

27).

In the controlnest whereno irrigation took place(Figure 28), at 0.57 m belowsurface, the CPH

was between1 and2 m before eventK was carriedout (Figure 26) and a few daysafter eventK

indicating acceptable moisture conditions, without irrigation eventK.

Comparison ofthe three nests for the selected periods(Figures 26, 27 and 28) showsthat, after

the 23rd ofMarch, supplementary irrigation in Nest 1 and Nest 2 resulted in those plots being

wetter than Nest 4. Although Nestl and Nest 2 (Figures 26 and 27) were installed on two

separatesub-plots, it is quite evident from the data that both sub-plots were irrigatedwhenever

the cultivatorwas irrigating andthat approximately the sameamountofwaterwas applied locally

to the crop through the use ofthe bucket irrigation system (Section3.2.1.3).

4.2.2.1.3 Piezometers

Piezometeraccesstubes were installed next to eachtensiometer nest.Detailsofinstallation, the

groundwatermonitoring procedureandgroundwatersurvey carriedout at Taylors Halt aregiven

in section 3.4.1.8. Presented below are the groundwater monitoring and survey results at the

corresponding depth in each nest.
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4.2.2.1.3.1 Willowfontein site

At this site the piezometer access tubes were installed at the end ofAugust1998. At Nest 1, the

piezometer hole was augured to a depth of 1235 mm, but no groundwater was recorded during

the entire monitoring period. Similarly, in Nest 2 with a piezometer hole of 1895 mm below the

surface, no groundwater was recorded throughout the monitoring period. The piezometer access

tube installed at Nest 3, was the closest of all three piezometers to the nearby stream. No

groundwater was, however, recorded at this hole throughout the monitoring period. The

piezometer hole at Nest 4 was the furthest away from the stream, located at the top part of the

plot and since this piezometer hole was the shallowest of the three, it is not surprising that at a

depth of 825 mm no groundwater was recorded.

4.2.2.1.3.2 Taylors Halt site

At the end ofApril 1999 the holes were established at Taylors Halt with intentions ofcarrying out

a ground water survey. These holes were established towards the end ofthe monitoring period.

At the time that they were established, it was observed that at a depth of4850 mm next to Nest

2, about 18 metres away from the stream at the toe of the garden, the soil was moist but not

saturated. At a depth of4995 mm next to Nest 2, and at a distance of approximately 12 metres

from the nearby stream, groundwater was encountered. This was also the case with piezometer

hole established next to Nest 3, which was about 1180 mm deep and 6 m from the stream. At

Nest 4 the depth ofthe hole was 3000 mm and the hole was 28 metres away from the stream. No

groundwater was encountered at this depth. However, the soils were moist when this hole was

established. Groundwater monitoring did not continue after the installation date, since the

instruments were removed a few days after the installation of the piezometer access tubes.
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Figure 26 Nest 1, Taylors Halt tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data
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4.2.3 Modelling Results and Analysis

4.2.3.1 Willowfontein

4.2.3.1.1 Simulated Results of an Observed Scenario (SROS) vs Observed Tensiometer Data

(OID)

Figures 29, 30 and 31 show a time series plot of simulated capillary pressure heads at the

observation nodes compared to the observed tensiometer data. Careful examination of these

Figures show that the observed soilwater dynamics is suitably simulated by the Hydros 2D model.

The wetting ofthe root zone as observed from the field, particularly at 0.19 m below surface is

adequately simulated by the model. The slight under simulation ofCPH noticeable in Figures 30

and 31 is attributable to the bottom boundary condition which was specified as 1200 mm of

constant capillary pressure head. It appears that at the lower depth water accumulation took

place during the initial stage ofthe simulation and the water content remained constant afterwards.

This water accumulation was not observed in the field, and it resulted in the under simulation of

capillary pressures for the 0.72 m depth below surface. This suggests a lower flux rate out ofa

region, as such the constant pressure head should have been increased. However, of main

importance to this study was the first 200 mm down the soil profile, where most ofthe root water

uptake took place. In the first 200 mm, the simulated capillary pressures matches the observed

well, indicating that the wetting of the root zone is adequately simulated and that the boundary

conditions applied represent practice during irrigation.

Based on this, alternate irrigation strategies to optimise crop water use could be developed.

Following is the discussion ofthe simulated efficient scenario vs the observed tensiometer data.

4.2.3 .1.2 Simulated Efficient Scenario (SES) vs Observed Tensiometer Data (OID)

Figures 32,33 and 34 show a time series plot of the capillary pressure heads at the observation

nodes for the simulated efficient scenario compared to the observed tensiometer data. In Figures

29,30 and 31 it can be seen that all three irrigation events resulted in pronounced decrease in the

capillary pressure heads indicating significant wetting beyond the root zone. Figure 32,33 and

34 show that by increasing the number ofirrigation events over the same period and reducing the

amount ofwater applied per irrigation event, efficiencies in water application can be achieved.
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This is because flux below the root zone is reduced. Since for the crops under study, the root

water uptake rate was at a maximum between the CPHs of250 mm and 3200 mm, with stress

setting in at CPHs less than 100 mm and greater than 3200 mm. Reduction in unnecessary

drainage could be achieved by reductions in the amount of water applied. However a certain

amount ofwater should be allowed to drain to the other soil horizons so as to allow leaching to

take place, although accumulation ofsalts was not reported to be a problem at the Willowfontein

site. The efficient irrigation scenario presented in Figures 32,33 and 34 constitute an increase

in local knowledge, since cultivators have intuitive abilities to detect when to irrigate. For

instance irrigation generally took place when the capillary pressure heads were around or close

to 2 m (Figure 29). What has been shown to be an improvement would be to allow water to flow

along the furrow for approximately 15 minutes instead of 30 minutes or more, but more

frequently, since the soil will dry up quicker than before. That is soil moisture level at which

cultivators irrigate would be reached sooner than before.

4.2.3.1.3 Analysis of the wetting plume down the soil profile

At the Willowfontein site, furrow irrigation was simulated using Hydros 2D by specifying a

hydrostatic pressure head of 0 mm over the surface nodes comprising the base of the irrigation

furrow for a period of 30 minutes and 15 minutes for the observed and efficient scenarios

respectively. The status ofthe wetting plume is shown in Figures 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 and

42, for both these scenarios, revealing significantwetting between the surface and 0.3 m. A wider

and deeper wetted volume for the SROS (Figures 35, 36, 37 and 38) as opposed to the SES

(Figures 39,40,41, and 42) is found. Indeed, the simulations reveal gradual dissipation ofsoil

water after cessation of irrigation with the near surface of the SES drying up faster than in the

SROS. In Figure 37 and Figure 41 the predicted wetting profile, 30 and 45 minutes, respectively,

after cessation ofirrigation is shown. There is a noticeable difference in the water contents ofthe

shown cross-sections. These differences between the two scenarios can be best illuminated by the

discussion below ofthe differences in flux at 0.63 m below surface.
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Figure29 Simulated Results of the Observed Scenario vs Observed Tensiometer Data for

Nest 2 at Willowfontein
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Figure 31 Simulated Results of the Observed Scenario vs Observed TensiometerData for

Nest 2 at WiIlowfontein
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Figure 32 Simulated Efficient Scenario vs Observed Tensiometer Data for Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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Figure 34 Simulated Efficient Scenario vs Observed Tensiometer Data for Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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Figure35 Watercontentdistribution after 10 minutes offurrowinigation
for theSROS at Willowfontein

Figure36 Watercontentdistribution after 30 minutesoffurrow inigation
i.e. At. cessation offurrowirrigationfor theSROS at Willowfontein

Figure 37 Watercontent distribution 30 minutes aftercessation offurrow
irrigation for theSROS atWillowfontein

FJgJJre 3& Water conten1 distributionafter25.5 hoursfromthebeginning
ofwater application fortheSROS atWillowfontein

Figure 39 Water conten1 distlibution after 10mimJIes of1iurow irrigation
fortheSES atWillowfontein

Figure 40 Water content distribution 15minntes after cessation offorrow
irrigation fortheSES atWlIlowfontein

Figure 41 Water content dimibution 45minutes after eessation of
furrow irrigation forthe SES atWillowfontein

Figure 42 Water content distribution after 25.5 hours fromthe beginning
ofwater 8llDlication fortheSES atWillowfontein
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Figure 43 Soil water flux (mm.d") at 0.63 m below surface for both scenarios at Willowfontein
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Figure 44 Cumulative water flow at 0.63 m below surface for both scenarios at Willowfontein
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4.2.3 .1.4 Differences in flux as modelled at 0.63 m below surface

For the selected period the quantity ofwater applied was, without exception, consistently higher

for the SROS as opposed to the SES (with its restricted application amount) . The quantity

increased as more time was allowed to elapse between irrigation events. This is evidenced by the

daily fluxes corresponding to irrigation events (Figure 43). Cumulative fluxes show pronounced

changes in flux corresponding to irrigation events, even at a depth of 0.63 m below surface

(Figure 44) . However, these pronounced changes are not noticeable in the cumulative flux ofthe

SES, and a change to a more water efficient irrigation practice would result in the water saving

ofapproximately 115 mm for the selected period (Figure 44) as there is less drainage below 0.63

m with the SES.

4.2 .3.2 Taylors Halt

4.2.3 .2.1 Simulated Results of an Observed Scenario (SROS) vs Observed Tensiometer Data

(OTD)

A time series of Taylors Halt tensiometer data plotted against the simulated capillary pressure

head at the observation nodes is shown in Figures 45,46 and 47 for depths 0.2,0.47 and 0.72 m

below surface. These simulations show that , within reasonable limits, the Hydrus-2D model has

simulated the capillary pressure heads at the three observation points below the soil surface

adequately, especially as the whole profile is simulated in Hydrus-2D. This adequate fit of all

three depths comprises a fairly good simulation. However, anomalies are noticed on March 12th

and 15th at 0.47 m below the soil surface, where the tensiometer did not reflect any associated

decrease in the capillary pressure head following a rainfall event. There does not appear to be a

logical explanation for this observed anomaly, since subsequent rainfallevents ofsmaller quantities

caused a substantial drop in the capillary pressure head. Reasoning suggests that some sort of

water diversion away from the ceramic tip took place for these two events or that the soil was too

dry to respond to the first two events but responded to the later events. Data from the field

monitoring of irrigation events does not show any pronounced associated decreases in the

capillary pressure head as a result ofthe 18 mm ofwater applied locally to the crop every irrigation

event. What can be said about this water application is that in addition to making some water

available for the plants, it significantly reduced the drying rate of the soils.
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As with Willowfontein, of main interest to this study was the 200 mm below the soil surface,

where most of the root water uptake took place. In the upper 200 mm the simulated capillary

pressure heads closely match the observed, indicating that the wetting and drying ofthe root zone

is adequately simulated and that the boundary conditions applied represent the practice during

irrigation.

Based on this abilityto simulate observed conditions acceptably (Figures 45,46 and 47), alternate

irrigation strategies to optimise crop water use could be developed. Below is a discussion of a

typical Simulated Efficient Scenario (SES) vs Observed Tensiometer Data (OTD).

4.2.3.2.2 Simulated Efficient Scenario (SES) vs Observed Tensiometer Data (OTD)

Figures 48, 49 and 50 show simulated capillary pressures at the observation nodes of the

simulated efficient scenario plotted against the observed tensiometer data. It is clear that optimum

crop water use could be achieved by reducing the number of irrigation events and allowing

capillary pressures to increase, but without exceeding the limits at which crops become stressed.

Crops investigated at Taylors Halt were similar to those at Willowfontein, with maximum root

water uptake taking place at capillary pressure heads between 250 mm and 3200 mm and stress

setting in at capillary pressures less than 100 mm and greater than 3200 mm (Figure 15). It can

be seen from observed data that for the selected period capillary pressure heads were generally

maintained within these thresholds (Figures 45, 46 and 47). While the proposed efficient scenario

(Figures 48, 49 and 50), allow capillary pressures to increase as a result of the decrease in

frequency of irrigation events, cognisance of the need to allow some water to drain to the

underlying soil horizons was given due attention, since this is essential for the leaching ofsalts to

take place. This consideration was made despite the fact that the problem of salts has not been

reported to have reached alarming proportions in Taylors Halt. Unlike at Willowfontein, where

intuitive ability of the growers to detect when to irrigate from observations ofthe soil dryness

seems to be just about right, at Taylors Halt, the frequency with which cultivators irrigate their

crops seem to be purely to satisfy ground rules laid down for allthe cultivators within the group.

One ofthe rules in the Taylors Halt group is that failure to irrigate crops regularly could lead to

expulsion of that particular member from the group. Thus the soil moisture status is not given

sufficient prior attention before proceeding with subsequent irrigation events. Against this
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background, cultivators would need technical support ifthey are to change over from their current

practices to the proposed efficient scenario . This support would be to enhance their

understanding ofthe soil moisture status at which they need or do not need to irrigate their crops.

Before proceeding to the observed differences in flux between the two irrigation practices (i.e. the

Simulated Results ofthe Observed Scenario (SROS) and the simulated efficient scenario (SES)),

the section below analyses the soil moisture status at the root zone.

4.2.3.2.3 Analysis of the soil moisture status ofthe root zone at Taylors Halt

At Taylors Halt, bucket type or hand irrigation was simulated by specifying equivalent amounts

ofrainfall input on the recorded irrigation dates . The soil moisture status is carefully analysed for

the two scenarios (Figures 51,52,53,54,55 and 56). For the selected period, following the last

major rainfall, for the SROS, Figures 51, 52 and 53 show the water content to have been higher

in the root zone compared to the SES (Figures 54,55,56). This difference in water content is

attributable to the frequency ofwater application despite sufficientlywet conditions for the crops.

The water content on 23 March 1999 is uniformly higher (Figure 51) than for the same date in

the SES (Figure 54), when the water content in the root zone was in the 0.45 - 0.50 range, which

was less than the surrounding soil. This is largely because after cessation of rainfall event

irrigation took place in the case ofthe SROS (Figure 51), whereas no irrigation took place in the

SES (Figure 54).

Two days after the major rainfall event had ceased, drying of the root zone is noticeable in both

scenarios on the 24th March 1999 at 12:07 PM. The difference is that the extent of drying up is

larger for the SES (Figure 55) than it is for the SORS (Figure 52). This drying is noticeable since

no supplementary irrigation took place in the period between 23rd March 1999 at 12:07 PM and

24th March 1999 at 12:07 PM.

On the 26th March 1999 at 12:07 PM there are still noticeable differences between the SROS and

the SES (Figures 53 and 56), despite the rainfall contribution and supplementary irrigation which

took place on the 25th March 1999. These differences are attributable to the antecedent moisture

conditions prior to rainfall and irrigation. This analysis indicates quicker drying response of the

root zone with the SES as opposed to the SROS. This is as a result of the reduction of excess
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water in the root zone with the proposed SES.

Ingeneral thesedifferences inwater contents areindicative ofthe efficiencies inwaterapplication

that are likely to be achieved by changing overfromcurrentpractices at Taylors Halt to proposed

efficient irrigation practices. This mainly involves reduction in the frequency ofhand irrigation

following rainfall events and when soil moisture conditions within the soil profile, particularly

within the root zone, are within acceptable limits. The discussion of the differences in flux

furtherilluminates the savings inwater that couldbeachieved throughthe moreefficient irrigation

application proposed.

4.2.3.2.4 Differences in flux as observed at 0.5 m belowthe soil surface.

For the selected period, downward water flux ofthe SROS was consistently higher than water

flowofthe SES(Figure 57). An increase in daily flux is observed following a majorrainfall event

whichoccurredon the 22 March 1999. A steadydecrease influxes follows aftercessation of this

rainfall event. This steady decrease in fluxes can be explained to be as a result of frequent

irrigation bythe cultivators at Taylors Halt,whodo notgivemuchattentionto antecedent soilsoil

water content conditions. Comparison ofthe fluxes ofthe two scenarios (Figure57) showsthat

the daily fluxes ofthe SROS are higherthan that of the SES. This indicates that more water is

lost by downward percolation in the caseofthe SROS as opposedto the SES. Cumulative flux

(Figure 58) showsthat a change over from current irrigation practices to the proposedefficient

scenario would contribute to a reduction of 79.6 mm of water lost by downward percolation

belowa depth of0.5 m for the selected period.
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Figure 51Watercontent distribution on the 23rdMarch 1999at 12H07
PMforthe SROS at Taylors Halt

Figure52 Walercontent distribution onthe 24th March1999at 12H07
PMfor the SROS at Taylors Halt

FigureS4 Water contentdistributionon the 23Id MaIcll1999 at l2H07
PM for the SES at TaylorsHalt

Figure55 Watercontentdistributiononthe 24thMatch 1999at 12H07
PM for the SESat TaylorsHalt

Figure53 Watercontent distribution on the26thMarch 1999at UH07
PMfortheSROS at Taylors Halt Figure56 Watercontentdistributionon the 26thMarch 1999 at 12H07

PMfor the SESat TaylorsHalt
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Figure 58 Cumulative downward flow at 0.5 m below surface for both scenarios at Taylors Halt
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5. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In South Africa, like the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa, the establishment of small scale irrigated

vegetable plots is increasing. Collier and Field (1988) have observed that "Small irrigated

vegetable plots, grouped into communal village gardens and supplied with water from a hand

pumped well are of increasing interest to Sub-Saharan Africa, especially to women". This

increase in small scale community vegetable plot activity is largely due to the socio-economic

pressures exerted by the poor economic performance ofmany African States. Therefore, small

scale community vegetable gardening is seen by the vast majority ofthe unemployed to be critical

to reduction of poverty. There is certainly sufficient observable evidence of this increase in

gardening activity in South Africa (Crosby, de Lange, Stimie and van der Stoep, 2000) . Urban

and peri-urban communities, which over the years disregarded growing their own vegetables, are

now heavily involved in community gardening, an activity often referred to as urban agriculture .

With this increase in community gardening huge pressures have been exerted on government and

other funding NGO sectors to provide financial resources necessary to establish community

gardens with proper irrigation infrastructure. In response to these pressures, the government

through the Department of Agriculture provides deserving community groups with funds to

establish a community garden with proper irrigation infrastructure. Various NGO's and some

other private sector companies, in particular the United Nations Life Programme, have supported

the establishment ofsome community gardens inthe Pietermaritzburg area ofSouth Africa. Whilst

these organisations need to be applauded for their contribution towards the alleviation ofpoverty

in South Africa, caution should be exercised in order to avoid repeating the mistakes ofthe past

government (e.g. provision ofsophisticated irrigation infrastructure in the absence ofmaintenance

and support systems). There is also a need for all stakeholders to partake in the process offinding

solutions to many ofthe problems facing small scale agricultural development in South Africa.

Ignoring these problems might undermine the good intentions ofgovernment, NGO's and other

private sector organisations.

Failure ofmany small scale irrigation projects that were supported by the previous government

was largely attributed to the top down approach which disregarded participation by the target
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beneficiaries during planning and subsequent stages of the project . This happened despite the

demonstration by local research of the need for a change in the planning and development of

irrigation schemes in South Africa (Bembrigde, 1997). It is imperative that the present

government adopt an integrated and holistic approach in its endeavours to assist small scale

agricultural development. When doing so, the government would not be seen to be providing

financial assistance from some remote location, but would provide this assistance in the context

of policies, legislation, provincial and national objectives that are informed by an inclusive

interactive process among stakeholders. This appeared to be a highly desirable approach by the

growers interviewed in this study, since the government is perceived to be an integral player to

finding solutions to many ofthe constraints facing small scale agricultural development in South

Africa.

South Africa has a long way to go in removing the damage that has been inflicted as a result of

development policies and programmes which did not recognise the need for consultation and

community participation (van Averbeke, Belete, Igodan and Marete, 1988). Evidence of this is

the mis-match between the organisational basis surrounding water use and allocation and the

irrigation infra-structural developments supported bythe previous government. De Lange (1994),

in her study ofsmall scale irrigation systems in South Africa, listed the following as some ofthe

additional problems exacerbating the complexity of small scale irrigation development in South

Africa:

~ Lack ofwater supply for irrigation purposes,

~ Lack of assured water supply

~ Shortage ofwater supply technology,

~ Lack of technical support,

~ Lack ofguidance, and

~ Ineffective and inefficient management styles.

De Lange (1994) also revealed the need to investigate actual crop water use to enable

recommendations to be made to small scale irrigators, since the results of her field evaluations

combined with information from the farmers, suggested that less irrigation water was applied than

is generally recommended for maximum crop yields.
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In order to understand the current state of small scaleirrigation in South Africa and elsewhere,

so as to identify common problems and approaches used to solvethose problems, an extensive

literature review was undertaken (Chapter 2). It is worth mentioning that literature reviewed

revealed that little researchhas been done in South Africa in terms of investigating actualcrop

wateruseandsoilwaterdynamics insmall scaleagricultural conditions. Therefore, thisworkwas

possibly the first ofits kindto investigate the combination of socio-economic issues pertinent to

small scaleirrigation development andtechnical issuespertinent to the crop soil-water continuum

in order to develop a methodology for assessing small scale community gardening irrigation

holistically. In particular, the technical aspect of this research was consistent withthe particular

researchneedsidentified by de Lange, 1994.

The review of literature indicated that participation in small scale agriculture is predominantly

bywomen. Thiswas foundto be true, since both the Willowfontein and the Taylors Halt group

were predominantly women. This study has highlighted many constraints which continue to

hinderprogress with regards to small scaleagricultural development. Manyof these problems,

as identified by other researchers elsewhere, were foundto prevail at Willowfontein and Taylors

Halt. The lack of management skills, technical support, shortages of capital, irrigation

infrastructure, assured irrigationwatersupply, lackofsupplytechnologyandinadequate extension

services are allproblems that havebeenidentified by other researchers. Theseproblems were all

evident at the both sitesofthis study. The two groups realise that these problems pose serious

constraints to their development, and it is for that reasonthat they would liketo receive training

to overcome someofthese problems.

In addition to theseproblems, perceptions that the cultivators holdabouttheirgardening projects

are further constraints to their development. There is a strong donor dependency among

participants in small scale community gardening. This was established during the course of

interviews conducted during this study. This dependency emanates from the perception that

community gardeners are entitled to funding from the government or anyother funding agents,

for the initial establishment and lor purchasing of agricultural inputs. Sincethese projects are

neverfully funded intermsoftheir needs, theycontinue to seekadditional fundsinmany instances

without success. In the hope of securing additional funds they lose their innovative urge and

creativity to makethe project selfsufficient, and hencemany ofthese projectsneverprogress to
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become fully fledged business enterprises. Although they are mainly established with twin aims

of providing food security and of augmenting family income, there seems to be growing

realisation from participants that for self sufficiency to be achieved and for continued realisation

of their aims, these projects need to be managed in a proper business manner. Although not

impossible, this remains a serious challenge for community gardeners given their communal

arrangement.

In winter, water shortages at Willowfontein were not as serious as they were at Taylors Halt.

Virtually no gardening activity took place during the winter season at Taylors Halt. This was

because of inadequate water supply. To improve the irrigation infrastructure at both sites,

cultivators aspire to install sprinkler irrigation systems should funds become available. It was also

evident in this study that when cultivators experience problems of inequity in water allocation

during irrigation, they tailored rules to ensure equity ofwater allocation during irrigation (e.g. the

rotational system which applies at Willowfontein). Since these projects were managed by the

cultivators themselves, rules governing operationswere made with close reference to the problem,

and as such they were relatively effective. Studies elsewhere have shown that rules crafted and

implemented by external agencies removed from the problem proved to be ineffective and to a

large extent destabilised operations (Lam, 1996). This was found to be true, since at

Willowfontein it was the development committee for the area that decided who could be

expelled from the gardening group and not the gardening group management committee. A

consequence of this was that some plots were left fallow for the entire season as the project

management committee could not intervene. At Taylors Halt, rule crafting was done by the

cultivators themselves with no external interference. The operations ofthe group were uniform

and the entire plot looked uniform throughout the summer season. None of the sub-plots were

left fallow during the summer season during which this study was conducted.

While cultivators on both research sites may have reasonable reasons underlying their aspirations

to install sprinkler irrigation systems, a number ofresearchers on small scale irrigation systems

suggest that a thorough investigation be conducted on appropriate technology suitable for use

under developing conditions, prior to any decision being taken on which system to use(Crosby,

et ai, 2000}. They add that the design and installation ofthese systems should consider the socio-
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economic factors prevailing under those conditions and this would include rules and existing

systems ofwaterallocation anddistribution. Success storieshaveshownthat takingthesefactors

into consideration during system design and installation prevents failures similar to that of the

Village IrrigationRehabilitationProgramme (VIRP)inSri-Lanka (Abeyratne, 1990). In addition,

appropriate technology mustbe within the cultivators financial and operating capabilities.

Sinceirrigated community gardening is increasingly becoming a common landuse, it is likely to

havea significant impact on water resources. It is therefore essential to assesscurrentirrigation

practices and to makerecommendations on efficient irrigation practices where necessary. This

way,benefits canbe optimised :from the use oflimitedwater resources. Thisassessment requires

an understanding of the crop soil-water continuum, hence, the technical aspect of this study.

Given that the technical aspect of this study required an understanding of the crop-soil water

dynamics and the modelling ofprocesses observed, it was necessary to obtainthe soilhydraulic

properties representative of field conditions. This objective was achieved through determining

the saturatedandunsaturated conductivities, andthe water retentioncharacteristic curvesat the

surface and at various depthsdownthe soilprofile for both sites. The tensioninfiltrometer and

the double ringinfiltrometer methodswere used(Chapter3). Thesemethods wereusedbecause

infiltration rates effectively integrateproperties of the porous media, including the influence of

localscaleheterogeneity, different soilstructureandtextureirregularities, preferential pathways,

layering andanisotropy. Thelaboratory controlled outflowcellmethodwasusedto determine the

water retention characteristic curves at different depth downthe soilprofile, and bulkdensities

were obtained from this methodfor the corresponding depths. Although laboratory analysis of

the soiltexturalproperties was not carriedout in this study, hydraulic conductivity resultsshow

differences in surface conductivities betweenthe four nests at Willowfontein. Thesedifferences

in conductivity are reflective of looser soil structure on some patches of the cultivated area,

indicating inconsistent andunevenlandpreparation at Willowfontein. Observation madeduring

the process of conducting on site experimentation at Willowfontein were that the surface soil
\

structural and textural properties appeared to be similar for allfour nests,with the claycontent

increasing with increasing depth belowthe soil surface. Hydraulic conductivity results show a

decrease in conductivity with increasing depth belowthe soil surface. This is possibly because

ofincreased compactness downthe soilprofile. Thewater retentioncharacteristic curvesdown
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the soil profile at Willowfontein show a decrease in water content at field capacity (Appendix E,

Figures E2, E4 and E6). This means that less water compared to the top soil horizon willbe held

by the mid-profile at field capacity before drainage to the next soil horizon occurs. Bulk densities

also increased for the various depths below the surface, this is likely to be caused by an increase

in the compactness of the soil down the soil profile.

Since at Taylors Halt land preparation was fairly consistent throughout the field, unsaturated

conductivities at the four nests were close, with conductivities at Nest 1 higher than the other

nests, which was attributed to looser soil structure in the vicinity ofNest 1. Both saturated and

unsaturated conductivities at Taylors Halt decrease with increase in depth below surface. The

water retention curves (Appendix E, figures E8, EIG and E12) show a higher water content for

the mid-profile compared to the top and lowest profiles. This shows that the mid-profile will

hold more water at field capacity than the other two profiles before any drainage to the soil

horizon below occurs . The increase in bulk density down the soil profile, with increase in depth

below the soil surface is likely to be due to increased compactness of the soil down the soil

profile.

Comparison of the hydraulic properties of the two sites show that , generally the hydraulic

conductivities at Taylors Halt are higher than the hydraulic conductivities at Willowfontein.

One ofthe objectives ofthis study was to determine the influence ofrainfall on irrigation patterns

at both the sites, as well as water application efficiencyduring irrigation. Tensiometry was used

for these purposes. Automated tensiometers were selected for use in this study because in

addition to having a successful track record for continuous measurement ofsoil water tension in

the field, tensiometers allowed measurement of the energy status of the soil water at three

different depths below the soil surface. From the measurement ofthe energy status ofsoil water,

one can determine the hydraulic gradient, direction offlow and water content. In this regard,

tensiometry appeared to be the best option for use in this study, given that it is also relatively

cheap to construct and maintain compared to other techniques . This was an important factor to

consider in selecting a monitoring technique for use in the described conditions. With limited

funding, one had to choose low cost instruments which were robust and that allowed direct

measurement of the energy status of soil water.
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Analysis of tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation results are presented in section 4.2.2.1.1 and

4.2.2.1 .2 for Willowfontein and Taylors Halt respectively. From these results it is clear that at

Willowfontein eachcultivator determines his/her irrigation schedule at a sub-plot level. Irrigation

scheduling is not decided upon at a plot or field level, andhenceapplication is not uniform for all

the cultivators. It isdependent largely onthe intervalsbetweenirrigation events, the quality ofthe

cropsgrownonthe sub-plot andthe amountoftimethe cultivator hasto irrigate. Theresults also

showthat cultivators apply morewater thannecessary during irrigation eventsto compensate for

the largeintervals during whichno irrigation takes place. Excesswater, in turn,drains to the soil

horizons beyond the densely populated root zoneandisthereforewasted. Duringthewet summer

season(December) no supplementary irrigationwasrecordedat Willowfontein. Thiswasequally

true for all the monitored summer months, indicating heavy reliance on rainfall input despite

sufficient water for supplementary irrigation.

At Taylors Halt oneofthe rulesgoverning operations isthat no cropsshould showsigns of stress.

As a result cultivators irrigatealmost on a daily basisprovided that water is available. Unlike at

Willowfontein, irrigation at Taylors Halt is mainly supplementary irrigation since the gardening

activity onlytake placeduring the wet summer season. Analysis ofresultsas presented insection

4.2.2.1.2 show that water applied during irrigation events at Taylors Halt was not sufficient to

coverthe entireroot zone. It was enough, however, to reducethe drying ofthe surface andnear

surface soil, thus causing the soil to be kept relatively wet and even wetter than it would be if

water was applied via an efficient strategy.

From the analysis of rainfall, tensiometer and irrigation data, it is quite evident that irrigation

patterns are dependent on the enforcement of rules. Where there were strict rules governing

irrigation ofcrops, uniformity ofwater application throughout the plotwas observed, andwhere

the ruleswerenot strictly enforced, cultivators determined theirownpatternsofirrigation. It can

also be mentioned that when water shortagesare experienced, it is then that cultivators devise

irrigation systems that seekto preventconflict among themselves e.g. the rotational system inuse

at Willowfontein.
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In Chapter 4, the modelling results of both the sites are presented. It was shown that the

HYDRUS-2D model simulated the observed data well, especially at 0.19 m below surface at

Willowfontein where most of the roots were found. However, improvements on the model

performance in simulating matric pressures at the other two depths below surface at

Willowfontein couldbeachieved byincreasing theconstant pressure headofthe bottomboundary

condition. Modelling resultsshowthat atWillowfontein, irrigation efficiencies could beachieved

by reducing the amount of water applied per irrigation event and increasing the frequency of

irrigation events. AtTaylors Halt,byreducing the number of irrigation events following a rainfall

event which sufficiently wetted the root zone, efficiencies could be achieved from a water

application viewpoint. AtbothWillowfontein andTaylors Halt,the proposedalternate strategies

would still allow sufficient water to drainto the underlying soilhorizons for leaching purposes.

In the modelling exercise undertaken overa periodof a month, theseefficient strategies resulted

in significant water saving of115 mmand 79.6mmof water, at Willowfontein andTaylorsHalt,

respectively. Contraryto the results of the evaluation conducted by de Lange (1994), which

suggested that less water was applied in small scale irrigation systems than is required for

maximum cropyields, theseresults showthat morewaterwas applied inboth sitesthanrequired

for maximum cropyields. It is for this reasonthat the HYDRUS-2D modelling system hasbeen

used to develop and evaluate efficient irrigation strategies.

Based on thework discussed on the preceding sections, a methodology for assessing small scale

community gardening irrigation has been developed and is discussed in the following section.
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5.1 Methodology for assessing small scale community gardening irrigation

In the evaluation of a community irrigation project the following actions shouldbe taken:

• Highlight the following benefits that would accrue to the local community as a result of

such an assessment beingcarried out succesfully:

information on appropriateirrigation strategy(quantityand timing),

more water made available for other uses following efficient irrigation practices,

assessment would aid the designof appropriate infrastructure that is consistent

with existing systems of water allocation and distribution and

would enhance their understanding ofthe crop water requirements.

Establish the institutional and organisational basis surrounding water allocation and

distribution in the area.

Establish existing patterns and rulesgoverning in-field irrigation and the reasonsbehind

such patterns and rules.

• Establish the hydraulic properties of the soilsat the surface and different depths below

surface.

Measureandmonitorthe rainfall contribution andnote its influence on irrigation patterns

and water application efficiencies.

• Measure and monitor the quantities of water applied per irrigation event, the interval

betweenirrigation events, andthe depthofthe wettingfrontfollowing anirrigation event.

Simple monitoring devices suchas the wettingfront detector couldbe a useful substitute

for the intricatetensiometer used in this researchproject.

Selecta modelling systemsuitable for useat the requiredscaleandwithavailable dataand

measured data.

Develop alternateirrigationstrategies if necessary, these strategiesshouldbe consistent

with existing rules and local objectives of water use.

Advise the localcommunity or the gardening group together with all stakeholders of the

results of the assessment and advisethem on the appropriateirrigation technology.

In the course ofcarrying out this study a few problems were experienced, these problems were

relatively insignificant given that work of this nature had not been carried out in the described
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conditionsbefore. However, it is importantto highlight them so that other researchersintending

to pursue studies in conditions similarto the ones describedin this study can be made aware of

them. Some of these problems were not directly experienced by the researcher but were

experiencedbyother socialsciencesresearchers,whoseresearchwasbeingconductedat the same

time as this one at Willowfontein. These problemsare pointed out in the section below.

5.2 Problems and pitfalls in assessing community gardening irrigation

Consultation is criticalto the success ofan assessmentofthis nature. The consultation process

shouldinvolveallstakeholdersat the veryoutset ofthe project. In the past, researcherswho failed

to thoroughly consult with all stakeholders prior to conducting research in the described

conditionshave been met with resentment. This resentmentmanifests itself in the destruction of

instrumentation where the projects involves technical measurements and monitoring, and/ or

unwillingness to participate in interviews or fill in questionnaires. Communities residing in

conditions similar to Willowfontein and Taylors Halt, view the lack of consultationas a sign of

disrespect and disregard for their potential contribution to the research being done. Therefore,

researchers who intervene without proper consultation are perceived as people claiming to be

moreknowledgeable thanlocals, andcomingto offersolutionswhichwouldalterexisting systems

and patternsofsocialbehavior. Theyare seenas completely disregarding localknowledge, since

it was judged inferiorto their own. These perceptionsandfears needto be allayed fromthe very

outset so as to tap in on existinglocal knowledge and to gain maximum co-operation from the

local communities.

Customarypracticesalso needto be giventhought as they mightaffect the scheduleoftasks and

data collection. Duringthe course ofcarryingout the studyat TaylorsHalt, a localchiefdiedand

because of this no one was allowed to do any agricultural work in the area for three months

following the death ofthe chief This was normal practice in the area and was done to mournthe

death ofa highprofileperson. Researchershadto obtainspecial permission to be ableto continue

with data collection. During the consultationstage ofthe project researchersneed to explain to

all stakeholders that data collection is a process that might drag on for months. Therefore, to

achievegood results and for positive benefits to accrue to the local community at the end, the
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process ofdata collection needsto be exempt from customary practices.

Since data collection cannot always be automated, especially under developing agriculture

conditions, it is important to ensurethat datawhichneedsto be collected by the localpeopleare

recordedcorrectly andthat the individuals chosenfor the task are capable ofcarrying this out. In

thisregardproblems wereexperienced at Willowfontein withrecording irrigation dates. Thiswas

the casebecausesomecultivatorswhowererequired to recorddateswhenever theyirrigated their

sub-plots couldnot readandwrite. Hencetheyaskedtheirchildren ofschoolgoingageto record

the dates for them. Thesechildren would record incorrectdates which did not correspond with

tensiometer data as theywereneverin the community gardenduringirrigation. A simple wetting

front detector developed by SCIROIUP is a simple method that couldbe used to eliminate this

problem.

Contrary to the expectations of skeptics, not a single monitoring instrument was deliberately

destroyed bythe localcommunity members duringthe courseofcarrying out thisstudy. Thiswas

attributed to the co-operation that researchers enjoyed from the group members and general

community members. From this experience it could be suggested that proper and thorough

consultation minimises chances of destruction to instrumentation, owing to the fact that

consultation provides localcommunity members withanopportunity to understand the intentions

of research and how the research would benefit them at the end, therefore, it is essential to

maintaingoodcommunicationandinteractionbetweenresearchers andlocalcommunitymembers

throughoutthe research. Theothercontributing factorto this success wasthat the postgraduate

researcher couldspeakthe locallanguage fluently as it was hisfirst language, so communication

was effective. This is an important point to consider when conducting researchin conditions

similar to Willowfontein and Taylors Halt.

Localcommunitymembers expressedunequivocally to thepostgraduate researcherthat theywere

not co-operating with someresearchers who cameto the areawith questionnaires andrequested

them to fill in these questionnaires. They pointed out to the post graduate researcher that they

were tired ofanswering questions from peoplewho cameout ofnowhereand who disappeared

afterobtaining answers. Thispointhighlights theimportance ofensuring thatresearchofwhatever

nature leavessomething behind for the benefit of the local people. It is thereforeimportant that
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results and recommendations of research are explained to the local community members once

completed. These results and recommendations should be simplified to a level suitable for

community member's comprehension. This would not only enhance community member's

understanding of the subject that was investigated, but would also foster a good relationship

between researchers and local communities.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDAnONS

The significant result of this study has been the highlight of pertinent socio-economic issues

governing operations and water use in small scale gardening practices. It has also been the

demonstration of the use of reasonably inexpensive, but sophisticated measuring techniques to

observe the soil water infiltration, redistribution and uptake in 2 dimensions . With these

successful simulations, more efficient irrigation scenarios were proposed and evaluated.

It can be concluded that:

Participants in small scale community gardening are predominantly women, therefore

infrastructure design should consider their needs.

Training and technical support should form the integral part of small scale agricultural

development.

Farmer managed gardens work better than those managed by external bodies.

Reliable water supply for irrigation purposes is often a serious problem in small scale

community gardening.

Soil hydraulic properties exhibit spatial variability and inconsistent and uneven land

preparation influences this variability in the soil hydraulic properties at Willowfontein and

Taylors Halt.

.. Automated tensiometers and raingauges, with simple recording ofirrigation application

timing and duration were critical for the observation and definition ofsoil water processes

in small scale irrigation.

The effects ofover irrigation, infrequent or too frequent application were easily detectable

by evaluating the record ofmatric pressure head data at different depths.
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Simulation of the soil matric pressure head history faithfully reproduced the dominant

effectsofthe current irrigation practice.

Once the model had been successfully verified against the observed data, scenarios of

more efficient application were produced andthe soilwater processes evaluated.

AtWillowfontein, amorefrequent application ofsmaller amounts offurrowirrigation was

found to lead to a more efficient use of water, resulting in a reduction in drainage below

the root zone of 115 mmof water over a period ofone month.

At Taylors Halt, a less frequent application of similar amounts of hand irrigation was

found to be a more efficient use ofthe water, resulting in a reduction in drainage below

the root zone of 80 mmover a period of one month.

6.1 Recommendations for future research

The research work presented in this document is possibly one ofthe first studies ofthiskindand

intensity to be carried out in SouthAfrica underdeveloping conditions. For thisreasonno logical

guidelines couldbe adhered to in termsofthe methodology of information gathering onpertinent

socio-economic issues and on the setup of the experiment. In retrospect, with regard to

information gathering on socio-economic issues, recommendations are that, in addition to the

suggestions in section 5.2:

Questionnaires be circulated to allthe members ofthe gardening groupor the cultivators,

and not onlythe group leadersas was the case in this study. Thiswouldallowa broader

cross-section of ideas to be expressed, therebyeliminating bias, and

Questionnaires should notonlybedesigned forcommunity gardenparticipants, but should

also involve other local community members who are not members of the gardening

group.

Owingto the nature ofthis study,whichdidnot onlyfocus on scientific issuespertinent to small
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scale community garden type irrigation, but also established socio-economic issues relevant to the

development ofsmall scale agriculture, recommendations are made below on the areas that need

further investigation towards the development of this agricultural sector:

A study should be commissioned that would investigate appropriate markets for the sale

ofcommunity garden produce, existing blockages to new entrants, quality and quantity

of produce, production efficiency levels required and possible synergies that could be

adopted by community gardeners in order to achieve these efficiencies. A study of this

nature is essential since community gardeners measure their success by the amount of

income generated from the sale of their produce. Currently they are frustrated by the

inability to sell all the produce they set aside for sale.

Resulting from the observations and simulations ofthis study, it is recommended that:

The results are communicated to the Willowfontein and Taylors Halt gardening

communities and others involved with similar practices.

The developed methodology is used to assess the efficiencies of sprinkler irrigation

systems that are being promoted and installed by the Department of Agriculture for

community gardeners. This recommendation is made in the understanding that water

application efficiencies are important in the context ofa water scarce country like South

Africa, particularly since the establishment ofcommunity gardens isa rapidly growing land

use.

The feasibilityofthe use ofautomated soil sensors or other simpler devices in small scale

agriculture is persued with the purpose of optimizing irrigation plant water uptake and

source water use.

The use of simulation modelling be recommended as a tool for evaluating current

practices and in devising more efficient strategies in the small scale irrigation industry.
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6.2 Recommendations for successful operation of a community garden

A number of lessons have been learnt on successful operation of a community garden from

carrying out this study. These lessons are summarised into five points as discussed below:

A successful community gardenhas a soundmanagement structure,which manages and

enforces rulesdecided upon by the members ofthe gardening group collectively,

Rule crafting is conducted by the group members and there is a minimal or no external

intervention with regard to enforcing rulesgoverning operation of a community garden,

The entirecommunity gardenplot is managed as a unit in termsofoperations, but at sub

plot level, responsibility for cultivation, planting, irrigation, harvesting and saleof some

of the produce, lies entirely with the sub-plot owner, and sub-plot owners show

commitment to their gardening operations,

Successful community gardnerswork collectively on sub-plots abandoned bymembers

who giveup the gardening in pursuitofalternative opportunities elsewhere, and

Successful community gardnersdo not waitfor donorfunding to solvealltheirproblems,

but develop innovative ways of solving their problems, e.g. establish stalls to sell their

produce and contributing funds towards hiring transport to sell their produce outside

their community.
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Appendices

APPENDIX A

Calibration equations for all pressure transducers to convert electronic signal (mV) to a

corresponding capillary pressure head (m).

Willowfontein Transducer Regression Equation

Number

Nest 1 AE6 (-40.19-80+0.27587(V))/100

AE8 (-40.19-54+0.27587(V»)/100

AElO (-54.85-38+0.27662(V))/100

Nest 2 AE13 (-56.24-95+0.27624(V»/100

AE 15 (-89.99-60+0.2007CV)/100

AE 17 (-47.25-42+0.2762(V)/100

Nest 3 AE9 (-54.85-96+0.27662(V»/100

AE12 (-54.39-57+0.27641(V»)/100

AE 19 (-47.52-35+0.27591(V)/100

Nest 4 AEll (-56.15-83+0.2765(V»/100

AE14 (-41.46-56+0.27597(V»/100

AE 16 (-55.29-35+0.27641 (V»/1 00
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Taylors Halt Transducer Regression Equation

Number

Nest 1 TH7 (-47.47-41+0.2776(V)/l00

TH8 (-46.40-77+0.2787(V»/l00

TH9 (-39.29-91+0.2770(V»/100

Nest 2 TH4 (-45.02-47+0.2767(V»)/100

TH2 (-44.40-83+0.2768(V»1100

TH6 (-40.77-116+0.2781(V»/100

Nest 3 TH 1 (-42.33-51+0.2772(V)/100

TH5 None

TH3 (-45.93-118+0.2769(V»1100

Nest 4 TH 10 (-41.54-39+0.2773(V»)/100

TH 11 (-43.19-77+0.2772(V»/100

TH 12 (-41.87-106+0.2773(V»/100
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APPENDIXB

The tables below give information relating to the tensiometer and transducer number with

tensiometer lengths and depths below the soil surface for each tensiometer nest used at

Willowfontein and Taylors Halt. The transducer number is related to the equations shown in

Appendix A

Willowfontein Tensiometer Transducer Tensiometer Depth

Number Number Length (mm) Below Soil

Surface

(mm)

Nest 1 AE6 AE6 800 550

AE8 AE8 540 390

AE 10 AE 10 380 180

Nest 2 AE13 AE13 950 720

AE 15 AE 15 600 370

AE 17 AE 17 420 190

Nest 3 AE9 AE9 960 730

AE12 AE 12 570 330

AE 19 AE 19 350 110

Nest 4 AE11 AE11 830 580

AE14 AE14 560 290

AE 16 AE 16 350 160
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Taylors Halt Tensiometer Transducer Tensiometer Depth

Number Number Length (mm) Below Soil

Surface

(mm)

Nest 1 TH7 TH7 410 200

TH8 TH8 770 470

TH9 TH9 910 720

Nest 2 TH4 TH4 470 200

TH2 TH2 830 490

TH6 TH6 1160 830.,

Nest3 TH 1 THl 510 260

TH5 TH5 830 430

TH3 TH3 1180 800

Nest4 THlO TH 10 390 200

TH 11 TH 11 770 570

TH 12 TH12 1060 860
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APPENDIXC

(a) Hydraulic conductivity measured at the soil surface at Willowfontein

Willowfontein Capillary pressure Unsaturated hydraulic

head (mm) conductivity (mmlh)

Nest 1 5 133.20

50 57.60

150 50.40

Nest 2 5 12.60

50 5.76

150 4.68

Nest 3 5 4.32

50 1.73

150 1.04

Nest 4 5 4.32

50 2.41

150 1.82

Appendices
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(b) Hydraulic conductivity measured at the soil surface at Taylors Halt

Appendices

Taylors Halt Capillary Unsaturated hydraulic

pressure head conductivity (mm/h)

(mm)

Nest 1 5 23.76

95 12.6

165 7.2

215 6.48

Nest 2 5 12.24

95 7.92

165 6.48

215 6.48

Nest 3 5 14.76

95 7.56

165 3.6

215 2.52

Nest 4 5 13.32

95 6.84

165 5.4

215 4.68
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(c) Hydraulic conductivity measured down the soil profile at Willowfontein

WiIlowfontein Capillary Unsaturated hydraulic Saturated

(PIT) pressure head conductivity (mmlh) hydraulic

(mm) conductivity

(mm/h)
;

Surface 0 24.58

5 12.6

50 5.76

150 4.68

Depth = 300 mm 0 12.66

15 8.96

55 5.76

105 6.12

Depth = 760 mm 0 12.66

5 8.64

50 3.24

150 2.52

Depth = 1300 mm 0 9.54

5 2.45

25 1.15

45 1.04
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(d) Hydraulic conductivity measured down the soil profile at Taylors Halt

Appendices

Taylors Halt (Pit) Capillary Unsaturated hydraulic Saturated

pressure head conductivity (mm/h) hydraulic

(mm) conductivity

(mmlh)

Surface 0 131.70

5 5.04

95 2.88

165 1.87

215 1.80

Depth = 320 mm 5 6.05

95 3.90

165 2.36

Depth = 890 mm 0 1406.55

5

95

165

215

Depth = 1070 mm 0 7.93

5

95

165

Depth = 2000 mm 5 1.94

95 0.66

165 0.38
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APPENDIXD

Example ofhydraulic conductivity andwater retentioncharacteristic curvefitting procedureusing

vanGenuchten (1980)parameters. Shownisthewatercontentandmatricpotentialvaluesderived

fromthe controlled outflowcell. Theselected watercontent(Se)values, water contents, pressure

heads and hydraulic conductivities simulated using van Genuchten (1980) equations are also

shown.
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APPENDIXE

The data below shows the hydraulic conductivity and water retention curves for both sites

Willowfontein

WF (Nest 2 Surface)
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Figure El Hydraulic conductivity as a function ofh at the soil surface at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein

WF_WRC (Nest 2 SUrface)
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Figure E2 Water retention characteristic curve for the soil surface at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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WF Nest 2 (Depth = 760 mm)
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Figure E3 Hydraulic conductivity curve as a function ofh for the 760 mm depth at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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Figure E4 Water retention characteristic curve for the 760 mm depth at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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WF Nest 2 (Depth = 1300 mm)
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Figure E5 Hydraulic conductivity as a function ofh for the 1300 mm depth at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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Figure E6 Water retention characteristic curve for the 1300 mm depth at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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Taylors Halt

TH ( Nest 1 Surface)
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Figure £7 Hydraulic conductivity as a function ofh at the soil surface at Nest 1 at Taylors

Halt
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Figure £8 Water retention characteristic curve for the soil surface at Nest 1 at Taylors Halt
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TH Nest 1 (Depth = 890 mm)
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Figure E9 Hydraulic conductivity as a function ofh for the 890 mm depth at Nest 1 at

Taylors Halt
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Figure ElO Water retention characteristic curve for the 890 mm depth at Nest 1 at Taylors

Halt
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TH Nest 1 (Depth = 1060 mm)
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Figure Ell Hydraulic conductivity as a function ofh for the 1060 mmdepth at Nest 1 at

Taylors Halt
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Figure E12 Water retention characteristic curve for the 1060 mm depth at Nest 1 at Taylors
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APPENDIXF

Willowfontein

Tensimeter, Rainfall and Irrigation data

Willowfontein Nest 1. 1998
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FigureFl Tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data for the periodAug-Septat Nest 1 at

Willowfontein.

Willowfontein Nest 2. 1998
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FigureF2 Tensiometer, rainfall and irrigation data for the period Aug-Sept at Nest 2 at

Willowfontein
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Willowfontein Nest 3. 1998
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Figure F3 Tensiometer and rainfall data for the period Aug-Sept at Nest 3 at

Willowfontein
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Willowfontein Nest1. 1998
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Willowfontein Nest 3. 1998
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Taylors Halt

Taylors Halt Nest 1. 1998/9
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Taylors Halt Nest 3. 1998/9
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Taylors Halt Nest 1. 1999
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Taylors Halt Nest 4.1999
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Taylors Halt Nest 2. 1999
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Taylors Halt Nest 4. 1999
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Taylors Halt Nest 3. 1999
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APPENDIXG

Sample Questionnaire

1 HistorylBackground Information on the gardening group

1.1 What is the name ofthe group?

1.2 Why was the group given this name?

1.3 When, why and how was the group formed?

1.4 How many membersdoes the group have, specify demographics ?

1.5 What are the objectivesof the group?

2 Management structureof the group

2.1 Does the group have a management structure?

2.2 Ifany, what are the functions ofthe members within the management structure?

2.3 What role does the managementstructure playwith regard to the operations ofthe group

?

2.4 What governs the activitiesofthe group?

2.5 Do you meet regularly as a group, and if so, do you take minutes at these meetings and

why?

2.6 Who else besides the membersofthe group attend your meetingsand why is it important

that they attend ?

3 Land ownership and tenure system

3.1 Who owns the piece of land where gardening activity takes place?

3.2 Ifnot the gardening group, is there a formal land tenure arrangement in place?
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4 Garden layout and participation

4.1 How is the plot subdivided ?

4.2 Who is responsible for the allocationof sub-plots to different membersofthe group?

4.3 Is there any criteria that is used in the allocationof sub-plots to differentmembersofthe

group?

4.4 Do all members work diligently on their sub-plots, ifnot why?

5 Water allocation and distribution in the area

5.1 Are there any existing rules and/or patterns ofwater allocationand distribution in this

area?

5.2 Ifany, are they influenced by upstream or downstreamusers?

5.3 Do you experience shortages ofwater in this area?

6 In-field Irrigation

6.1 Do you ever experience any shortages ofwater for irrigationpurposes?

6.2 Ifyou do, what plans do you have to solve the problem ofwater shortage?

6.4 When do you irrigate and why?

6.5 Do conflicts occur among the membersofthe group over irrigationwater?

6.6 Do you have a common irrigation schedule as a group or membersirrigate according to

their own individual schedule?

7 Sale of produce

7.1 Whichis your target market ?

7.2 How do you sellyour produce?

7.3 What constraints do you experiencetowards successful sale ofproduce ?
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8 Income generation and funding

8.1 How do you generate income to cover the operational costs ofthe group?

8.2 Do you have other external sources offunds ?

8.3 Should you receive external funding, do you think you have sufficient administrative

capacity for those funds ?

9 Trainingand technical support

9.1 Haveyou attended anycourse on good agronomicpracticesbefore, and do you get enough

technical support from the department of agriculture?

9.2 Where do you think you need training?

9.3 Where do you think you need ongoing support and in your view who should provide that

support ?

10 Pillars of success

10.1 What would you consider to be your pillars of success so far?

10.2 Who is the most influential person in the group?

10.3 What contribution does this person have towards the success of the group?

10.4 How critical is the following to your success so far:

~ Your organisational strength,

~ Funding and

~ Supervisionby the extension officer?
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(MaxAL =number of atmospheric data records)

(1T1laJ(.~..all()1/l/~..pressure..heCl~.at ..t~e..soil..surface)

Willowfontein

APPENDIXH

Input data ofthe simulated observed scenario

BLOCK I: ATMOSPHERIC INFORMATION
- --MaxAL

63
hCritS

1E+30
~---=-tA=-tm,,- Prec. rSoil rRoot hCritA rt ht
o --- --------ij 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44.1
12 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44.2
24 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44.3
36 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44.4
48 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44.5
60 0 0.00029 (f00029 100000 0 =44:ef -
1000 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44.7
2778 0 if00029 0.00029100000ef -44.8
2808 0 if00029 0.00029 100000 6 -44.9
2838 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
3000 0 0.00029 (5:66629 100000 0 -~=46

5000 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.8
8588 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.8
8618 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
8900 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -40
13584 0 0.00029 0.00029 --- - 100000- - - -- 0 -46.5
13596 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.5
13608 0 0.000296:60029 ..166000 0 -46.5
13620 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.5
13632 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.5

13644- - - .· · -~----6 0.00029- 0.00029 1oooo6- - --~--6-- - -=46.6

13656 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.7
13668 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.8
13680 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -46.9
13692 - -~0~6.60029 0.00029- --Tdoooo~~········ 0 -46.9 -
-1 4262 --~~-- -·~0~6J)d()2!r 0.00029 100660- - - - -6 ·-=47-:-5-
14832 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -47.5
14862 0 6:00029 0.00029 ······· 100000 6 if
15000 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -33
15005 -~~~O- - 0.00029 0.00029 -100000 0 -33.5- -
15012 - - -·------ ·· -0~-6:00029 0.00629100660 - - - 0 -34

15024 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -34.5
15036 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -35
15048 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -35.5
15060 ---- - -~0-- 0.00029 0.00029 ---~Iooooo 0 -36-
15072 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -36.5
15084 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -37
15096 .... 0 6jj6629 0.00029 100066 0 -37.5
15108 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -38

15-120 _._. " ---~" "-"---,- 0 0.00029 0.00029 1oooo0--··---0-"---~""-"-" -38.5

16476 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -39
16488 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -39.5
16500 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -40
16512 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -41.5

-1 6524 ---~-- " -O~O~00029 0.00029 " -" ---~rOoooo """ "-- 0--- =42--

16536 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -42.5
16548 0 6.00029 0.00029 100000 ... 0 -43
16560 tf 0.00029 ....... 6:60029 100000 0 43.5
17940 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -44
-17952--- ·~--6 - 0.00029 -M6029~100000----·-0~-:44.5-

17964 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 -45
End
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Input data ofthe simulated efficient scenario

BLOCK I: ATMOSPHERIC INFORMATION
MaxAL (MaxAL =numberof atmospheric data records)

63
hCritS (max. allowed pressure head at the soil surface)

1E+3l
tAtm Prec. rSoil rRoot hCritA rt ht
0 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -44.1
12 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -44.2
24 0 0.CXXl29 0.00029 1ocx:m 0 -44.3
36

......... ........................ .... m

O
..

0.CXXl29 6.t:X:X529 ..... H:xXX:Xl 0 :ii4.4
48 · 0 0.CXXl29 0.t:X:X529 ····· ttroxl 0 :ii4.5································ ·····················0 ...

0.CXXl29 0.t:X:X529 ····· ttroxl 0 · :ii4if60
1000 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -44.7
2nB 0 0.CXXl29 0.00029 reocco 0 -44.8
2800 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rccoco 0 -44.9
2823 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 reocco 0 -15
3000 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 icocco 0 -40
&XX) 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rococo 0 -46.8
5653 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -46.8
5668 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 reocco 0 -10
&XXl 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rccoco 0 -46.8
7105 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 toxm 0 -46.8
7120 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 iccoco 0 -10
7500 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rccoco 0 -46.8
8588 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 icoooo 0 -46.8
8Em 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rcom 0 -10
89X) 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 toxm 0 -40
9000 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 roxm 0 -46.5
11680 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 iccoco 0 -46.5
11005 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -10
12tXx:1

...................................m m

O ·········0.tx:X:i29 0:t:X:X529 f ti::X:X:X:i ········· ················ 0 =46:5
·13241 ······m ..... 0

0.00J29 D:t:X:X529 f ti::X:X:X:i 6 ::46.5
13256 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -10
13584 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rcoceo 0 -46.5
13596 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rcoccc 0 -46.5
13608 0 0.00029 0.CXXl29 rococo 0 -46.5
13620 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rooooo 0 -46.5
13632 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 tcoceo 0 -46.5
13644 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rococo 0 -46.6
13656 0 0.00029 0.CXXl29 room 0 -46.7
13668 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rcooco 0 -46.8
13680 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 roocoo 0 -46.9
13692 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 iccoco 0 -46.9
14262 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 rccoco 0 -47.5
14832 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 icocco 0 -47.5
14847 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 tcocoo 0 -10
1&XX) 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 iccoco 0 -33
15005 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -33.5
15012 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 1ocx:m 0 -34
15024 0 0.CXXl29 0.CXXl29 icooco 0 -34.5
15036

...................................-
0 6:t:X:X529 0:00029 ·········1ti::X:X:X:i ·· 0

............. :::35
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16560
17940
17952
17964
End

o
o
o
o

0.CXXl29
0.CXXl29
0.CXXl29
0.CXXl29

0.CXXl29 rococo
0.00029 1CXXXXl
0.CXXl29 rccoco
0.CXXl29 icocco

o
o
o
o

-43.5
-44

-44.5
-45
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APPENDIX I

TaylorsHalt

Input data of the simulated observed scenario

BLOCKI: ATMOSPHERIC INFORMATION
MaxAL (MaxAL =number of atmospheric data records)

399
hCritS (max. allowed pressure head at the soil surface)

1E+30
···············fAtiTi pie<: .soil iROCif 'hcrltA if ' hi

0 0 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
1440 0.0019 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
1480 0.00139 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0

---f S68--O:-00-f1 2 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0-
1666 0.00109 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
1719 0.00127 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
1803 0.00113 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
2696 0.00091 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
2721 0.00169 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
2750 0.00158 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
2880 ' ..Oj JOO89 Ojj(j()29 oj)0029 l()()(:jOO ······················ 0 ····························· 0

2910 0.00156 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
3711 0.00091 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
4320 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
5760 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
7200 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0

········ ··············8640·
0:00089

. ..
O.()()029 0:00029 10()()()O 0

.. ······ ·· ··· ·· 0

10080 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
11520 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12677 0.00091 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12687 0.00289 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12689 0.01089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12690 0.02089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12693 0.00756 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12697 0.00589 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12698 0.02089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12706 0.00339 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0

····· 12723 0.00201 ... 0.00029 0:00029 .....' 100()()O .... 0 ' 0
12739 0.00214 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12742 0.00756 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12746 0.00589 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12751 0.00489 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12754 0.00756 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0

·····················12755 0:02089 0.00029 0:00029 1(jQ(j(j{j ···· 0 0
12756 0.02089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12757 0.02089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12759 0.01089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12764 0.00489 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12777 0.00243 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12785 0.00339 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12793 0.00339 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12800 0.00375 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
12960 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0
14400 0.00089 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0·········· 15840 0:00689 0.00629 0:00629

... .

100006
.......

0
..................······· 0

16982 0.00091 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0 0

41760
····················43200

44640
End

0.0012 0.00029 0.00029 100000
0:0012 0:00629 ' 0:00029 100000 '

0.0012 0.00029 0.00029 100000 o 0
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Appendices

Input data of the simulated efficient scenario

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o- - -0 -
o
o

------ 0-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

tAtrn----~Prec rSoil rRoot hCritA rt ht
o OO0סס.0 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0

1440 0.00162 0.00029 0.00029 rooooo 0
1480 0.OO1~ - 0.00029 -0:00029 100000 0
1568 0.00095 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
1666 0.00093 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
1719 0.00108 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
1803 0.00096 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
2696 0.00077 0.00029 0.00029 100000- - - ----0
2721 0.00144 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
2750 0.00134 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
2880 --0.00076 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
2910 -0.00133 0.b0029 0:00029 100b00 0
3711 0.00077 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
4320 0.00076 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
5760 0.00076 0.000290.b0029 - 100000 0
7200 - -- tf 00076 0.00029 0.00029 1ooooC)"- - -- --0------=-

8640 0.00076 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
10080 0.00076 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
11520- --0.00076 0.00029 - 0.00029 1bOOoo 0
12677 0.00077 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
12687 0.00246 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
12689 0.00926 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
12690 0.01776 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
12693 0.00643 0.00029 - 0.00029 1boooo 0
12697 0.00501 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
12698 0.01776 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
12706 0.00288 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
127230:00176 -- ---------- 0:b00290.b0029 100000 - 0

12739 0.00182 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
12742 0.00643 0.00029 0.00029 iooooo 0
12746 0:o05b1 0:00029 0.b0029 100000 0
12751 0.00416 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 ----0-
12754 0.00643 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
12755 0.01776 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0

- --12756- - 0.offi6 0.00029 0.00029 --1boooo -------;Oo;-----=-

12757 0.01776 0.00029 0.00029 iooooo 0
12759 0.00926 0.00029 0.00029 iooooo 0
12764 0.00416 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
12777 0.00207 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0

-~85----~0.00288--([00029 0.00029 ooסס10 ----;;O;----~

12793 0.00288 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
12800 0.00319 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0

- -12960 0.00076 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0
14400 0.00076 0:b0029 0:00029 ----------- ooסס10- 0

15840 0.00076 0.00029 0.00029 100000 0
16982 0.00077 0.00029 0.00029 ooסס10 0

---~- - ------------'-- --- ----'-- -- ----- ---- - ---

41760
43200
44640

End

0.00102 0.00029
0.00102- -~0-=.OOO29

0.00102 0.00029

0.00029
0.00029
0.00029

ooסס10

100000
ooסס10

o 0
-----O ----O~

o 0
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Willowfontein

APPENDIXJ

Output results of the simulated observed scenario

Appendices

Node (185) 0.72 cm Node (187) 0.37 cm Node (433) 0.19 cm

time hw theta conc. hw theta conc. hw theta conc.

0.000 -119.99S 0.3212 O.OooE+OO -117.363 0.3220 o.oooe-oo -50.223 0.3932 o.oooe-oc
0.001 -119.99S 0.3212 o.oooa-oo -117.362 0.3220 O.oooE+OO -50 .223 0.3932 o.ocos-oo
0.002 -119.99S 0.3212 o.oooa-co -117.359 0.3220 o.oooe-oo -50.223 0.3932 o.oooa-oo

112 .208 -119.722 0.3213 O.oooE+OO- -83.880 0.3342-0~OOoE+00 -11.496 0.3750 O.OOOE+OO

124.890 -119.683 0.3213 o.oooa-oo -83.849 0.3342 O.OOOE+OO -72.903 0.3740 O.OOOE+oo

137.573 -119.64C 0.3213 O.oooE+OO -83.880 0.3342 o.ooos-oo -74.231 0.3731 o.ooos-oo
150.256 -119.594 0.3214 O.OOOE+oo -83.954 0 .3341 o.ooos-oc -75 .507 0.3722 O.ooOE+OO

162.939 -119.544 0.3214 O.ooOE+OO -84.044 0.3341 o.oooe-oo -77.045 0.3714 o.oooe-oo
175.621 -119.48£ 0.3214 o.oooa-oo -84.138 0.3340 o.oooe-oo -78.457 0.3707 o.ooos-oo
188 .304 -119.43C 0.3214 o.oooa-oo -84 .234 0.3340 o.oooa-co -79 .753 0.3700 O.OOOE+oo

200.987 -119.36€ 0.3214 O.OOOE+oo -84 .335 0.3340 O.OOOE+oo -80.968 0.3694 O.OOOE+OO

213:670 =1 19 .2~ ········· 0:3214 · 0:0001:.+00 ·· =84:441······ ······· 0:3339· 0:l:5OOE+00 ·· ::.s2:H 9 ········ i:5:3688 0:0061:.+00

230.051 -119.19E 0.3215 O.OOOE+oo -84.583 0.3338 o.ooos-oo -83.509 0.3681 o.oooa-oo
246.433 -119.08€ 0 .3215 O.OOOE+OO -84 .737 0.3338 O.OOOE+OO -84 .843 0.3675 O.OOOE+oo

262 .815 -118.962 0.3216 O.OOOE+OO -84.900 0.3337 O.OOOE+oo -86 .114 0.3668 O.OOOE+oo

279.197 -118.82!: 0.3216 O.OOOE+oo -85.066 0.3336 O.oooE+OO -87 .332 0.3662 o.ooos-oo
295.579 -118.674 0.3216 o.ooos-oo -85 .231 0.3335 O.oooE+OO -88.503 0.3657 O.ooOE+OO

8752.256 -22.412 0.4040 O.oooE+OO -37.526 0.3748 O.oooE+OO -43.869 0.4010 O.oooE+OO

8759:643 =22:476 i:5:4638 O:OOOE+OO =3ff 093 0:3740 a :oooFoo· =.44:544 ():4001 O:OOoE+OO

8767:030 -22 :542 if4637 O:OOoE+OO -38.627 0:3733 ifOOoFoo =4:5587 0:3992 0:0001:.+00

8774.418 -22 .610 0.4035 o.ooos-oo -39.123 0.3726 O.OOOE+oo -45 .798 0.3983 O.oooE+OO

8784.078 -22.701 0 .4033 o.oooe-co -39 .723 0.3718 O.OOOE+oo -46.550 0.3973 o.oooe-co
8793.738 -22 .795 0.4031 o.oooa-oo -40.284 0.3711 o.oooe-oo -47.266 0.3963 O.oooE+OO

8803.398 -22.891 0.4029 o.ooos-oo -40.809 0.3703 o.oooa-oo -48 .028 0.3954 o.oooa-oo
8813.059 -22 .988 0.4027 O.oooE+OO -41.300 0.3697 o.ooos-oo -48.761 0.3947 O.oooE+OO

8825.479 -23.114 0.4024 O.oooE+OO -41.898 0.3689 O.OooE+OO -49.621 0.3938 o.eoos-oo
--_._.._.-

13038.93C -46.847 0.3621 O.oooE+OO -85.679 0.3333 o.oooe-oo -162.263 0.3449 O.oooE+OO
13116.8OC -47.040 0.3619 o.ooos-oo -86.022 0.3332 o.ooos-co -163.490 0.3448 o.ooos-oo
13210.24C -47.266 0.3616 O.oooE+OO -86 .415 0.3330 o.oooe-oo -164.874 0.3445 o.ooos-oo
13303.68C -47.486 0.3613 O.oooE+OO -86.795 0.3328 o.oooe-oo -166.271 0.3443 O.OOOE+oo
13397.12C -47 .729 0.3610 O.OOOE+oo -87 .160 0.3326 O.OOOE+oo -167.623 0.3441 O.OOOE+oo
13490.56C -47 .956 0.3608 O.OOOE+OO -87 .512 0.3325 O.OOOE+OO -168.961 0.3439 O.OOOE+oo
13584.00c -48.170 0.3606 O.OOOE+oo -87.854 0.3323 O.OOOE+oo -170.296 0.3437 O.OOOE+oo
13596.00c -48.197 0 .3606 o.oooa-oo -87 .900 0.3323 O.oooE+OO -170.472 0.3437 O.ooOE+OO

......................~......_............... ...............- ........................................_...... .

17516.89C -36.135 0.3773 O.OOOE+oo -65 .301 0.3452 o.oooe-oo -90.172 0.3648 o.oooa-oo
17563.91C -36 .325 0.3769 o.oooe-oo -65.557 0.3450 o.oooe-oo -90.714 0.3645 o.oooe-co
17610.92C -36.517 0.3766 o.ocos-oo -65 .820 0 .3448 o.ocos-oo -91.271 0.3643 O.oooE+OO
17676.73C -36.789 0.3761 O.oooE+OO -66 .180 0.3446 o.ooos-oo -92 .023 0.3639 O.OOOE+oo
17742.55C -37.057 0.3757 O.OOOE+oo -66.531 0.3443 o.ooos-oo -92.765 0.3635 O.OOOE+oo
17808.37C -37 .317 0.3752 O.OOOE+oo -66.870 0.3441 o.ooos-oo -93 .485 0.3632 o.oooe-oo
17874.1& -37.578 0.3748 o.ooos-oo -67.204 0.3439 O.OOOE+oo -94.196 0.3628 O.OOOE+oo
17940.00c -37.856 0.3744 o.oooa-oo -67.530 0 .3436 O.OOOE+oo -94.899 0.3625 O.OOOE+oo
17940.0OC ........-37.856 · 0:3744 0 .0001:.+00 =67.532 0:3436 0 .0001:.+00 -94 .908 0:3625 0.0001:.+00
~~OQC -37.~~ 0.3743 o.ooos-oo -67.590 0.3436 O.OOOE+oo -95 .039 0.3624 O.OOOE+oo

17952.00c -37 .907 0.3743 o.ooos-oo =67.590 0 .3436 O.OOOE+oo -95.033 0.3624- -b-:-booE+00
17964.00c -37.959 0.3742 O.OOOE+oo -67.653 0.3436 O.OOOE+oo -95.210 0.3623 O.OOOE+oo
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Willowfontein

Output results of the simulated efficient scenario

Node (185) 0.72 cm Node (187) 0.37 em Node (433) 0.19 em

time hw theta cone. hw theta cone. hw theta cone.

0.000 -119.fm 0.3212 O.oooE+OO -117.271 0.3221 O.oooE+OO -50.218 0.3932 O.oooE+OO

0.001 -119.fm 0.3212 O.oooE+OO -117.271 0.3221 O.oooE+OO -50.218 0.3932 O.oooE+OO

0.002 -119.998 0.3212 O.oooE+OO -117.267 0.3221 O.oooE+OO -50.218 0.3932 O.oooE+OO

112.208 -119.715 0.3213 O.oooE+OO -81.897 0.3351 O.oooE+OO -70.470 0.3758 O.oooE+OO
- 124.aoo- - --119.672 0.3213 O.oooE+OO -81.847 0.3351 occoa-co -71.852 0.3748-0~00)E+aj"

137.573 -119.625 0.3213 occos-co -81.856 0.3351 O.c'xXlE+oo -73.154 0.3738 O.oooE+OO
150.256 -119.573 0.3214 occos-co -81.908 0.3351 occoe-oo -74.391 0.3730 ooeoe-co
162.939 -119.517 0.3214 O.oooE+OO -82.000 0.3350 occos-eo -75.576 0.3721 oocos-co

· 17EU521 ~1 1 9.456 0.321 4 tHmE+OO .... -82.111 .... · 0 .33&5 0:c'xXlE+oo -tftiit0.37146.CXx>E+OO
188:3:>4 ' ~H9:389 ' 0:3214 0:CXx>E+oo ' -82.231 . o:3§49O:tmE+oo ." ~78:349 ·· D.3707 0:00JE+oo
2OJ.987 -119.316 0.3214 O.oooE+OO -82.355 0.3349 O.oooE+OO -79.579 0.3701 O.oooE+OO
213.670 -119.235 0.3215 O.oooE+OO -82.489 0.3348 O.oooE+OO -80.727 0.3695 O.oooE+OO
nl001 -119.123 0.3215 O.oooE+OO -82.673 0.3347 O.oooE+OO -82.091 0.3688 O.oooE+OO
246.433 -118.994 0.3215 O.oooE+OO -82.874 0.3346 O.oooE+OO -83.410 0.3682 O.oooE+OO
262.815 -118.851 0.3216 O.oooE+OO -83.081 0.3345 O.oooE+OO -84.670 0.3676 O.oooE+OO
279.197 -118.692 0.3216 O.oooE+OO -83.288 0.3344 O.oooE+OO -85.878 0.3670 O.oooE+OO
2re.579 -118.517 0.3217 O'oooE+OO -83.489 0.3343 O.oooE+OO -87.040 0.3664 O.oooE+OO

8757.440
8793.080
8828.720
8864.359
8900.000
8900.001
8950.000
0075.000
900J.000

-50.399
-49.939
-49.489
-49.067
-48.681
-48.681
-48.227
-48.023
-47.842

0.3584 O.oooE+OO
0.3588 O.oooE+OO
0.3693 O.oooE+OO
0.3597 O.oooE+OO
0.3601 O.oooE+OO
0.3601 O.oooE+OO
0.3600 O.oooE+OO
0.3007 ' O:OOJE+oo
0.3€OO0:OOJE+OO

-66.851
-66.526
-66.593
-66.834
-67.152
-67.154
-68.059·· :.sa:664
:.00:217

0.3441 O.oooE+OO
0.3443 O.oooE+OO
0.3443 O.oooE+OO
0.3441 O.oooE+OO
0.3439 orcos-co
0.3439 oceos-co
0.3433 O.oooE+OO
6.34290.CXx>E+OO
0.3425 ·O.OOJE+oo

-75.577 0.3721 O.oooE+OO
-77.517 0.3711 O.oooE+OO
-79.284 0.3702 O.oooE+OO
-80.728 0.3695 O.oooE+OO
-81.931 0.3689 O.oooE+OO
-81.934 0.3689 O.oooE+OO
-85.388 0.3672 O.oooE+OO
-87.3860.36620.00JE+OO
~.535 .'·' O.3651 0:00JE+OO

. .- - ------ -------"-"._,._-

13042.440
13108.630
13174.810
13241.000
13241.000
13256.000
13256.CXXl
13310.670

-49.295
-49.419
-49.545
-49.670
-49.669
-49.686
-49.686
-49.433

0.3595 O.oooE+OO -87.704
0.3594 O.oooE+OO -88.154
0.3592 O.CXXlE+OO -88.572
0.3591 O.CXXlE+OO -88.962
0.3591 O.CXXlE+OO -88.965
0.3591 O.CXXlE+OO -82.9&>
0.3591 O.CXXlE+OO -82.959
0.3693 O.CXXlE+OO -71.279

0.3324 O.cxioE+OO -166.857
0.3322 O.CXXlE+OO -168.926
0.3320 O.oooE+OO -170.906
0.3318 O.CXXlE+OO -172.7fkJ
0.3318 O.CXXlE+OO -172.700
0.3346 O.oooE+OO -92.462
0.3346 O.CXXlE+OO -92.487
0.3410 O.CXXlE+OO -75.250

0.3442 O.oooE+OO
0.3439 O.CXXlE+OO
0.3436 O.oooE+OO
0.3433 O.oooE+OO
0.3433 O.oooE+OO
0.3637 O.CXXlE+OO
0.3637 O.CXXlE+OO
0.3723 O.CXXlE+OO

17388.330 -41.562 0.3693 O.CXXlE+OO -71.327 0.3410 O.CXXlE+OO -101.915 0.3600 O.CXXlE+OO
17449.630 -41.699 0.3fkJ1 O.CXXlE+OO -71.598 0.3408 O.CXXlE+OO -102.613 0.3598 O.CXXlE+OO
17531:350 ~r878 " 0:3689 tfc'xXlE+oo =71:941 6.3466 O:tmE+oo "' ~1 ro:485 0:3595 6 :00JE+oo
17613.006

......

~2.CE2 i5:3687 tfOOJE+oo ='72:'276 ' 0:3463 ' O:tmE+oo " ~164::m 0.S2 O.OOJE+OO
17694.810 -42.222 0.3684 O.oooE+OO -72.591 0.3401 O.oooE+OO -100.141 0.3589 O.CXXlE+OO
1m6.540 -42.387 0.3682 O.oooE+OO -72.889 0.3399 O.oooE+OO -100.896 0.3586 O.oooE+OO
17858.270 -42.547 0.3680 O.oooE+OO -73.175 0.3397 O.oooE+OO -106.662 0.3584 O.oooE+OO
17940.000 -42.703 0.3678 O.oooE+OO -73.448 0.3395 O.oooE+OO -107.389 0.3581 O.oooE+OO
17940.000 -42.703 0.3678 O.CXXlE+OO -73.450 0.3395 O.oooE+OO -107.395 0.3581 O.oooE+OO
17952.000 -42.726 0.3677 O.oooE+OO -73.489 0.3395 occos-oo -107.511 0.3581 O.CXXlE+OO
17952.000 -42.726 0.3677 O.oooE+OO -73.488 0.3395 occos-co -107.506 0.3581 orcoe-co
17964.000 -42.749 0.3677 oocos-co -73.532 0.3395 O.oooE+OO -107.667 0.3580 O.oooE+OO
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APPENDIXK

Taylors Halt

Output results ofthe simulated observed scenario

Node (154) 0.72 em Node (462) 0.47 em Node (469) 0.20 em

time hw theta cone. hw theta cone. hW theta6on6: ······
0.000 -99. 962 0.4497 O.oooE+OO -100 .194 0.4794 o.oooa-oo -100.178 0.4794 o.ooos-oo
0.001 -99.965 0.4497 o.oooe-oo -100.179 0.4794 O.oooE+OO -100 .164 0.4794 o.oooe-oo
0.002 -99.963 0.4497 O.oooE+OO -100.193 0.4794 o.oooa-oo -100 .177 0.4794 O.OOOE+OO

8880.000 -77.472 0.4706 o.ooos-oo -154.143 0.4458 o.oooa-oo -178 .964 0.4358 O.oooE+OO

9120.000 -77.700 0.4704 o.oooa-oo -154 .648 0.4456 o.ooos-oo -179 .666 0.4355 o.ooos-oo
9360.000 -77.921 0.4702 O.OooE+OO -155 .128 0.4454 o.ooos-oo -180.331 0.4352 O.oooE+OO

9600.000 -78.134 0.4699 O.OOOE+oo -155.586 0.4452 O.ooOE+OO -180.963 0.4349 O.ooOE+OO

9840.000 -78 .340 0.4697 o.oooa-oo -156 .024 0.4451 o.oooe-oo -181.564 0.4347 o.oooe-oo
10080.000 -78.541 0.4696 O.OOOE+oo -156.443 0.4449 o.oooa-oo -182.140 0.4345 o.oooa-oo
10368.000 -78.771 0.4693 O.oooE+OO -156.919 0.4447 o.oooe-oo -182 .785 0.4342 o.oooa-oo
10656.000 -78.991 0.4691 o.oooa-oo -157.381 0.4445 O.oooE+OO -183.412 0.4340 o.ooot-oo
10944.000 -79.202 0.4689 o.oooe-oo -157.819 0.4443 o.oooa-oo -184.007 0.4337 o.oooe-oo
11232.000 -79.405 0.4687 O.OOOE+oo -158.237 0.4442 O.OooE+OO -184 .574 0.4335 o.ooos-oo
11520.000 -79.600 0.4685 o.ooos-oo -158.637 0.4440 o.oooe-oo -185 .116 0.4333 o.coos-oo
11520.000 -79.600 0.4685 o.oooa-oo -158.637 0.4440 O.oooE+OO -185 .118 0.4333 O.OOOE+oo
11680.000 -79.705 0.4684 O.OOOE+OO -158 .829 0.4439 o.ooos-oo -185 .323 0.4332 O.OOOE+oo
11770.000 -79.763 0.4684 o.oooe-oo -158.922 0.4439 o.ooos-oo -185.408 0.4331 o.ooos-oo

17878.750 -67.873 0.4818 o.ooos-oo -97.452 0.4815 o.oooa-oo -96.164 0.4824 O.OOOE+oo
18058.380 -65.789 0.4843 o.oooa-oo -100 .357 0.4793 O.oooE+OO -101.649 0.4783 O.oooE+OO
18238.000 -64.252 0.4862 o.oooa-oo -103.127 0.4772 o.ooos-oo -106 .386 0.4748 O.OOOE+oo
18238.000 -64.252 0.4862 O.oooE+OO -103 .127 0.4772 O.oooE+OO -106.387 0.4748 o.oooa-oo
18241.000 -64.227 0.4862 O.OOOE+oo -103 .173 0.4772 o.oooa-oo -106.463 0.4747 o.ooos-oo
18241 .000 -64.226 0.4862 O.OOOE+oo -103.173 0.4772 O.OooE+OO -106.463 0.4747 O.oooE+OO
18276.000 -63.950 0.4866 o.oooe-oo -103 .667 0.4768 O.OOOE+oo -107 .166 0.4742 O.OOOE+oo
18276.000 -63.950 0.4866 o.oooe-oo -103.664 0.4768 o.oooa-oo -107.168 0.4742 o.oooa-oo
18511 .000 -62.802 0.4880 o.ooos-oo -106.210 0.4749 O.OOOE+oo -110.945 0.4713 o.eoos-oo

26736.670 -56.324 0.4968 O.oooE+OO -104 .561 0.4761 O.oooE+OO -110 .093 0.4720 o.ooos-oo
26814.590 -56.393 0.4967 O.OooE+OO -104.819 0.4760 O.ooOE+OO -110.458 0.4717 o.ooos-oo
26923.670 -56.493 0.4966 O.OOOE+oo -105 .177 0.4757 O.ooOE+OO -110 .955 0.4714 o.ooos-oo
27069.110 -56.632 0.4963 o.oooa-oo -105.639 0.4753 o.ooos-oo -111 .582 0.4709 o.cooa-oo
27214.550 -56.777 0.4961 o.ooos-oo -106 .081 0.4750 o.oooe-oo -112 .161 0.4705 O.OOOE+oo
27360.000 -56.925 0.4959 O.oooE+OO -106.501 0.4747 O.OOOE+OO -112.696 0.4701 o.ccos-oo
27600.000 -57.175 0.4955 o.oooa-oo -107.138 0.4742 o.ooca-oo -113.479 0.4695 O.OOOE+oo

2 i s 40-:-000-----:s?:427- 6.4952 0.0061:+00 -107.720 0.4738 O.ooOE+OO -114 .181 0.4689 O.OooE+OO

·····4146!1:660 "' =58:081'" ······b:4972 b:OObE:+()() =165:698 6:4753 O.()()()E:+bb =f 11.869
....

0.47b7 6.()()()E:+()()
41760.000 -56.462 0.4966 o.oooa-oo -106.474 0.4747 o.oooa-oo -112 .817 0.4699 o.oooe-oo
42000.000 -56.768 0.4961 o.ooos-oo -107.068 0 .4743 o.ooos-oo -113.523 0.4694 O.OOOE+OO
42300.000 -57.140 0.4956 o.oooe-oo -107.740 0.4738 o.ooos-oo -114.306 0.4688 o.ocos-oo
42600.000 -57.492 0.4951 O.OOOE+OO -108.358 0.4733 o.oooa-oo -115.017 0.4683 O.oooE+OO
42900:00b ······ =57:826 6:4946 ' 0:00b E:+00 =1 08:919 ············ 0 :4729 6.000E:+00···· ' =115:6$7

.....

6.4678 6:000E+()()
43200.000 -58.142 0.4941 O.ooOE+oo -109.433 0.4725 O:OooE+oo -116.239 0.4674 O.OOOE+oo
43488.000 -58.434 0.4937 o.ooos-oo -109.886 0.4722 o.ooos-oo -116 .748 0.4670 o.ooos-oo
43776.000 -58 .714 0.4933 O.oooE+OO -110 .295 0.4718 o.ooos-oo -117.198 0.4667 O.OOOE+oo
44064.000 -58.979 0.4929 o.oooa-co -110 .673 0.4716 o.oooe-oo -117 .611 0.4664 o.coos-oo
44352:00b ······· =59.230 .......

(1:4925 CfOOOE+()() ' =f 11:624 004713 ' O:OOOE+()() =117:900
.......

0:4661 6:000E+()()····
44640.()()() -59.465 0.4921 O.oooE+oo -111.348 0.4711 O.OOOE+OO -118~339 0.4658 6:000E+OO
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Appendices

TaylorsHalt

Output results of the simulated efficient scenario

Node (154) 0.72 em Node (462) 0.47 em Node (469) 0.20 em

time hw theta cone. hw theta cone. hw theta cone.

0.000 -99 .962 0.4497 O.oooE+OO -100.194 0.4794 o.ooos-oo -100.178 0.4794 O.OooE+OO

0.001 -99 .965 0.4497 O.oooE+OO -100.179 0.4794 O.OOOE+oo -100.164 0.4794 o.oooe-oo
0.002 -99 .963 0.4497 o.oooe-oo -100 .193 0.4794 o.oooe-oo -100 .177 0.4794 O.oooE+OO

8880.000 -81.027 0.4671 O.oooE+OO -166.720 0.4407 O.OOOE+oo -199.415 0.4283 o.oooe-oo
9120.000 -81.373 0.4668 O.oooE+OO -167.536 0.4404 O.OOOE+oo -200.583 0.4280 o.oooe-oo
9360.000 -81.709 0.4665 O.OOOE+OO -168.309 0.4401 O.OOOE+oo -201.698 0.4276 o.oooe-oo
9600.000 -82.036 0.4662 o.oooe-oo -169 .051 0.4398 o.ocoe-oo -202.769 0.4273 o.ooos-oo
9840.000 -82.354 0.4658 o.oooe-oo -169.764 0.4395 o.oooe-oo -203.801 0.4270 O.OooE+OO

10080.000 -82.663 0.4655 o.oooa-oo -170 .453 0.4392 O.oooE+OO -204 .798 0.4267 o.oooe-oo
10320.000 -82.962 0.4653 o.oooa-oo -171.119 0.4389 O.OOOE+OO -205 .763 0.4264 O.OOOE+OO
10560.000 -83.253 0.4650 o.ooos-oo -171.763 0.4387 O.OooE+OO -206 .698 0.4262 O.oooE+OO
10800.000 -83 .534 0.4647 O.OOOE+oo -172.386 0.4384 0.600E+00 -207.604 0.4259 o.ooos-oo
11040.000 -83.808 0.4644 o.ooos-co -172.998 0.4382 o.oooa-oo -208 .500 0.4256 o.ooos-oo
11280.000 -84 .073 0.4642 o.coos-oo -173 .594 0.4379 O.OOOE+oo -209.370 0.4254 o.oooe-oo
11520.000 -84 .331 0.4639 o.oooa-oo -174 .173 0.4377 o.ooos-oo -210.211 0.4251 O.OOOE+OO
11520.000 -84 .331 0.4639 o.oooe-oo -174 .173 0 .4377 O.oooE+OO -210.209 0.4251 o.oooe-oo
11680.000 ········ ..84.498 0:4638 0:0001:+00 ~174.530 "' 0:4376 6.0001:+00 ~21 (f6!32 ············ 0:4250 6:0001:+00..•...............................................- .........................................................................•_........... .. -..-_...... .............................._...................._......

............................. ........_....- .................................._.....

17854.800 -74.668 0.4736 o.ooos-oo -105 .261 0.4756 o.oooa-oo -104.051 0.4765 o.oooe-oo
17982.530 -72.982 0.4756 o.oooa-oo -107.273 0.4741 o.ooos-oo -108 .202 0.4734 O.OOOE+OO
18110.270 -71 .484 0.4774 o.coos-oo -109 .344 0.4726 O.OOOE+oo -112 .148 0.4705 o.oooe-oo
18238.000 -70.229 0.4789 O.OOOE+oo -111 .367 0.4710 O.oooE+OO -115.799 0.4677 O.OOOE+oo
18238.000 -70 .228 0.4789 o.ooos-oo -111 .361 0.4710 O.OooE+OO -115.794 0.4677 O.OOOE+oo
18241 .000 -70 .200 0.4790 O.OOOE+oo -111 .414 0.4710 O.OooE+OO -115.883 0.4676 o.ooos-oo
18241.000 -70.200 0.4790 o.oooe-oo -111.414 0.4710 o.oooe-oo -115.884 0.4676 O.oooE+OO
18276.000 -69.881 0.4794 O.OOOE+oo -111 .934 0.4706 o.ooos-oo -116 .687 0.4670 O.oooE+OO
18276.000 -69 .881 0.4794 O.ooOE+OO -111.931 0.4706 o.oooe-oo -116.686 0.4670 o.oooa-oo

26768.000 -58 .777 0.4932 o.oooe-oo -107.691 0.4738 O.OooE+OO -113.418 0.4695 o.ooos-oo
27064.000 -58 .854 0.4931 o.ooos-oo -108 .399 0.4733 O.oooE+OO -114.435 0.4687 o.eoos-oo
27360.000 -58 .972 0.4929 O.OOOE+OO -109.058 0.4728 O.oooE+OO -115.342 0.4681 o.ooos-co
27648.000 -59.114 0.4927 o.ooos-oo -109.640 0.4723 o.ooos-oo -116 .115 0.4675 O.OOOE+oo
27936.000 -59.272 0.4924 o.ooos-co -110.152 0.4719 O.OOOE+OO -116.773 0.4670 O.oooE+OO
28224.000 -59 .440 0.4922 O.oooE+OO -110.603 0.4716 o.oooa-oo -117.333 0.4666 o.oooe-oo
28512.000 -59.611 0.4919 o.ooos-co -111.005 0.4713 O.OOOE+oo -117.820 0.4662 o.ooos-oo
28800.000 -59 .782 0.4917 O.oooE+OO -111.364 0.4710 o.oooe-oo -118 .244 0.4659 o.oooe-oo

41468 .660 ~5Ef08!3 0.4972 o.oooe-oo ~1 b5.70!3 0:4753 0:0001:+00 ' -111 .880 ·· t5:4707 o jjool:+OO
···· 41766 :ootf ~56:46!3 ······ 0.4966 0:0001:+00 ···· ~fb6:4a3 0:4747 0 :0001:+00 ~n2:82j 0.4699 t5:000I:+00

42000 :000 ' ~56:7'75 "'0:4961 0:0001:+00 ~167.077 ···· ········ 0:4743 0 :0001:+00 " ' ~n3:533 0:4694 6:0001:+00
42300.000 -57.146 0 .4956 O.OOOE+OO -107 .749 0.4737 O.OOOE+OO -114.315 0.4688 O.oooE+OO
42600.000 -57.497 0.4951 o.oooa-oo -108.365 0.4733 O.oooE+OO -115.025 0.4683 O.oooE+OO
42900.000 -57.831 0.4946 O.OOOE+OO -108.926 0.4729 O.oooE+OO -115.664 0.4678 O.ooOE+OO
43200.000 -58.147 0.4941 O.oooE+OO -109 .440 0.4725 O.oooE+OO -116.246 0.4674 O.OOOE+oo
43488.000 -58 .438 0.4937 o.oooe-oo -109 .892 0.4722 O.OOOE+oo -116.754 0.4670 O.ooOE+OO
43776.000 -58.718 0.4933 o.oooe-oo -110.301 0.4718 O.OOOE+oo -117.204 0 .4667 o.ooos-oo
44064.000 -58 .983 0.4929 O.OOOE+OO -110 .679 0.4716 O.OOOE+OO -117.616 0.4664 O.OOOE+OO
44352.000 -59.234 0.4925 O.OOOE+oo -111.029 0.4713 O.OooE+OO -117 .995 0.4661 O.OooE+OO
44640.000 -59.469 0.4921 o.ocoe-oo -111.352 0.4711 O.OOOE+oo -118.344 0.4658 O.OOOE+OO
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